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vooRwooRD

Het denkraam en de begrippen waarnee in dit proefschrift het probleem van de

kwantificatie van een complexe dimensie als hinder door gecombineerde

milieubelastingen is geanalyseerd, zijn ontleend aan de meettheorie. De meettheorie

modelleert de toekenning van getallen aan dimensies met uiteenlopende eigenschappen.

Daardoor is het op zich een voor de hand liggend instrument om te benutten in gevallen

waarin kwantificatie problematisch is. Daarnaast is de analyse van de grondslagen van

het meten die in het werk van met name R.D. Luce, D.H. Krantz, P. Suppes, L. Narens

en A. Tversky wordt gegeven, uitermate boeiend. Echter, vermoedelijk door het abstracte

karakter van de meeste publicaties in dit veld wordt meettheorie nauwelijks gebruikt in

relatie tot praktische meetproblemen. Hopelijk dicht dit proefschrift een stukje van het

gat tussen de meettheoretische literatuur en praktische meetproblemen.

Een belangrijk deel van dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op werk dat ik in opdracht van het

Minisrerie VROM bij TNO heb uitgevoerd. Het Ministerie VROM deelde de mening dat

herhaling van simpele pogingen op een bepaald moment niet meer zinvol is en heeft de

mogelijkheid geboden voor diepgaander sfudie. Van stimulerende contacten met het

Ministerie VROM, in het bijzonder met ir. M. van den Berg, heb ik veel voordeel

genoten.

Het theoretisch deel van het werk voor het Ministerie VROM vroeg een goede,

gedetailleerde en op het terrein van de meettheorie deskundige begeleiding. Prof' dr.

E.E.Ch.I. Roskam heeft mij als promotor een dergelijke begeleiding zeker geboden.

Het werk aan het proefschrift is 'op het werk', maar ook 'thuis' uitgevoerd' De energie

om mijn proefschrift te voltooien heb ik mede ontleend aan de goede sfeer onder mijn

collega's van wat nu de Sector Milieu, Gedrag en Gezondheid is en het plezier dat Marya

Boudewijns, Arthur, DaniEl en ik thuis hebben.

Grote dank ben ik verschuldigd aan mijn ouders, H.J. Miedema en C.W.J. Miedema-Van

der Top, die met hun buitengewone interesse en betrokkenheid mij altijd gestimuleerd

hebben bij opleiding en onderzoek.





1. GENERALINTRODUCTION

In many cases people are exposed not to one but to a combination of pollutants.

Nevertheless, in the Netherlands and elsewhere exposure to a pollutant is evaluated as

though the pollutant occurs in isolation. It has been realized that this approach is

inadequate for many situations because the adverse effect of a combination can be

stronger than that ofeach pollutant considered separately. Consequently, solely evaluating

effects of individual pollutants may lead to underestimation of the need for measures

against pollutants.

Because it has been recognized that evaluation procedures need improvement, the overall

impact of combined pollutants is receiving increasing attention from both scientists and

environmental policy makers. One requirement for formulating more sophisticated

procedures for environmental impact assessment is a better understanding of the relation

between exposures to combined pollutants and their adverse effects.

This study concems environmental noises and odours. Their main adverse effect is

annoyance. The general purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of the

relationship between exposure to combined environmental noises and odours and the

annoyance experienced by exposed persons. More specifically the goal is to find a

function which consistently assigns a greater number to exposures if they cause higher

annoyance. Such a function is called an annoyance quantification. A strict monotone

relation between annoyance and the numbers assigned to exposures is required because

then the ordering of exposures with respect to annoyance can be easily derived from the

associated numbers.

The existence and form of annoyance quantifications is investigated in a fundamental

way. A rough outline of the approach taken is given in this introduction. First, however,

the need for quantifying annoyance is illustrated in Section 1.1, and limitations of

existing proposals for quantifications are discussed in Section 1.2. Thereafter Section 1.3

outlines the approach taken to the quantification of annoyance caused by exposures to

noises and odours. Section 1.4 relates this approach to recent discussions about



quantifying environmental impacts. Finally, Section 1.5 discusses the validity of a simple

argument against the possibility of quantifying annoyance caused by combined factors.

The organization of the main body of this study will be outlined in the next chapter, after

a more detailed introduction to the approach taken.

1.1 The need for a quantification of annoyance due to combined noises and odours

First it is illustrated that annoyance due to combined factors is not an exception, but

rather common. Then examples are given of settings in which there is a need for a

quantification of annoyance due to combined factors.

Throughout the world, especially in urban areas, environmental noise is a serious

problem. To illustrate this, Table I presents estimates with respect to road traffic noise

exposure in the European Union. The "equivalent sound level", Lo.o, used in the table,

is defined as (10 times the logarithm ofl; a weighted average of sound intensities. From

the estimates in Table 1 and relationships that have been established between noise

exposure and percentage of annoyed persons (Miedema, 1992a), it can be derived that

in the European Union alone millions of residents are annoyed by road traffic noise.

Since annoyance from road traffic noise is so wide spread, annoyance due to other

environmental factors can be expected to coincide often with annoyance due to road

traffic noise.

Table 1 Rough estimate ol the distribution of the population of the European Union over sound exposure classes lor

road traffic (Lambert and Vallet, 1994).

daytime Lo* % of the EU population number of EU inhabitants

< 55 dB(A)

55-60 dB(A)

60-65 dB(A)

65-70 dB(A)

70-75 dB(A)

> 7s dB(A)

39.6

21.7

19.1

12.8

5.5

1.3

136 972 000

75 124 000

65 893 000

44 252 000

18 91 1 000

4 563 000

Total 100.0 345 715 000



Figure L For various sources the percentage of respondents that reported to be annoyed in a representative

sample (N = 4,038) of the Netherlands' population of 16 years and older in 1993. (Based on data

from a study described in De Jong et al., 1994)
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A recent inventory carried out in the Netherlands (De Jong et al., 1994) gives information

about simultaneous annoyance from multiple factors. In this study a sample (N = 4,038)

representative of the Netherlands' population of at least l6 years old was interviewed.

The questions mainly concerned annoyance due to environmental factors such as noise

and odour. Figures I and 2 are based on data from this study.

Figure I shows the percentage ofpersons annoyed by noise from road traffic, rail traffic,

aircraft, industry, and agricultural activities as well as the percentage of persons annoyed

by odour from these sources. The figure demonstrates that in the Netherlands

environmental noise is more of a problem than environmental odour. This probably also

holds true for other countries. Furthermore, the figure shows that road traffic is the most

important source of noise annoyance and one of the most important sources of odour

annoyance. This indicates that in the vicinity of roads combined noise and odour

annoyance occurs.



Figure 2. For respondents annoyed by road traffic noise the percentages reporting also annoyance from other
environmental factors. The percentages are found for a representative sample (N = 4,038) of the

Netherlands' population of 16 years and older in 1993. (Based on data from a study described in
De Jong et al., 1994)
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Figure 2 gives more information on the prevalence of simultaneous annoyance from

multiple factors. The persons who are annoyed by road traffic noise are partitioned

according to their responses with respect to other possible causes of annoyance.

Figures I and 2 imply that simultaneous annoyance from road traffic and other factors

is not an exception, but rather common. The settings in which a need for a quantification

of the total annoyance occurs are diverse. The following three examples concern zones

around industrial complexes, abatement measures against noise from multiple sources,

and environmental impact assessment of new activities.

- Complex industrial areas usually encompass a large number of sources which cause

several distinct environmental strains. For evaluating consequences for residents in the

direct vicinity of industrial complexes noise, odour, toxic and carcinogenic substances,

and major industrial hazards have to be considered. Decisions about land use in the

vicinity of an industrial complex require assessments of how these environmental factors

4
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affect the environmental quality. One important issue is whether the construction of new

houses should or should not be allowed. If the environmental quality can be quantified,

then zones with differing levels of environmental quality can be established around an

industrial complex based on this quantification. For each zone different restrictions on

land use can be defined, prohibiting the construction of new houses, for example. A

quantification of annoyance due to noise and odour caused by an industrial complex can

be used for establishing zones related to noise and odour from that complex.

- Regulations about environmental noise largely pertain to a specific noise source (e.g.,

road traffic, trains, aircraft, and industry). However, often there is not a single source,

but rather a combination of noise sources. For example, around an airport there are

instances of significant noise from both aircraft and road traffic. In such a case noise

abatement based on exposure caused by a single source may not be sufficient. When

evaluating the need for abatement due to combined exposures, a quantification of the

annoyance caused by the combined exposures is needed.

- In many countries the environmental impact of new activities, specifically large scale

activities such as the development of a new railway line or the extension of an airport,

must be thoroughly assessed. Often different altematives are being compared with respect

to their impact on the environment. Alternative plans differ in a number of environmental

respects. A choice between them requires an integral evaluation. A quantification of the

annoyance due to noise and odour can be used to compare alternatives with respect to

overall noise and odour impact.

1.2 Existing quantifications

In the literature many annoyance quantifications have been proposed for noise from a

single source. Schultz (1982) gives an overview and indicates how quantifications have

been established. In many cases a formula is informally related to empirical observations.

Aspects of formulas were defended or argued against without a clear view on exactly

what empirical properties of annoyance correspond to the formulas. For a number of



quantifications the correspondence with annoyance ratings has been determined through

field studies. However, the evidence from such studies is often inconclusive (see

Miedema, 1992a).

Only a few authors have suggested a quantification for noise from combined sources.

These proposals have been reviewed by Miedema (1985). He showed that each proposal

violated simple empirical facts and as such, none was considered to be adequate.

To date the author is unaware of concrete proposals in the literature for quantifications

of annoyance due to combined noises and odours.

In conclusion, quantifications for single or combined noises and odours either have not

been proposed or lack a proper foundation. In order to fill this gap and obtain

quantifications that have a clear relation to empirical observations, the approach that will

be outlined in the next section was taken. Although motivated by combined exposures,

this approach also provides insight into the quantification of annoyance caused by noise

or odour from a single source.

1.3 A representational approach

The representational approach requires the formulation of a model that represents the

attribute to be quantified before the derivation of quantifications. Thus, the quantification

of annoyance requires the formulation of an annoyance model.

The annoyance model that will be put forward describes the ordering of exposures with

respect to the annoyance they cause. According to the model this annoyance ordering

is determined by a number of successive trade-offs between basic attributes of exposures.

The model describes these basic attributes and the annoyance ordering which depends

on trade-offs between them. Properties of, for example, the annoyance ordering are

specified in the model qualitatively through axioms. Axioms are empirical statements

and, in principle, they must be tested before accepting a model.

An annoyance quantification is derived from the annoyance model. It is a function that

assigns a number to each exposure. It consists of quantifications of the basic attributes,

6



and rules which combine these quantifications into a quantification of the overall

annoyance. The overall annoyance quantification translates the annoyance ordering into

the common numerical ordering >. That is, if x represents an exposure that is, according

to the model, more annoying than an exposure represented by y, then a quantification

assigns to x a greater number than to y. Thus, a quantification assigns a greater number

to an exposure if it causes higher annoyance according to the model.

By taking the representational approach, i.e., first formulating a model and then deriving

quantifications from that model, questions about the validity of an annoyance

quantification are converted into questions about the empirical correctness of the

annoyance model. The formulation of models and the derivation of quantifications are

the main subjects of Chapters 4 to 8. Below we will delineate the annoyance model that

is developed in these chapters and describe the form of its quantifications.

According to the model, annoyance due to noise and odour exposures ultimately depends

on basic perceptual attributes ofthe exposures called "specific loudnesses" and "specific

odour strengths". A specific loudness is an aspect of sound related to the loudness of

that sound. Each sound has at a single point in time for each frequency band a certain

specific loudness. This is called a 'specific loudness' to distinguish it from 'loudness'.

Per point in time a sound only has a single loudness, and this loudness depends on the

specific loudnesses in the different frequency bands. Similarly, a specific odour strength

is the contribution of a single compound at a single point in time to the odour strength.

It is called 'specific odour strength' to distinguish it from the 'odour strength' of an

entire mixture of odorous compounds. ln Chapter 4 specific loudness will be studied and

in Chapter 5 specific odour strength. For both attributes abstract strucfures will be

described that can be used to represent them, and quantifications will be derived from

these structures.

The description ofthe trade-offbetween specific loudnesses and specific odour strengths

will be treated in Chapter 6. In order to describe the trade-off, the structures representing

these perceptual attributes are incorporated into a larger structure. In Chapter 6 this larger

structure is defined, but not yet used to model annoyance. There it is used to model

loudness and odour strength because their relation with specific loudnesses and specific



odour strengths, respectively, is simpler. Annoyance is a utility-like attribute whose

relation with specific loudnesses and specific odour strengths is indirect and relatively

complex.

To describe the trade-offs that determine annoyance, the structures for specific loudnesses

and specific odour strengths have to be put into a hierarchical arrangement. That is, the

description of annoyance requires a structure consisting of several strata of substructures,

describing successive trade-offs between attributes. The structures for specific loudnesses

and specific odour strengths are 'at the bottom' of this hierarchical arrangement. This

framing of structures into a compound hierarchical structure will be treated in Chapters

7 and 8.

According to theorems in Chapters 6 and 7 , a quantification of the annoyance structure

is a (strictly increasing transformations of a) function which is composed by repeated

determination of "power sums"

I I, (br(r;* 1t"'

in which (* initially are quantifications of specific loudnesses or specific odour strengths,

and in later steps they are results of preceding power sums. Such a function is called a

hierarchical power sum. The parameters a, a*, and b. are positive.

1.4 Relation with current developments

The approach outlined above can be compared with the multi-attribute utility theory

(Keeney and Raiffa, 1976), which Vlek (1990) considers to be useful for the evaluation

of risky activities. Here 'risk' is to be understood as '(environmental) impact'. Vlek

reviewed relevant information for the committee of the Health Council of the Netherlands

which provides an advice on the measurement and evaluation of risks. This advice

concerns a govemmental document called 'Premises for risk management' (VROM,

1989) that was meant to provide a consistent, uniform approach for the assessment of

environmental impacts on human health and ecology. One of Vlek's conclusions is:



'As far as the effects component of risk assessment is concerned, the methodological side

remains poorly worked otfi. Multi-attribute (or multicriteria) utility theory offers concepts,

models and methods for the systematic evaluation of undesired consequences.'

(conclusion 3, p. 48)

About multi-attribute utility theory he states:

'With respect to the evaluation of muhi-dimensional accidents and health effects, the idea

of multi-attribute utility can be used. The best-known example is the so-called additive

weighted ruility modeL ' (p. 39)

He proceeds to state that, according to that model, the utility of a multi-dimensional

attribute is the weighted sum of the utilities assigned to a set of separate dimensions.

The present study contributes to the methodological aspect of impact assessment, of

which Vlek expresses a need in the quoted conclusion. Below the general approach

outlined in the previous section is compared with the above mentioned additive weighted

utility model. First the quantification of separate, basic dimensions and then weighted

addition is discussed.

The additive weighted utility model describes utility in terms of utilities of separate

dimensions. However, the model does not specify how such separate dimensions have

to be quantified. In the approach taken here quantifications of dimensions such as specific

Ioudnesses and specific odour strengths are derived from models of these dimensions

(see Chapters 4 and 5). The numbers assigned to utilities of separate dimensions must

reflect empirical properties of these dimensions. If the numbers do not adequately

represent the separate dimensions, then also their sum or any other combination is

meaningless. Therefore, the quantification of the separate dimensions has to be studied.

The additive weighted utility model combines quantif,red utilities of separate dimensions

by weighted addition. The validity of this combination rule depends on properties of the

trade-off between the utilities of the separate dimensions on which the overall utility

depends. In the approach taken here a combination rule is explicitly related to properties

of the corresponding trade-off (see Chapters 5 and 6). The above mentioned hierarchical

power sum is more general than the weighted addition in the additive weighted utility

model. For many applications the assumptions about the empirical trade-off which are



implicit in weighted addition are too strong. One such assumption, independence, will

be extensively discussed in Chapter 8.

The motivation for the Canadian Environmental Quality Index illustrates the non-rigorous

kind of argument that dominates many discussions concerning the form of combination

rules. According to a review of environmental impact measures (Driessen et al., 1992),

its subindices are multiplied instead of added in order to prevent very bad subindex

values from being masked. The loose connection between the idea that 'a very bad value

of a subindex should not be masked' and the choice between two types of rules is typical

of many discussions about combination rules. To decide about the correct combination

rule, the representational approach relates differences between rules in a systematic and

rigorous way to empirical properties of the corresponding empirical trade-off.

1.5 Is quantification impossible?

Incompatibility of units is often considered to be a serious problem for the quantification

of compound attributes such as annoyance. The following citation expresses the problem

(translated from Dutch).

'When other environmental exposures are added, soon the criticism will be raised that

incompatible units are added. The dilemma is that indeed it is dfficuk to give a scientific

foundation for such a total addition ... but on the other hand everybody will intuitively

say that with more types of environmental exposures the environmental qttality is

worse.'*

When concentrations expressed in the same unit, such as pg m-3, are combined, this

problem is not present. However, when a sound intensity in Watt m-2 is combined with

a concentration of an odorous substance in pg m-3, it is thought to occur. Since

J. Tesink. Presentation at the workshop 'Cumulatie van bronnen en milieube-
lastingen' (Cumulation of sources and environmental loads) organized by the

Netherlands Ministery of Environment, Scheveningen, April 1989.
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quantification of annoyance caused by noises and odours involves such combinations,

this problem is considered here.

About thirty years ago an analysis of the problem of incompatible units was summarized

as follows:

'Thus, whether it is meaningful to addweight and length depends not so much on the

physical properties of bodies but on the uniqr,teness properties of the numerical

assignments associated to weight and length.' (Suppes & Zinnes, 1963: p.71)

If factors can be empirically matched with respect to a common effect, then the usual

freedom to choose measurement units is reduced because in that case the numbers

assigned to the separate factors must also give an indication of the common effect.

Consequently, the numerical assignments become more unique and incompatibility of

units is not a problem.

Thus, the uniqueness of measurement units, such as units for specific loudness and

specific odour strength, depends on the common 'effect' studied. Specific loudnesses and

specific odour strengths can be matched on the basis of their contribution to annoyance.

The annoyance model that will be put forward implies that measurement units of more

basic factors that contribute to annoyance are completely correlated. If the unit of one

factor is changed, then the units of the other factors have to be adapted correspondingly.

Based on the common effect, units can be 'translated' into each other. Therefore, a

problem with respect to incompatibility of units does not occur.

The above discussion can be summarized as follows. 'Incompatibility of units' of

combined factors is, by itself, not a relevant issue. It does, however, relate to an issue

that is relevant, namely, the uniqueness of the measurement units of these factors. This

uniqueness is determined by the properties of these factors and the common effect to

which they contribute. Consequently, a model of the factors and their common effect

provides insight into this uniqueness. The annoyance model developed in this study will

provide this insight for annoyance. Moreover, it implies that quantified factors with

'incompatible' units can be combined through a (hierarchical) power sum into an

annoyance quantification.
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2. A REPRESENTATIONAL APPROACH TO QUANTTFYING ANNOYANCE

In the representational approach to quantifying annoyance an annoyance model is

constructed, and quantifications are derived from that model. In the model axioms reflect

what we know (or take) to be true about annoyance. The existence and form of

annoyance quantifications depend on the assumptions formulated through axioms. This

chapter gives a more detailed introduction to this representational approach to quantifying

annoyance, and concludes with an outline of the remainder of the text. ln the course of

this introduction some central concepts are informally described. Their precise definition

will be given in the next chapter.

The first two sections ofthis chapter are general and as such do not focus on annoyance.

Section 2.1 discusses axiomatic models in general while Section 2.2 examines

quantifications of axiomatic models. The two subsequent sections focus on annoyance

due to noise and odour: Section 2.3 outlines the annoyance model while Section 2.4

describes quantifications of that model. Finally, Section 2.5 gives an overview of all

subsequent chapters.

2.1 Axiomatic models

The following simple model serves as an introduction to axiomatic models. It describes

when the 'who likes who' pattern in a group is stable, i.e., when nobody in a group takes

action to change that pattern.

Elements of the model are a relation,'like', and a domain of this relation, a group of

persons. In addition, the model encompasses statements about properties of the relation

'like' in a stable state. One property required for a stable state is symmetry: if person

A likes person B, then this is murual, i.e., B also likes A. Another property required for

stability is that if someone likes two persons, he wants them to like each other. That is,

if A likes B and C, then B likes C and C likes B. An elaborate model encompasses a

collection of such statements, probably involving more than one relation.

t2



In general, a model consists of a domain (group of persons), one or more relations on

that domain ('like' ), and a collection of statements expressing properties of these relations

('like' is symmetric).

The collection of statements about properties of relations in a model can always be

extended. For example, if someone likes another person, he does not feel happy when

the other likes someone disliked by him. Thus, transitivity is required: if person A likes

person B and B likes person C, then A likes C. However, as can be easily seen, this was

already implied. It may be useful to note transitivity, but inclusion in the model of

already implied properties makes the formulation of the model more complex without

changing its implications.

Statements that introduce inconsistency in a model should be avoided even more than

redundant statements. A model is inconsistent if a statement as well as its negation follow

from the model. In that case, every statement about the relations involved can be derived,

and the model cannot correspond to any real world situation.

ln an axiomatic model statements are transparently organized. This is accomplished by

isolating primitive relations and a set of statements about them, i.e., the axioms, from

which the truth or falsity of other statements about the same relations can be derived.

The axioms have to be "consistent", i.e., it should not be possible to derive a

contradiction from them. The number of axioms are kept to a minimum. Axioms are

"independent" if no axiom (or its negation) can be derived from the others.

A model may be elaborated upon and insights may be gained by defining additional

relations in terms of primitive relations, and by deriving theorems expressing properties

for primitive or defined relations not directly expressed by the axioms. In an axiomatic

model these are clearly distinguished from the primitive relations and the axioms

conceming these primitive relations.

In a fully axiomatic system the (formal) language used to formulate axioms and derive

implications is also specified. As in many other presentations of axiomatic systems, we

use mathematical expressions, but omit an explicit definition of the language'

l3



The axiomatic approach has a long history. It was first formulated by the ancient Greeks,

Euclid among others. It was revived at the turn of this century. The first axiom system

for set theory is due to Zermelo (1908), and was completed by, among others, Fraenkel

(1927). The first axiomatic account of the natural numbers is due to Peano (1898), and

the first axiomatic account of the real numbers is due to Hilbert (1899a). Hilbert (1899b)

also developed a system for Euclidean geometry. Hausdorff (1914) created a system for

topology.

A famous illustration that axiomatization may be clarifying comes from set theory. Set

theory originates from the work of Cantor, who investigated sets of arbitrary elements.

Due to ambiguity of the set concept apparent contradictions were later revealed. "Russell's

antinomy" is the most well-known example. The formulation of axioms disambiguated

the concepts involved so that the apparent contradictions were resolved. Results of set

theory can be derived from the axioms, while none of the known incon-sistencies can

be.

The above examples of axiomatic systems are from mathematics. In empirical sciences

axioms concem relations which have a specific interpretation. An example from physics

is Reichenbach' s (1924) axiomatization of the (relativistic) space-time. An example from

biology is the system by Woodger (1937), which treats concepts as things and their

slices, parts and time relations, division and fusion, hierarchies, cells and organisms, etc.

Finally, an example from psychology, which is closer to our present work, is Krantz'

(1975a, b) axiomatic description of colour perception.

In the models in this work axioms are also given a specific interpretation. The models

are used to describe the perception of sound and odour, and the annoyance caused by

sound and odour. We believe that they have wider applications, but this is not explored

here. All models in this study are qualitative. This means that the domain and the

relations are not numerical. A quantification of a model translates its domain and

relations into numbers and numerical relations.

As an illustration, an axiomatic model of physical attributes is sketched. In doing so,

some formal notation is introduced. Physical attributes such as length, mass, and volume
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are described with a domain X, and relations > and o on X. Applied to length, X is a

set of objects, > is the ordering obtained by comparing the objects in a certain way, and

o is the operation that relates two objects to the one obtained by placing them next to

each other in a precisely described way. Thus, x,y,ze X says that x, y, and z are objects,

x > y asserts that the length of object y does not exceed the length of x, and xoy = z

means that placing x next to y is equivalent to object z. T\e triple (X, 2, o) is called

a relational structure.

A complete model requires a specification of properties of > and o. This is done in

axioms. The above physical attributes are described by an "extensive structure", which

will be defined in Chapter 4. In an extensive structure there is, for example, an axiom

stating that the ordering (>) is "transitive" (see Definition Bl in Appendix B).

In our description of models and their interpretations we do not always distinguish

strictly between a model and its realization. For example, above we called X a set of

objects instead of a set of elements that are interpreted as physical objects. In the sequel

we will continue to be non-rigorous on this point. However, there should be no

ambiguity. A symbolic model is an abstract system. A valid interpretation refers to a

realization of the model in the empirical world. Thus, in the above example, the extensive

structure is an abstract system which has different realizations. Intelpretations can refer

to length, mass, or volume, to name a few attributes.

An (empirical) interpretation gives empirical content to the relations in a model, and

gives empirical meaning to the statements that can be derived from the model. An

interpretation is valid if and only if the interpretations of all statements that can be

derived are empirical facts. For an axiomatic model it is sufficient to check whether the

interpreted axioms indeed are facts. We will not give a more formal treatment of the

interpretation of models. However, it is important to stress that not axioms are true or

false, but a particular interpretation of them.

To avoid confusion, it may be noted that in the field of symbolic logic 'model' has a

meaning different from the one used here. That is, what we call 'model' would be called

'system' or'theory'. Our use of the term is similar to that in most empirical sciences.
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2.2 Unit quantifications

A "homomorphism" is a function which maps the domain of a model into the domain

of another model in such a way that there exists a conespondence between the relations

on the original domain and relations on the associated elements. A quantification is a

homomorphism onto a numerical domain. It transfers the relations of a model from a

qualitative domain to a numerical domain. It translates, e.9., a total ordering on a

qualitative domain into the ordering ')' on a numerical domain.

For a specific model of an attribute it can be studied whether it has a quantification

(existence question), and, if quantifications exist, what form they have (uniqueness

question). The answers to these questions depend on the axioms in a model, which

describe properties of the attribute.

"Automorphisms" are relations on the domain of a model that are not explicitly defined,

but they are induced by the relations that are incorporated in a model. Automorphisms

are considered here because quantifications can be characterized by the numerical

functions into which they translate automolphisms. An automorphism is a mapping of

the domain of a model onto itself which preserves the relations in the model. As an

illustration consider the relational structure (X, >, o), which was used above to describe

length. Suppose that for each object x in X an object x' in X can be found which has

the same length as the circumference of a circle whose radius has the same length as x.

'Replacing' each x (y, u, v, w) by x' (y', u', v', w') is an automorphism, because x >

y holds if and only if x' > y' holds, and u o v = w if and only if u' o v' = w'' That

is, 'replacing' each object in this way is a mapping of the set of objects onto itself which

preserves the relations (>, o) between the objects. Such a mapping is called an

automorphism.

A quantification is called a unit quantification if it translates each automorphism on the

domain of a model into a multiplication by a positive real of the associated numbers.

The commonly used quantifications of length translate the automorphism described above

into multiplication by 2n.
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2.3 The model for annoyance due to noise and odour

This and the next section elaborate on the more global outline of the model for

annoyance due to noise and odour and its quantifications given in Section 1.3. This

section outlines the annoyance model. Its quantifications are described in the next section.

Remember that the annoyance model has substructures that describe basic attributes on

which annoyance depends, and substructures that describe the trade-off betvveen these

basic attribures. Both, the basic attributes and the trade-off, are considered below in more

detail.

Specific loudnesses and specific odour strensths

According to the model, annoyance depends on attributes of sound and odour exposures

referred to as "specific loudnesses" and "specific odour strengths".

'Specific loudness' is a term used by Zwicker (e.g., in Zwicker, 1982) for the

contribution from a sound frequency band to a momentary loudness. Indirectly, via

momentary loudnesses, overall loudnesses of sound events, etc., specific loudnesses

influence annoyance. Specific loudness is described in Chapter 4 by an extensive

structure !( = (X, 2, o). This structure is not composed of other structures and is

therefore called a basic structure.

'Specific odour strength' is chosen as a term because it refers to the analogue ofspecific

loudness for odour. It is used for the contribution of a single compound to the

momentary odour strength of an air sample, which may contain a mixture of odorants.

Indirectly, via momentary odour strengths, overall odour strengths of odour events, etc.,

specific odour strengths also influence annoyance. Specific odour strength is described

in Chapter 5 by a compound structureS= (!(, Q, >). Here-{ andP are extensive

structures describing the mass of the compound concerned and the volume of the air

sample containing it, respectively, and > represents the ordering of mass-volume

combinations with respect to their specific odour strength. Thus, unlike the specific

loudness structure, the specific odour strength structure is not a basic structure, but rather

it has two substructures which are basic structures.
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The trade-off between specific loudnesses and specific odour strensths

During a certain period there are many specific loudnesses and specific odour strengths

which influence annoyance, namely, per point in time for each sound frequency band

a specific loudness and for each odorous compound a specific odour strength. The

annoyance model describes how annoyance depends on these basic attributes.

Basically, annoyance is described as an ordering on all possible combinations of specific

loudnesses and specific odour strengths in the period considered. The domain of the

annoyance ordering can be more precisely described as follows. It is a product set whose

components are product sets, and so on. The basic components in this hierarchy of

product sets are the domains of the specific loudness and specific odour strength

structures. The annoyance model specifies properties of the annoyance ordering, and

describes how this ordering is interlocked with the orderings in the specific loudness

structures and the specific odour strength structures.

There are three main steps in constructing the annoyance model. First, models are

constructed for the overall loudness of sound events (see Figure 3a) and for the overall

odour strength of odour events (see Figure 3b). They encompass the structures that model

the specific loudnesses and specific odour strengths which occur during an event. Then,

parts of the overall loudness structure are distinguished which describe the overall

loudness for limited sets of sound events. Also, parts of the overall odour strength

structure are distinguished which describe the overall odour strength for limited sets of

odour events. Finally, the annoyance model (see Figure 3c) is constructed. The above

mentioned parts of the overall loudness and the overall odour strength strucfure are

substrucfures in this model.

The following description of the three steps is somewhat more detailed.

l. A sound exposure as well as an odour exposure is composed of events. Unlike

(momentary) loudness, which pertains to sound at a single moment, overall loudness

pe(ains to an entire sound event (e.g., the passage of a tram or a car). The overall

loudness ofa sound event depends on the specific loudnesses that occur during the event

at different points in time in different frequency bands. A possible overall loudness

structure for a sound event is illustrated in Figure 3a.
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The overall odour strength is analogously described. In contrast to (momentary) odour

strength, overall odour strength pertains to an odour event. A possible structure for the

overall strength of an odour event is illustrated in Figure 3b.

2. Sound events as well as odour events have other characteristics besides their

overall loudness or their overall odour strength that influence annoyance. Sound events

are said to be of a single "type" if they are the same in all respects other than loudness.

That is, sound events ofa single type have the same tonal content, sharpness, rise pattern,

roughness, etc. Consequently, for sound events of a single type the influence of other

characteristics on annoyance is constant, and the relation between overall loudness and

annoyance is strictly monotone. Sound events of a single type are described by a part

of the overall loudness structure for all events. Distinguishing these parts of the overall

loudness structure is an intermediate step in the construction of the annoyance model.

Similarly, odour events which differ only with respect to their overall odour strength but

are equal in other respects, such as the type of smell, constitute a type of odour event.

Such a set of odour events is described by a part of the overall odour strength structure.

Distinguishing these parts also is an intermediate step in the construction of the

annoyance model.

3. To describe the influence on annoyance from the overall loudness ofsound events

and overall odour strength of odour events, the above mentioned parts are incorporated

into a larger annoyance structure. A possible structure is presented in Figure 3c.

2.4 Quantifications of the annoyance model

For physical dimensions the usage of unit quantifications is very common. Despite their

long history of use, only relatively recently have these quantifications been the subject

of fundamental analyses. Measurement theory has related'their existence to certain

empirical properties of the quantified physical dimensions.

In this study the original definition of unit quantifications is extended so that it not only

applies to the relatively simple structures for physical attributes such as length, but also
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to compound structures such as the annoyance model outlined in the previous section.

This study relates the existence of annoyance quantifications to properties which the

model assumes for annoyance. The main result of this study is that annoyance has unit

quantifications, like physical dimensions.

This section describes quantifications and unit quantifications. First Subsection 2.4.7

describes the (unit) quantifications of extensive structures. Then, in Subsection 2.4.2, the

(unit) quantifications of compound structures, such as the annoyance structure, are

considered.

2.4.1 Extensivestructures

Hrilder was one of the first to study the quantification of physical attributes. About a

century ago he described simple physical attributes such as length by an extensive

structure \. = (X, >, o). He proved that this structure has, in our terminology, an

"additive quantification" Q, i.e., Q maps X onto R*, translates > into the common ordering

> on the numbers, and translates the operation o into addition + (Hrilder, l90l).

The "additive quantifications" of extensive attributes are their simplest unit

quantifications. An additive quantification Q of specific loudness maps specific

loudnesses onto R*, translates the specific loudness ordering into >, and assigns x + y

to the combination of specific loudnesses to which it individually assigns x and y.

Because q-t1x; is the element to which Q assigns x and Q-r(y) is the element to which

it assigns y, the latter property of additive quantification Q can be expressed by 0[0 '(x)
o0'(y)l - x+y.
Apart from additive quantifications, an extensive structure has non-additive

quantifications onto R.*. When a non-additive quantification is used, the numerical value

for a combination is not calculated by addition, but by some other numerical operation.

For example, let Q be the additive quantification of specific loudness in sone. Then

quantification V = 33.3log(160) gives the specific loudness level in phon (see Zwicker,
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1982: pp. 81 - 82), and y[yt(x) o V'(y)] = 33.3 log (10*n:'r + lCPur 3; is the phon value

for two combined specific loudnesses with phon values x and y.

The total set of quantifications onto R* of an extensive structure can be characterized as

follows (see Krantz et a1., 1971). Given that Q is an additive quantification of an

extensive structure, then ry is also a quantification of that structure if and only if a strictly

increasing function f from Rr onto itself exists such that V = f0. If y has values x and

y on two elements, then the value of y for the combination of these elements is y[ry '(x)

o\+/'(y)l = f [fl'(x)+l'(y)].

An extensive structure has the following set of unit quantificatiorzs. Remember that a unit

quantification maps the automoqphisms of the original structure onto the multiplications

by a positive real, whereas a quantification may connect the automorphisms with other

numerical functions. Let Q be an additive quantification of an extensive structure. Then

ry is a unit quantification of that structure if and only if there are positive a and b such

that y - bO". If y has values x and y on two elements, then V[V-'(x) o V-'(y)] =

(^t'u +y"u)" is the value of ry for the combination of these elements.

2.4.2 Compoundstructures

A quantification of a compound model is composed of quantifications of its substructures.

It is composed by repeated application of functions F called combination rules:

F(..,E*,..).

Here (* initially are quantifications of basic structures (see previous subsection), and in

later steps they are quantifications of 'higher' substructures of the model. A higher

substructure is compound, and its quantification (* is the result of preceding applications

of combination rules.

An important result in this sfudy is that the annoyance model that will be put forward

has a unit quantification. According to theorems presented in Chapters 6 and 7, a unit

quantification of the model is a "hierarchical power sum", which is composed by repeated

determination of "power sums"
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I I* 6*q*;* 1'"'

The 6* initially are unit quantifications of specific loudness structures or a specific odour

strength structures, and in later steps they are the result of preceding power sums. The

parameters a, a*, and b* are positive.

2.5 Organization

Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 each contain a definition of an axiomatic model and theorems

about unit quantifications of this model. Chapters 4 and 5 are concerned with the

structures for specific loudness and specific odour strength, respectively. Chapter 6

introduces the trade-off model which is later used to describe annoyance. Chapter 7

defines what a part of a strucrure is, and specifically considers parts of the structures

introduced in Chapter 6. Chapter 8 presents the annoyance model. The following

overview is more detailed.

In Chapter 3 some basic concepts and theorems are presented. In addition to relational

structures, "hierarchical strucfures" are introduced for describing compound attributes.

Concepts such as a (unit) quantification of relational structures are extended to

hierarchical structures. Also, basic theorems are presented about the existence and

uniqueness of (unit) quantifications of relational and hierarchical structures.

Chapter 4 treats extensive structures. Extensive structures will be used to describe

specific loudness, mass of an odorous substance, and volume of an air sample. In

addition to a 'positive' extensive structure, a structure similar but with a zero element

is defined. A theorem about the existence and uniqueness of unit quantifications

(representation theorem) is formulated.

In Chapter 5 "distributive structures" with two substructures are introduced. A

distributive structure with two substructures is used to model the specific odour strength

of an odorous substance in an air sample. It is a hierarchical structure with two extensive

substructures, one for the mass of the substance, and the other for the volume of the air

sample. Representation theorems are also stated for distributive structures.
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In Chapter 6 the "restrictedly solvable structure" is introduced. It is defined recursively

as a hierarchical structure with substructures which are either again a restrictedly solvable

structure, a distributive structure, or an extensive structure. If a restrictedly solvable

structure is used to model momentary loudness, then extensive substructures describe

the specific loudnesses per frequency band. If it is used to model the odour strength of

an air sample, then it has distributive substructures which describe the specific odour

strengths of the odorants in the sample. Since distributive structures themselves consist

of two layers, the entire hierarchical structure for odour strength has three layers.

In addition to the restrictedly solvable structure, a generalization is defined, which is used

in Chapter 8 to model annoyance due to noise and odour. Representations theorems are

given for both the original structure and for its generalization.

In Chapter 7 "1ryI3 structure" and their unions are defined. Parts and their unions

are structures consisting of a subset of the domain of a structure and the restrictions of

its relations to that subset. In Chapter 8 they are used to describe the overall loudness

of sound events that belong to a single type. A representation theorem is given for certain

parts of a restrictedly solvable structure.

Chapter 8 describes the annoyance model and its unit quantifications. First

"independence" is defined, and the properties "A-independence" and "A'-independence"

are considered, which are related to independence. They are weaker than independence,

and an ordering may satisfy these properties if it does not satisfy independence. They

play an important role in the construction of the annoyance model. Before the model for

annoyance due to noise and odour is presented, models are described for overall loudness

of sound events and for noise annoyance.

Chapter 9 is an overview. First the background of the representational approach to

quantifying annoyance and the approach itself are considered. Then two subjects that

warrant further consideration are addressed, namely, the determination of values of

annoyance quantifications for actual exposures, and empirical tests of the annoyance

model from which the quantifications are derived. The final section is a conclusion.
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3. BASIC CONCEPTS AND TIIEOREMS

Objects (situations, persons) vary along attributes. A distinction can be made between

basic and compound attributes. Examples of basic attributes are length, mass, and

volume. Compound attributes are determined by a combination of more basic attributes.

For example, the utility of a refrigerator depends on the volume of its compartments,

its energy consumption, etc. Similarly, annoyance due to environmental exposures is

influenced by many factors, notably the loudnesses of environmental noises and the

strengths of environmental odours.

A basic concept for modelling attributes is a relational structure, which will be defined

in Section 3.1. It consists of a domain and relations on that domain. A basic attribute

is described with a single relational structure. A model of a compound attribute

encompasses several interlocked relational structures. Together these constirute a

hierarchical structure, which is defined in Section 3.2.

Most of the theorems in this study concern the existence and uniqueness of unit

quantifications of relational or compound hierarchical strucrures. Before unit

quantifications are defined, several functions are introduced in Sections 3.3 and 3.4,

which are used to define a quantification and a property called the "unit condition".

Finally, a unit quantification is defined as a quantification that satisfies the unit condition.

Some basic theorems about unit quantifications are given in Section 3.5. They are proven

in Section 3.7, after a summary of this chapter in Section 3.6.

3.1 Relational structure

Often objects can be ordered by comparison. That is, it can be determined that some

objects have more of a certain attribute than others. For example, an ordering of objects

can be obtained by comparing their mass by means of a balance, or environmental

exposures can be ordered by comparing the degree of annoyance experienced by exposed

persons.
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With respect to basic attributes we cannot only make comparisons, but we can also

combine objects and produce a result for which the position in the ordering can again

be determined by comparison. For example, objects can be joined, and with a balance

it can be found that the result has a mass that exceeds the mass of each of the joined

objects.

In more formal language, a model of a basic attribute encompasses a set of elements or

levels, an ordering relation specifying whether a level at least equals another level, and

a function called a (partial) binary operation, which assigns to pairs of levels the result

of combining them. This triple is an example of a relational structure. The definition of

a relational structure is abstract. No particular interpretation of the domain or the relations

is implied.

DEFINITION 3.1. *.= \ X, \ |., is said to be a relational structure iff X is a

nonempty set and each \ a relation on (a subset ofl X or a function corresponding to

such a relation. X is called the domain of9(. A relational structure U = (y, L, Sr, )r..*

is said to be a totally ordered structure iff > is a total ordering (see definition Bl in
Appendix B).

Relational structures are widely used in the measurement theory literature. An early

introduction of this concept in the discussion of measurement theoretic problems is

Suppes and Zinnes (1963).

3.2 Hierarchical structure

Many attributes are compound in the sense that they are determined by a combination

of other attributes. Annoyance due to environmental exposures is an example of a

compound attribute. It depends on a number of attributes of these exposures. A

hierarchical structure describes a compound attribute, such as annoyance, as a 'structure
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of relational structures' which encompasses models for the attributes that determine the

compound attribute.

A relational structure is the simplest hierarchical structure. Other hierarchical structures

encompass several hierarchically arranged relational structures. The domain of the one

at the top is a product set, and the domain of a relational strucfure directly below it is

a single component of that product set. A component itself in turn can be a product set,

with components which are the domain of relational structures at a third level. To cover

any number of such steps, the definition of a hierarchical structure is recursive.

DEFINITION 3.2. 3 is said to be a hierarchical structure with domain S iff:

(i) 5 is a relational structure with domain S, or

(ii) 5 = (i,, R ),.,, where eachJ, is a hierarchical structure with domain f, and R

is a binary relation on a nonempty set S c x,.r I.

An example of a hierarchical structure is 5 = (q., O, > ), where!Y= ( X, 11, o ) and

Q = ( P, R', a ) are relational structures. Furthermore, > is a binary relation on the

product of the domains of -9Y and Q, i.e., on XxP. Thus, Q1 = ( XxP, > ) is a relational

structure, in this example the one at the top.

At some places in the measurement theory literature interlocked relational structures, like

q,, A and (U, have been studied (see: Narens, 1985; Luce et al., 1990). However, a

concept for describing the structure of interlocked structures, like 'hierarchical structures',

has not been introduced. We need such a concept to deal with the rather complex

hierarchical arrangements of relational structures that we will be considering.

Concepts useful for discussing hierarchical structures are introduced in the next

definition.

DEFINITION 3.3. Letibe a hierarchical structure. Then% is said to be asubstructure

of J iff:

(i) (U 
= 5, or
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(ii) 5 has a substructur" (Z,R ).;.r and 3jeJ such that(U =ir
A substructure is called a basic structure iff it has no substructure except itself. A

relation R is called a basic relation iff it is a part of a basic structure. Otherwise it is

called a nonbasic relation. The relational structure consisting of a nonbasic relation and

its domain is said to be a nonbasic structure.

A hierarchical structure is said to be finite iff the number of substructures is finite.

As an illustration, consider again the hierarchical structure 5 = ( q.,9, > ), with

\. = (X, R, o ) andQ= ( P, R', a ). Here J,aand @are substructures of.S. Only

-Xand@are basic structures, with basic relations R, o, R', a. Furthermore, > is a non-

basic relation, and (U = ( XxP, > ) is a nonbasic structure.

3.3 Homomorphism, isomorphism, and representation

Quantifications, the unit condition, and unit quantifications are described in the next

section. Here we introduce functions which are used to define them. Remember that a

function f maps X into Y if f(x) is defined for all elements x in X and is an element in

Y. Function f maps X onto Y if, in addition, there is for each y in Y an element x in

X such that f(x) = y.

DEFINITION 3.4. Let\ = ( X, \ )r.r and U = (Y, S., ),., be relational structures. Then

Q is said to be a homomorphism of A into ! iff:

(i) Q is a function from X into Y;

(ii) \ is an n-ary relation iff S., is an n-ary relation;

(iii) with \ a.n n-ary relation for each X1,...,Xn€X

\(x,,...,x,) iff S,(0(x,),...,Q(x")).

Q is said to be an isomorphism of -fr onto U ,ft O is a one-to-one homomorphism of -n

onto !. An automorphism of X is an isomorphism of -n onto itself.
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In addition to these standard definitions, we need a specific isomorphism, which we call

a representation. For a relational structure we define a representation and an isomorphism

to be the same. However, for compound hierarchical structures the term 'representation'

is more restrictive. Then a representation is an isomorphism that is composed in a certain

way of components that are also isomorphisms. The general definition of a

representation, for relational and compound hierarchical structures, is recursive. A

representation of a compound hierarchical structure is an isomorphism of the nonbasic

relational structure at the top that consists of components which are isomorphisms of the

relational structures one step lower in the hierarchy, etc.

DEFINITION 3.5. Let 5 and JV be hierarchical structures with domain S and N,

respectively. Then Q is said to be a representatio,n of 5 onto JV iff:

(i) 5 and JV are relational structures and Q an isomorphism of 5 onto JV, or

(ii) 3 = (ii,R),.,,JV= (a!1,,X');.r, and 0 = (..,0t,..) lS, where:

for all jeJ, 0; is a representation of J, onto 4l4i;

Q is an isomorphism of ( S, R ) onto ( N, R' ).

Note that a representation of a hierarchical structure onto itself, i.e., a self-representation,

is a specific automolphism.

3.4 Quantification

A quantification assigns numbers to the elements in the domain of a hierarchical

structure, and translates the relations between those elements into numerical relations.

It also translates the self-representations of a structure into numerical functions. A unit

quantification translates the self-representations into the multiplications by a positive real.

The following condition is useful for defining unit quantifications. The term

representation, used in the formulation of the condition, has been introduced in Definition

(a)

(b)
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3.5. After the unit condition, a quantification and a unit quantification are defined, first

for relational structures, and thereafter, recursively, for hierarchical structures.

DEFINITION 3.6. Let J be a hierarchical structure with domain S, and let A be the

set of representations of5 onto itself. Then a function Q from S onto a real interval is

said to satisfy the unit condition iff for each oe A fre R*, and, vice versa, for all re R*

f cre A such that 0 = rQcr.

DEFINITION 3.7. Let-9( be a relational structure. Then Q is a quantification of Xiff:
(i) Q is a homomorphism of -9( onto a real interval;

(ii) if q= (X, >, \ )i., it atotally ordered structure, then Q translates > into>.

Q is a unit quanilrtcailon iff in addition:

(iii) 0 satisfies the unit condition.

DEFINITION 3.8. Let 5 be a hierarchical structure with domain S. Then a function

S is a quantification of J iff:

(i) J is a relational structure and Q is a quantification of it, or

(ii) 5 = (Jy R ),., and, for all (..,x,,..), (..,V1,..)eS:

(a) Q(..,x;,..) > 0(..,V;,..) iff (..,x,,..)R(..,V;,..);

(b) there are quantifications y, ofJ and a function F onto a real interval,

called a combination rule of J, such that Q(..,x;,..) = F[..,ry.1(x.;),..].

The definition of unit quantification is obtained by replacing above 'quantification' by

'unit quantification', and adding to (ii) the requirement that:

(c) Q satisfies the unit condition.

Disregarding a point concerning mapping into or onto a real interval, which will be

discussed at the end of this section, Definition 3.8 is a generalization of the existing

definition of a numerical representation (see Krantz et al., 1971) and the existing

definition of a unit representation (see Narens, 1985). The existing definition of a
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numerical representation corresponds to our definition of a quantificationfor a relational

structure, and the existing definition of a unit representation conesponds to our definition

of a unit quantificationfor a relational structure. Here these definitions are extended to

also cover compound hierarchical structures. It may be stressed that the existence of a

(unit) quantification of a compound hierarchical structure is not implied by the existence

of a (unit) quantification for all its composing basic and nonbasic relational structures.

In addition, it must be possible to decompose the (unit) quantifications of nonbasic

relational structures into (unit) quantifications of basic relational structures. The above

definition gives a general and precise formulation of this additional requirement.

In the literature homomorphisms into a real interval are often studied. We investigate

quantifications, which are defined as homomorphism onto a real interval. We choose to

investigate homomorphisms onto real intervals for pragmatic reasons. The main reason

is that this considerably facilitates the derivation of the form of the rules for combining

quantifications of basic structures into a quantification of a compound hierarchical

structure (see Definition 3.8). For the compound hierarchical structures snrdied in the

sequel it is possible to express these combination rules in terms of a binary operation.

Because the combined and resulting quantifications map onto the same real interval, these

binary operations are closed on such an interval. Results concerning the form of such

operations are available in the literature.

Structures have a homomorphism onto a real interval only if 'continuity' properties, such

as "density" and "Dedekind completeness", (see Definition 82 in Appendix B) are

postulated. There is a long standing discussion about the acceptability ofthese properties

in models for empirical attributes, dating back to the ancient Greeks (e.g., that elicited

by Zeno's paradoxes). This issue is also discussed several times in the measurement

theory literature (compare e.g. Krantz et al., 1971 pp.8-9 with Narens, 1985 p.7).
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3.5 Some basic theorems

This section outlines the approach that will be taken in proofs of theorems concerning

the existence and uniqueness of (unit) quantifications. The following definition is useful

for the discussion of this approach.

DEEINITION 3.9. Let9{. = ( X, >, & ):., be a totally ordered structure. A function g

from X onto a subset of the real numbers is said to be order preserving ifi for all

x,yeX,

x>y iff Q(x)>Q(y).

We start by discussing totally ordered structures. To prove for a totally ordered structure

the existence of a quantification, its "order type", which depends on properties of the

ordering, can be considered. An example of an order type is order type 0 (see Definition

82 in Appendix B). A totally ordered structure has an order preserving mapping onto

a real interval if the subset of its domain consisting of the non-minimal and non-maximal

elements is of order type 0.

Order preserving functions are closely related to quantifications. The following statement

uses a notational convention described in Appendix A, according to which (..,Q-,,..)

denotes a function consisting of components Q-' which are all the same. The statement

describes the close relation between order preserving functions and quantifications.

A totally ordered structureg(= ( X, >, \ |., has a quantification onto JVif andonly

if:

- there is an order preserving function Q from X onto a real interval I;

- JV = ( I, >, Si ).r, where S, = \(..,0-t,..).
This statement follows immediately from Definition 3.9 (order preserving function) and

Definition 3.7 (quantification of a relational structure).

In conclusion, a totally ordered structure which satisfies order type 0 has an order

preserving function onto a real interval. According to the above statement, it therefore

has a quantification.
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The form of the relations in the numerical structure JV in the above statement can be

found through functional equations as follows. Clearly /Vis isomorphic with structure

-9Y. Therefore, the relations inJ\lhave the same properties as the corresponding relations

in -9(. These properties can be used to derive (functional) equations for the numerical

relations in JV. The form of the relations can be derived from such equations. For many

equations the solutions have been reported in the literature (see, e.g., Aczdl, 1966).

Once one quantification has been found for a totally ordered structure, the uniqueness

of its quantifications can be characterized as follows. Suppose that a totally ordered

structure jY has a quantification S onto JV = ( I, >, S: );.r. Then y is a quantification of

-9( onto all it and only if there is a strictly increasing function f from I onto a real

interval I' such that \y = f0 and JW = ( I', >, Sj(..,f r,..) ).

To illustrate the meaning of this statement conceming the uniqueness of quantifications,

consider quantified sound intensities x. In acoustics these are often transformed into

"sound levels" x' by the transformation x' = f(x) = 1g1otx. According to the above

statement, the relation z = x + y between intensities involved in a concatenation has to

be replaced after the transformation by the relation ft(r') - f '1x'; + f '(y'). Substitution

for f gives 1gz'/r0 - 1gx'/r0 * 16y'rto or, equivalently, z' = lO log(10"'/r0 + lry'/'o).

For describing the uniqueness of unit quantifications "power functions" are needed. A

function p is called a positive power function if, with a and b in R.*, for all xe(0,-),

p(x) = bx". Here (0,-) means (0,-) or [0,-). This convention is mentioned in Appendix

A, and is often used in the sequel. The following theorem roughly states that, given a

unit quantification 0, fQ is a unit quantification if and only if f is a positive power

function.

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that a totally ordered structure!(has a unit quantification 0

onto JV= ( (0,-), ), \ ).r. Then y is a unit quantification of -9( onto 4il iff there is

a positive power function p such that y = pQ and a4 = ( (0,-), >, R,{..,p-',..) ).
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Thus, if one unit quantification is found for a totally ordered relational structure, then

the other unit quantifications can be obtained by using Theorem 3.1.

For compound hierarchical structures a more or less similar procedure can be used to

find all (unit) quantifications. Suppose that the substructures (Vt of a compound

hierarchical structure (U 
= \ Q:, , ):., have (unit) quantifications Q,. Then it may be

possible to find a (unit) quantification F(..,0:,..) of rZ, where F is a combination rule.

The form of the combination rule F may be determined by deriving and solving

functional equations. When one (unit) quantification of a hierarchical structure is found,

then the others can be obtained by Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that a finite hierarchical structure (U = ( (Vi, > );., has a

quantification6=F(..,Qi,..),whereQlisaquantification of QtandQ{istotallyordered

if it is a relational structure. Then 11 = G(..,Vi,..) is a quantification of (Zl, with ry, a

quantification of f, iff there are strictly increasing functions g and f, onto some real

interval such that V, = !Q: and G = gF(..,f1-',..).

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that a finite hierarchical structure (U 
= (Q,, ,)n, has a unit

quantification E = F(..,0i,..) onto (0,*), where 0; is a unit quantification of cV, onto (0,-)

and Q/, is totally ordered if it is a relational structure. Then 1 = G(..,Vt,..) is a unit

quantification of (U, with y, a unit quantification of {V,, iff there are positive power

functions q and p, such that Vi = R0; and G = qF(..,pj',..).

An important part of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 is summarized in the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that a finite hierarchical structurei with totally ordered basic

structures has a unit quantification Q onto (0,-). Then ry is also a unit quantification of

5 iff 3a,beR* such that V = bQ".
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter the most important concepts that are used in the sequel have been

introduced, and some basic theorems have been formulated. A central concept in this

study is 'unit quantification'. This is a function which maps the domain of a hierarchical

structure onto a real interval, translates its relations into numerical relations on that

interval, and translates the self-representations of the structure into multiplications by

a positive real.

The quantifications that are commonly used for physical attributes, such as length, are

unit quantifications. With a unit quantification a change of measurement unit (e.g., from

meters to kilometres or miles) corresponds to a self-representation of the quantified

structure.

The existence of a unit quantification implies that the variety of alternative quantifications

is relatively limited. Alternative unit quantifications onto the same numerical structure

can be simply found by multiplication by a positive real. Any unit quantification, onto

the same or another numerical structure, can be obtained from a single one simply by

a positive power transformation.

Much of what follows is concerned with the definition of particular struchrres, and the

investigation of the existence and uniqueness of their unit quantifications.

3.7 Proofs

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that a totally ordered structure-9(has a unit quantification Q

ontoJV= ( (0,-),2,& ):.,.Then yis aunit quantification of!( ontoJll iff there is

a positive power function p such that \, = pQ and aVl = ( (0,-), 2, R,(..,1t,..) ).

Proof:

(only-if-part) Suppose that \y is a unit quantification of 9( onto J4. This implies that

there is a strictly increasing function p from (0,-) onto a real interval such that V = pQ
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and JU = ( (0,-), >, \(..,p-',..) ). Thus, it only has to be shown thar p is a positive

power function.

Because $ is a unit quantification, there is for each re R* an automorphism c, of -{ such

that pr$ = pQo,. And because V = p0 is a unit quantification, there is for each cx,, an r'

in R* such that r-pQ = pQo,.Thus, for each reR* there is r'eR.* such that

r.pQ = prQ.

Thus, for each reR* there is r-eR., such that, for all xe(0,-),

r'p(x) = p(rx).

Because p is strictly increasing from (0,-) onto a real interval, this implies, by Luce

(1959), that 3a,beR* such that

P(x) = bx"'

Thus, p is a positive power function.

(if-part) Follows immediately from the fact that p is a strictly increasing function, and

the property of p that laeRr such that foreach reRr and all xe(0,-; rap(x) = p(rx).

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that a finite hierarchical structure (U = ( %, > )i., hut u

quantification(=F(..,Qt,..),whereQ;isaquantification of cV,and.l,jistotallyordered

if it is a relational structure. Then 11 = G(..,Vr,..) is a quantification of rZ, rvith y, a

quantification of (V,, iff there are strictly increasing functions g and f, onto some real

interval such that V., = ftQt and G = gF(..,f;r,..).

Proof:

(only-if-part) Suppose that q = G(..,V;,..) is a quantification of '2, with each y, a

quantification of (Vi, all onto a real interval. Then, for all (..,u,,..) and (..,v,,..) in the

domain of rZ,

E(..,uj,..) > 6(..,vj,..) iff (..,B,.) > (..,ur,..)

iff q(..,uj, .) > n(..,vj,..).

Because both ( and q are onto a real interval, say I and I', this means that there is a

strictly increasing function g from I onto I' such that n = gE.
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If Q,j is a compound hierarchical structure, it follows in a similar way that there is a

strictly increasing function f, such that Vj = !Q,. In the other case, if Q, is a totally

ordered structure, this follows immediately.

Thus, there are strictly increasing functions g and f, onto a real interval such that G =

gF('.,f.i1,..).

(if-part) Suppose that g and f, are strictly increasing functions onto a real interval such

that Vj = f.i$t and 6 = gF(..,f1-1,..). Then

n = G(..'Vi,..)

= gF(..,0;,.)

=gE
Since 11 = gF(..,$r,..) *6 Q; is a quantification of (4, q It a combination of

quantifications of the substructures of (U.lt follows from 11 = g( that, for all (..,u,,..) and

1..,v;,..) in the domain of (U,

iff 6(..,uj,..) > q(..,vj,..)

iff gq(..,uj,..) > cE(..,vj,..)

iff n(. ,uj,.) 2 r1(..,v,,..).

It follows that q is a quantification of (U.

It cV, is a compound hierarchical structure, it follows in a similar way that y, is a

quantification of (V,.In the other case, if {V, is a totally ordered structure, then it follows

immediately from the fact ! is strictly increasing and Q, is a quantification of Q{ that \rj

= !Q, is a quantification of cV,.

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that a finite hierarchical structure (U 
= ((V, >)i., has a unit

quantification E = F(..,Qt,..) onto (0,-;, where $, is a unit quantification of cV, onto (0,-)

and (V, is totally ordered if it is a relational structure. Then 11 = G(..,V,,..) is a unit

quantification of tU, with y, a unit quantification of Q,, ift there are positive power

functions q and p, such that V = p.iQt and G = qF(..,pj-',..).

Proof:
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(only-if-part) Suppose that 11 - G(..,V,,..) is a unit quantification of (U, with y, unit

quantifications of Qf, all onto (0,-). This implies, by Theorem 3.2, that there are stricrly

increasing functions q and p, from (0,-) onto a real interval such that q = qE and G =
qF(..,pj-t,..).By a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows that q is

a positive power function.

If cV,is a compound hierarchical structure, it follows in a similar way that p1 is a positive

power function. In the other case, when {V, is a relational structure, this follows by

Theorem 3.1.

(if-part) Follows immediately from Theorem 3.2 with g = q and f; = p,, and the following

property of q and a similar property of p,: 3aeR, such that r"q(x) = q(rx) holds for all

re R* and all xe (0,-).

THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that a finite hierarchical structureJ with totally ordered basic

structures has a unit quantification Q onto (0,-). Then y is also a unit quantification of

5 iff f a,be R, such that V = bQ".

Proof:

This theorem is a consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3.
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4, EXTENSIVESTRUCTURE

An extensive structure is a relational structure (X, >, o). It is most often used to model

physical attributes. In this study extensive structures are used to describe the physical

attributes mass and volume. They are additionally used to model specific loudness, i.e.,

the contribution from a single frequency band to a momentary loudness of a sound.

The extensive strucrures describing mass, volume, and specific loudness are the basic

structures of the model for annoyance due to noise and odour, which will be presented

in Chapter 8. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 describe intermediate substructures, which are between

these basic extensive strucrures and the annoyance structure.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 discusses interpretations ofan extensive

structure. Section 4.2 defines extensive structures. Two variants are defined, one having

a zero element, the other not. Then the properties mentioned in the definition are

informally described and illustrated. In Section 4.3 the relation between extensive

structures with and without azero is described. The core of Section 4.4 is a theorem

about the existence and uniqueness of unit quantifications. The reason for srudying unit

quantifications of extensive structures is that the existence and the form of unit

quantifications of the annoyance model depend on the existence and the form of the unit

quantifications of its basic, extensive structures. Section 4.5 gives a summary. The proofs

of the theorems and lemmas are collected at the end of this chapter, in Section 4.6.

4.1 Interpretation: length and specific loudness

If an extensive structure (X, >, o) is used as a model for length, then X represents a set

of objects, > the ordering obtained by comparing the objects in a certain rvay, and o is

the operation which combines two objects by placing them next to each other. The

empirical operation represented by o is called'concatenation'. What properties the

ordering > and operation o in an extensive structure have, is specified in Definition 4.1,

in the next section.
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The interpretation of an extensive structure in terms of mass and volume is as

straightforward as for length. The procedures for obtaining the empirical ordering and

concatenations are simple. A balance can be used to obtain the mass ordering, and

concatenation is realized by putting objects in the same pan of the balance. To determine

the volume ordering of objects, they can be submerged in water, and concatenation is

realized by simultaneously submerging objects.

With the above described empirical orderings and concatenations length, mass, and

volume are commonly called physical attributes. However, there are alternative ordering

and concatenation procedures with similar results. Here an example of altemative

procedures is considered as an introduction to the discussion of specific loudness.

The example concerns mass. Masses can also be compared by taking in each hand an

object and determining which one is heavier. The ordering obtained in this way is based

on proprioceptive information. Concatenation can be realized by placing two objects on

the same hand. The following triple constitutes an empirical mass structure, which may

be called non-physical or psychological: the set of objects (domain), the alternative mass

ordering, and the alternative concatenation.

Disregarding the lower sensitivity of the altemative procedure, we have two empirical

mass structures which may be similar in that they may be isomorphic. The hypothesis

that this similarity indeed exists is an empirical (psychophysical) theory.

We can think of no direct physical way of ordering sounds with respect to their sound

intensity. If indeed a direct physical ordering does not exist, then an extensive structure

cannot be used to represent sound intensity and the model of sound intensity is likely

rather complex. There exists, however, a direct way of ordering which is based on

loudness sensation. This ordering is comparable to the alternative, viz. proprioceptive

mass ordering. It is obtained by comparing the loudness sensations evoked by the sounds.

Together the sounds as domain, their loudness ordering, and their superposition as the

concatenation constirute an empirical structure. To contrast it with a physical sound

intensity structure, it is called a loudness structure.

It is an important fact that the empirical loudness structure just described cannot be

modelled by an extensive structure if its domain encompasses all sounds. For example,
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consider a set of equally loud narrow band noises, and let two of these noises be

superimposed. Description by an extensive structure would require that any combination

of two noises from that set gives the same result, i.e., the same loudness. Actually, the

loudness of the result depends on the frequency bands of the noises involved in the

combination. If their frequency bands are distinct, then a louder result is obtained than

when these bands are the same. Consequently, a loudness structure containing all the

narrow band noises in its domain cannot be described as an extensive structure.

To describe the loudness of arbitrary sounds, a more complex model than the extensive

structure is needed. In Chapter 6 such a model will be presented. It describes the trade-

off between the contributions from narrow bands to the overall loudness. Each

contribution from a nalrow band itself is described by a substructure. These contributions

are called specific loudnesses. They are modelled by extensive structures.

A procedure for obtaining the specific loudness ordering of sounds for a certain

frequency band will now be described. The outcome of the procedure is thought to

depend on excitations of the basilar membrane caused by sound. Noise in a narrow band

excites an area of the basilar membrane corresponding to that band. Excitation coming

from adjacent areas, caused by sound in other bands, may add to this excitation. A

specific loudness for a frequency band is thought to correspond with the total, direct and

indirect, excitation of the area corresponding to that band.

In loudness models "critical bands" are used as narrow bands. A critical band is a

frequency band whose width is derived from certain psycho-acoustical phenomena

(Zwicker, Stevens and Fiottorp, 1957; Zwicker and Terhardt, 1980). For example,

consider two pure tones whose frequencies are changed while their individual loudness

is kept constant. When the difference between their frequencies increases, their combined

loudness remains the same until their frequencies are a critical band width apart. At that

difference the combined loudness increases to a higher level.

The basic idea of the following procedure is due to Fletcher (see Fletcher and Munson,

1937; Fletcher, 1953), and has been elaborated by Zwicker (see, e.g., Zwicker and

Feldtkeller, 1955; Zwicker, 1982). To find the specific loudness of sound S for a certain

critical band, the level of a pure tone T in the middle of that band is determined that is
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just masked by S. The sound S may have no energy in the critical band considered, and

the masking of T may be due to a spread of excitation on the basilar membrane. The

loudness ordering of tones T defines an ordering of sounds S. We call this the specific

loudness ordering for the critical band concemed.

A specific loudness structure is defined to consist of sounds, the ordering ofthese sounds

with respect to their specific loudness for a critical band obtained in the above described

way, and the superposition of sounds. We hypothesize that a specific loudness structure

can be described as an extensive structure.

Later in this chapter a theorem is presented stating that an extensive structure has a unit

quantification which translates the concatenation operation of the structure into addition

(+). Such a quantification is called an additive quantification. According to Theorem 3.1

in the previous chapter, unit quantifications are determined up to a positive power

transformation. If the specific loudnesses for different critical bands are separately

considered, then arbitrary power transformations of additive quantifications can be chosen

as their unit quantifications. If, however, the extensive structures for the specific

loudnesses are incolporated in a hierarchical structure that describes the trade-off between

their influences on loudness, then the power transformations can no longer be arbitrarily

chosen. In that case, the transformations are interdependent because the ordering ofthe

contributions of the specific loudnesses to the momentary loudness has to be preserved.

In Chapter 6 a loudness model that describes the trade-off between specific loudnesses

will be presented. It will be proven that this loudness model has a unit quantification

which is the sum of unit quantifications for specific loudnesses. That is, if Qr are additive

quantifications of the specific loudnesses and proper a's and b's are chosen, then I, b,q,"i

is a unit quantification of the loudness structure. The a's and the b's for different

frequency bands cannot be arbitrarily chosen, and need not be the same.
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4.2 Definition of the structure

For each property in the next definition a reference is given as to its precise definition

in Appendix B. After stating what an extensive structure is, a more informal description

of the properties is given.

DEFINITION 4.1. A relational structure X.= ( X, >, o ) is said to be an extensive

structure iffl.

(i) > is a Dedekind complete (B2), dense (B2) total (Bl) ordering;

(ii) o is a closed (B3), associative (B3) binary operation;

(iii) >, o satisfy monotonicity (B4) and solvability (B4);

(iv) 2, o satisfy positivity (B4).

9( is said to be an extensive structure with a minimal zero iff i, ii, and iii are satisfied,

and:

(v) a minimal (B5), zero (86) element exists;

(vi) > is non-trivial (B1).

The extensive structure as defined above is the same as (equivalent with) the structure

considered by Hrilder (1901). Later weaker structures were studied (see, e.g., Krantz et

al., 1971: Ch. 3), in which, e.g., total ordering, Dedekind completeness, density, and

closure were 'replaced' by weaker properties. Subsequently, also the associativity axiom

was dropped. The result was called a positive concatenation structure (e.g., see Narens,

1985: pp. 73 - 78). The completion of these weaker structures to structures that are

Dedekind complete, like the above defined extensive structure, has been studied by

Narens (1985: pp.146 -170) and Luce et al. (1990: pp.48 - 56).

It should be noted that elsewhere 'extensive structure' may be defined a little differently,

requiring, e.g., a weak ordering instead of a total ordering.
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Below the properties used to define an extensive structure are discussed and are

illustrated in terms of length, i.e, > is interpreted as 'is at least as long as' and o as

'placed next to'.

condition i and vi: properties of a binary relation (see Def. Bl)

First properties are introduced that are used in the definition of a total ordering. Then

'total ordering' and'non-trivial' are defined.

A binary relation R is transitive iff xRy and yRz implies xRz for all x, y, and z. The

relation 'is at least as long as' is transitive if the following empirical condition holds.

If x 'is at least as long as' y, and y 'is at least as long as' z, then x 'is at least as long

as' z for all objects x, y, and z. Intransitivities due to a limited discrimination capability

may occur if nearly equal levels are involved in the comparisons. For example, for length

it may be found that x has an equal length as y (i.e., both xRy and yRx hold), and y has

an equal length as z (i.e., both yRz and zRy hold), while x is found to be longer than

z (xRz holds but not zRx). Clearly, this violates transitivity of R because yRx and zRy

does not imply zRx. Perfect sensitivity would dissolve these intransitivities. If, however,

finite precision is considered to be an inherent property of an empirical ordering,

"semiorders" can be used to model them (Luce, 1956; Krantz, 1961). A recent publication

containing the definition of semiorders and further references is Suppes et al. (1989: Ch.

l6). For simplicity we accept infinite sensitivity as a useful idealization, and the binary

relation in an extensive structure as well as in other structures discussed in the sequel

are defined to be transitive.

A binary relation R is connected iff xRy or yRx (or both) for any x and y. The relation

'is at least as long as' satisfies this property if it is empirically true that x'is at least as

long as' y, or y 'is at least as long as' x (or both) for any objects x and y.

A binary relation is said to be a weak ordering iff it is transitive and connected.

A binary relation R is antisymmetric iff xRy and yRx implies that x and y both refer

to the same element. Instead of assuming this property, it is more natural to describe,

e.g., length with a weak ordering on objects, and define Iengths as "equivalence classes",

i.e., sets of objects with the same position in the ordering. The ordering on
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(representatives of) these classes of objects is antisymmetric. To circumvent these steps,

antisymmetry may be directly assumed. It will be clear that without principal difficulties

this assumption can be dispensed.

A binary relation is called a total ordering iff it is an antisymmetric, weak ordering.

Thus, a total ordering is transitive, connected, and antisymmetric.

A binary relation R is non-trivial iff there are x and y such that xRy but not yRx. If it

is empirically true that there is an object which is longer than another object, 'is at least

as long' is non-trivial.

condition ii: properties of a binary relation (see Def. 82)

A binary relation R is dense iff for any distinct x and y xRy implies that there is a third

element z in between them, i.e., xRz and zRy is true, but neither zRx nor yRz. If there

is another length in between two different lengths, then 'is at least as long as' is dense.

For very close levels this may not be true, or we may be unable to detect an intermediate

level because of our limited discrimination capability.

Suppose that we partition the domain of a binary relation R into nonempty sets A and

B so that xRy is true for any x in A and y in B. Then Ris Dedekind complete iff the

following condition holds for any A and B that are obtained in this way. A or B contains

a boundary element z that 'separates' these sets, i.e., xRz holds for all x in A distinct

from z, and zRy holds for all y in B distinct from z. Dedekind completeness would mean

the following for 'is at least as long as'. Any partition of objects in the required manner

divides the lengths of these objects into two intervals, one of them containing a boundary

element separating the two intervals. Every element in one interval 'is at least as long

as' the boundary element, and the boundary element 'is at least as long as' all elements

in the other interval.

condition iii: properties of a partial binary operation (see Def. 83)

A closed binary operation assigns to each pair of elements in its domain exactly one

element from that domain. Placing objects next to each other is a closed binary operation

if combining a pair of objects gives exactly one new object. However, we are not capable
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of combining all pairs of objects. For example, a combination of very large objects may

never be observed. Thus, assuming that concatenation of objects is a closed operation

involves some idealization. Weaker versions of extensive structures, requiring the weaker

"local definability" instead of closure and with corresponding adaptions of the other

axioms, have also been considered (Krantz et al., l97l: pp. 8l - 87).

The binary operation o is associative iff (xoy)oz = xqyoz). For the measurement of

length associativity is satisfied ifthe order in which objects are placed next to each other

does not affect the length of the result.

condition iii and iv: properties of a weak ordering and a partial binary operation (see

Def. 84)

A weak ordering is often denoted by >. Then > denotes the "asymmetric part" of this

relation, which means that x>y iff x>y but not y>x. Furthermore, - denotes the

"symmetric part" of this relation, which means that x-y iff x>y and y>x.

A weak ordering > and a binary operation o satisfy monotonicity iff x>y, (xoz) > (yo7),

and (zox) > (zoy) are equivalent for all x, y, and z. For length monotonicity is satisfied

if the following empirical condition holds. If an object 'is at least as long as' another

object, then this ordering is preserved when the 'same' object is concatenated to both.

A weak ordering > and binary operation o satisfy solvability iff, for all x and y, x>y

implies that u and v exist such that x - (you) and x - (voy). Length satisfies solvability

if it is empirically true that throu-sh concatenation the length of any smaller object can

be extended so that it becomes as long as a given longer object. Requiring solvability

introduces some redundancy in the above definition of an extensive structure. It appears

that the weaker "right restricted solvability" as defined in Narens (1985: p. 74) together

with the other axioms of an extensive structure are sufficient to derive solvability.

A weak ordering > and a binary operation o satisfy positivity iff (xoy) > x and (xoy)

> y for all x and y. If concatenation always increases the length, then length satisfies

positivity .
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condition v: special elements (see Defs. 85 and 86)

Element e is a minimal element of a weak ordering > iff x>e for all x. If an ideal point

without extension is 'added' to the domain of the length ordering, then length is treated

as though it has a minimal element. Without this ideal point or a smallest length with

some extension, it is, in principle, possible to find for each length a smaller one. For

recent work on attributes with minimal and maximal elements, see Luce (1990).

Element e is a zero element of a weak ordering > and a binary operation o iff (xoe) -
x and (eox) - x for all x. By definition, the length of an object does not change when

an ideal point is combined with it. Hence an ideal point is a zero element.

4.3 The minimal zero element

The relation between extensive structures and extensive structures with a minimal zero

is described in two lemmas. What is strongly suggested by the names of the structures,

is stated to be true. That is, if the minimal zero element is dropped from an extensive

structure with minimal zero, then an extensive structure results (Lemma 4.1). Adding

a minimal zero to an extensive structure gives an extensive structure with minimal zero

(Lemma 4.2).

LEMMA 4.1 . Let\= ( X, >, o ) be an extensive structure with minimal zero e. Define

Y= X-{e},andlet >'andabetherestrictionsof > ando toY.Then! =( Y, >', a )

is an extensive structure.

LEMMA 4.2. Let\ - ( X, >, o ) be an extensive structure. Let Y and e be such that

Y-X = {e}. Define >' as the extension of > to Y such that e is a minimal element, and

define a as the extension of o to Y such that e also is a zero element. T\enQJ = ( Y,>',

a ) is an extensive structure with minimal zero e.
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4.4 Unitquantifications

The following theorem concerns the existence of order preserving mappings of extensive

structures. It is used to prove a second theorem, about unit quantifications of extensive

structures, by the procedure that has been sketched in Section 3.5.

THEOREM 4.1. LetX = (X, >, o) be an extensive structure with or without minimal

zero. Then there is an order preserving function from X onto (0,-).

To prove the above theorem, it is shown that the domain of an extensive structure is of

order type 0 (this order type is defined in Appendix B, Definition B2). Because a totally

ordered structure of order type 0 has an order preserving mapping onto the positive reals

(Kuratowski and Mostowski, 1968: pp. 216 - 221), it then follows that an extensive

structure has such an order preserving mapping.

The first part of the next theorem, which states that an extensive structure has an additive

quantification, provides the theoretical basis for the common practice of representing a

concatenation operation by addition, for instance, when adding the numerical values for

the lengths of two objects that are placed next to each other in order to obtain the

numerical value for their total length.

The existence of alternative quantifications has been recognized (e.g., Krantz et al.,

1971). Theorem 4.2-ii characterizes all alternative unit quantifications. The following

definition is used in this characterisation.

DEFINITION 4.2. A relational structure/Vis said to be an additive structure iff JV

= ( (0,-), 2, + ), and it is said to be a r-poter structure iff JV= ( (0,-), 2, @ ) and

SreR* such that, for all x,ye(0,-):

xoy - (*"'+yt')'.

A quantification onto an additive structure is called an additive quantification, and a

quantification onto a r-power structure is called a r-power quantificalion.
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THEOREM 4.2. LetX = (X, >, o) be an extensive structure with or without minimal

zero, and letJVbe a relational structure. Then:

(i) an additive quantification of-Aexists;

(ii) a unit quantification of -9( onto /Vexists iff JV is an r-power structure.

Theorem 4.2-iis essentially the same as a theorem of Hrjlder (1901). To ourknowledge,

Theorem 4.2-ii has not been stated before in the literature. However, it can be obtained

from Hcilder's result and results available in the literature, such as a result of Krantz et

al. (1911 pp. 99 - 102) for the if-part, and a result of Narens (1985: pp. 120 -123) for

the only-if-part. Instead of these latter results, we use the more general and easily proved

Theorem 3.1.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter extensive structures with and without a minimal element have been

introduced. These structures are used in this study for the description of the physical

attributes mass and volume, and also for the description of the psychological attribute

specific loudness. A theorem was formulated concerning the existence and the uniqueness

of unit quantifications of extensive structures. The theorem states that an extensive

structure has an additive unit quantification. Furtherrnore, it describes all the numerical

structures onto which extensive structures can be mapped by a unit quantification.

Theorem 3.1 in the previous chapter together with the existence of an additive unit

quantification imply that all positive power transformations of an additive unit

quantification yield a new unit quantification. If an attribute that is described as an

extensive structure is considered in isolation, then one of the alternative unit

quantifications can be arbitrarily chosen.

The freedom of choosing a unit quantification is limited if an attribute is a part of a

larger structure. In order to arrive at an annoyance model, extensive structures describing

mass, volume, and specific loudness are incorporated into larger structures. These larger
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structures will be treated in the following chapters. Being a substructure of such a larger

structure limits the freedom of choosing a unit quantification.

4.6 Proofs

LEMMA 4.1. Let\= ( X, >, o ) be an extensive structure with minimal zero e. Define

Y = X-{e}, and let >' and a be the restrictions of > and o to Y. T\enQj = ( Y, >', a )

is an extensive structure.

Proof:

Since > is non-trivial, Y is nonempty. Properties i-iv in Definition 4.1 are shown to be

satisfied for >' and a.

>' is a total ordering: immediate from > being a total ordering.

>' is Dedekind complete: if (A, B) is a Dedekind cut in !, then (A, Bu{e}) is in!Y.

By Dedekind completeness of >, a cut element x for (A, Bu{e}) exists in X which, if
in Y, also is a cut element for (A, B) in lJ. If x is not in y, i.e. x is minimal element

e, then Bu{e} - {e} and B is empty. This contradicts (A, B) being a Dedekind cut.

Consequently, xe Y.

>' is dense: for all x,y,zeX, x > z > y implies z* e so that zeY. Then density of >

implies density of >'.

ais closed: for all x,y,zeX, xoy = e implies x = Y = e so that x and y are not in Y. This

and o being closed implies that a is closed.

d is associatiye: immediate from o being associative.

monotonicity of >', a: immediate from >, o satisfying monotonicity.

solvability of >', a : for all x,y,zeX, x > y and xoz - y implies z * e so that zeY.

Hence solvability of >', a follows from the solvability of >, o.

positivity of >', a: Let x,yeY. Since o is closed, xoy, xoe, and eoy are defined.

Because e is a minimal element of total ordering >, x > e and y > e. Then, by mono-

tonicity and ebeing azeroelement, xoy > xoe - x and xoy > eoy -y.
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LEMMA A. An extensive structure-9(= ( X, >, o ) has no minimal or maximal element.

Proof:

To show that there is no minimal element, choose arbitrary xe X. Because o is closed

and >, o positive, xox is defined and xox t x.By density,3yeX such that xox > y

> x. Then, by solvability of >, o, lze X such that xoz - y, and hence xox > xoz. This

implies, by monotonicity, that x > z.

Closure and positivity directly imply that there is no maximum.

LEMMA 4.2. Let\ = ( X, >, o ) be an extensive structure. Let Y and e be such that

Y-X = {e}. Define >' as the extension of > to Y such that e is a minimal element, and

define a as the extension of o to Y such that e is a zero element. Then U = (Y, >',

a ) is an extensive structure with minimal zero e.

Proof:

Obviously Y is nonempty. Properties i-iii and v-vi of definition 4.1 are shown for >'

and a.

>' is a total ordering: >' is connected since > is and VxeY x > e. Suppose for x,y,zeY

that x >' y and y >' z.lf z= e orY = e or x = e, then z = e and therefore x >' z. If
none is equal to e, x >' z follows by transitivity of >. Thus, >' is transitive. For each

xe Y, e > x implies x = e. Together with antisymmetry of > this implies antisymmetry

of >'.

>' is Dedekind complete; if (A, B) is a Dedekind cfi in QJ, then (A, B-{e}) is a

Dedekind cut in-q, except when B = {e}.When B + {e}, it follows by Dedekind

completeness of > that (A, B-{e}) has a cut element x. Obviously x is in Y and is a cut

element for (A, B) in!. Because, in addition, e is a cut element for Dedekind cut (A,

{e}), >' is Dedekind complete.

>' is dense'. let x,yeY be such that x > y. This implies that xeX. Then, if y = e by

Lemma A, and otherwise by density of >, fzeX such that x >' z >' y. Because zeY,

>' is dense.

ais closed: for each xeY xae = eax = x. Together with o being closed it follows that

a is closed.
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d is associative: for all x,yeY, (eax)ay - xay = ea(xay), and (xae)ay - XA) =
xa(eay), and (xay)ae = xay = xa(yae). Together with associativity of o this implies

associativity of o.

monotonicity of >', a: for each x,yeY, xae >' yae iff * t' y, and, similarly, eax >'

eay iff x >' y. Together with monotonicity of :, o this implies monotonicity of >', a.

solvability of >', a: let x,yeY be such that x >' y. If y t e, solvability follows from

solvability of >,o. If y - e, then x -'y a x.

a minimal zero exisls in Y: e is by definition such a minimal zero.

non-triviality of >': X is nonempty and VxeX x >' e.

LEMMA B. Let!(= ( X, 2, o ) be an extensive structure, and let x,yeX be such that

x > y. Then 3nel[* such that (n+l)y > x > ny.

Proof:

Define A = { my I mel[* ]. Suppose that there is no k such that ky t 
^. 

Then A has

upper bound x, and, by Dedekind completeness, a least upper bound ue X. By positivity,

u>y.
Let, by solvability, z be such that zoy - u. By positivity, u > z so that z is not an upper

bound for A. Thus, 3mel[* such that my > z.This means, however, that, by

monotonicity, (m+l)y = mYoY > zoy - u, which contradicts u being an upper bound

for A.

Thus, the hypothesis is false, and fkel[* such that ky > x > ly.Consequently, there is

a largest n in l[* such that x > ny and hence (n+l)y > x > ny.

LEMMA C. Let-9(= ( X, >, o ) be an extensive structure. Then X has a denumerable,

order dense subset.

Proof:

A decreasing sequence is constructed such that an arbitrarily chosen ye X (no matter how

small) is exceeded at some point in the sequence. Choose zeX. By Lemma A, fue X

such that z > u. By solvability fveX such that uov - z.lf u > v, let w = v, else w =
u. Then, by monotonicity, z > wow. Thus, for each xeX, there is a sequence (x,)
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satisfying Xr = X ord, for all iel[*, xi > xi+roxi+r. Suppose that for each neR* Xn > y.

Then, by monotonicity, Xn-l ) XnoXn ) 2y and x, ,2n-'y.By Lemma B, this cannot be

true forevery n. Hence, the hypothesis is false, and Snen such that y > Xn.

Let u,ve X be such that u > v. By solvability, 3we X be such that vow - u. By Lemma

B and the above result 3m,n€ l[* such that w ] Xn and (m+1)x, > v > rrxn. Thus, because

bymonotonicityu - vow > mxnoxn=(m+l)x,andhenceu > (m+l)x" >v,denumerable

set {mx, I m,nei[*] is a dense subset of X.

LEMMA D. Let-9(- ( X, >, o ) be an extensive structure. Then-9(is of order type 0.

Proof:

Preceding lemmas are used in showing that the properties required for order type 0 hold.

Because-a is an extensive strucfure, > is a Dedekind complete, total ordering. According

to lemma A, there is neither a minimum nor a maximum. By Lemma C there is a

denumerable order dense subset of X. It follows immediately that the restriction of >

to that set also is a dense, total ordering without endpoints. Thus, that denumerable order

dense subset is of order type T1.

THEOREM 4.1. LetA. = (X, >, o) be an extensive structure with or without minimal

zero. Then there is an order preserving function from X onto (0, -).
Proof:

If there is no minimal zero, then, by Lemma D, -9( is of order type 0. By Kuratowski

and Mostowski (1968: pp.216 - 221), this implies the theorem for an extensive structure

without minimum. If there is a minimal zero, it follows from the result for the case

without such minimum and from Lemma 4.1 that there is an order preserving mapping

from the non-minimal elements onto (0, -). Then it follows directly that there is an order

preserving mapping from X onto [0, @).

LEMMA E. LetlY= (X, >, o) be an extensive structure with or without minimal zero.

Then there is a strictly increasing function f from (0, -) onto itself such that !( is

isomoqphic with JV = ( (0, -), >, @ ) if, for all x,ye (0, -):
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x@Y = f-r [f(x) + f(Y)].

Proof:

By Theorem 4.1, an order preserving mapping Q from -a onto (0, -) exists.

Consequently, Q is an isomorphism onto ((0, -), >, @) if @ is defined as follows. For

each r,se (0,-)

rc)s=Q[0-,(.)o0,(r)].

In order to obtain for @ a functional equation with known solution, several properties

of @ are derived.

Closure and associativity of @ follow immediately.

By monotonicity, @ is cancellative, i.e., for all x,y,ze R*:

(xOy=x@z) v(y@x=z@x) -) y =2.
By monotonicity and because @ is closed, @ is, with the left argument fixed at arbitrary

ae (0, -;, a strictly increasing function from (0, -) onto (a, -). Similarly, with the right

argument fixed at arbitrary be (0, -;, @ is a strictly increasing function from (0, -) onto

(b, -). Hence, @ is contirutous.

Because @ is a closed, associative, cancellative, and continuous operation on (0, -), by

Aczdl (1987: p. 107), a continuous, strictly monotone function g, mapping (0, -) onto

interval J, exists such that

x@y = g''[C(x)+g(y)].

J is one of the intervals (--, a), (U, -; or R, with b > 0 > a.

Because @ is, with the left argument fixed at arbitrary ae (0, -;, a strictly increasing

function from (0, o) onto (a, -), limrss x@y = x. From this and the above equation for

@ it follows that limrh g(y) = 0. Because g has domain (0, -) and is strictly monotone,

this means that J = (--, 0) or (0, -;, and that g is onto (0, -) and strictly increasing,

or onto (--, 0) and strictly decreasing. Let f = g if g is positive valued, and let f = -g

ifgisnegativevalued.Clearlyft[f(x)+f(y)]=gt[g(x)+g(y)].Summarizing,asrrictly

increasing function f mapping (0, -) onto itself exists such that xOy - f tltlxy + f(y)1.
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THEOREM 4.2. LetA. = (X, >, o) be an extensive structure with or without minimal

zero, and let JVbe a relational structure. Then:

(i) an additive quantification of 9( exists;

(ii) a unit quantification of \ onto JVexists iff aVis an r-power structure with re \.
Proof:

Part i easily follows from Lemma E. Let f be the strictly increasing function mentioned

in that lemma, and let Q be the isomorphism from an extensive structure onto the

numerical structure mentioned in that lemma. Then fQ is an additive quantification of
the extensive structure.

Part ii follows from Part i (an additive quantification is a unit quantification) and

Theorem 3.1.
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5. DISTRTBUTTVESTRUCTURE

'Odour' is almost always produced by a mixture of odorous substances. We use the term

'odour strength' when referring to a mixture. The odour strength that a particular

substance in a mixture would have in absence from other odorants is called its'specific

odour strength'. The relation between'odour strength' and'specific odour strength' will

be modelled in a way similar to the relation between 'loudness' and 'specific loudness'.

This chapter is concerned with specific odour strength. Its relation with odour strength

(of mixtures) will be treated in Chapter 6, together with the relation between specific

loudness and loudness (of complex sounds).

A "distributive structure" will be introduced in this chapter, to be a model for specific

odour strength. A distributive structure is a hierarchical structure ( X O, > ), of a kind

that is also often used to model physical attributes. Substructures-9( and @ are extensive

structures, and > is an ordering on the product of their domains. A similar structure can

be defined with more than trvo extensive structures and an ordering on the product of

their domains. For the description of specific odour strength, however, a distributive

structure with two substructures is needed.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5. 1 discusses interpretations of a distributive

structure. Section 5.2 defines distributive structures, and the properties mentioned in the

definition are informally described and illustrated. In Section 5.3 theorems are formulated

about the existence and uniqueness of unit quantifications. Section 5.4 gives a summary

of this chapter. Finally, the proofs of the theorems are given in Section 5.5.

5.1 Interpretation: odour strength of a single compound

Specific odour strength cannot be described as an extensive structure, the model for

specific loudness. The following observations make clear that specific odour strength has

other properties so that another model is needed to describe it.
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Combining two equal specific loudnesses in the same frequency band results in a higher

specific loudness in that band. Such a combination can be realized by combining two

identical sounds. In contrast, combining two equal specific odour strengths caused by

the same compound gives again the same specific odour strength. Such a combination

can be realized by combining two identical air samples. This property of odour strength,

that the combination of equal levels gives again the same level, is called idempotency

(see Definition B4).

Combining different specific loudnesses in the same frequency band gives a specific

loudness in that band which exceeds the specific loudnesses that were combined. In

contrast, combining two different odour strengths gives an odour strength in between

the two odour strengths that were combined. This property of odour strength, that the

combination of two different levels gives a level in between those levels, is called

intemality (see Definition 84).

Specific odour strength can be described by an "intensive strucfure" (X, >, o) (see Luce

et al., 1990: Ch. l9), consisting of a set of air samples X, an ordering on these samples

>, and an operation o for combining them. That is, this structure consists of the same

components as the extensive structure, which was treated in the previous chapter.

However, the properties of the ordering and concatenation are different from the

properties in an extensive structure.

It may also be possible to describe specific odour strength as a "bisymmetric structure".

This structure is treated in Krantz et al. (1971).

Here specific odour strength is described as a distributive structure. A distributive

structure <q., A, > ) describes the odour strength of a single compound in an air sample

as an ordering on the product of the domain of two extensive structures. The extensive

structure -9( with domain X represents the mass of the compound in the sample, and I
with domain P represents the volume of the sample. Thus, the odour strength ordering

is defined on XxP. Note that odour strength increases with an increase of the mass, but

decreases with an increase of the volume. The odour strength of a substance is minimal

if a sample only contains clean air, without that substance.
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The description as a distributive strucfure makes the relation of specific odour strength

with the mass of an odorant and the volume of the air sample explicit. Moreover, using

this description leads to a model for annoyance due to noise and odour that is entirely

'built on' extensive structures, namely, the specific loudness structures, and the mass and

volume substructures of the specific odour strength structures. This will be described

further in Chapter 8, when the annoyance model is presented.

Many physical laws have the following form, which indicates that the trade-off involved

can be described as a distributive structure. They state that the numerical value y of a

compound attribute is a constant times the product of powers of the numerical values

x, for several other attributes: Y = b fli Xi"i . An example is the law of Boyle - Gay

Lussac. It says about a particular gas sample that the pressure is proportional to the

temperature divided by the volume (p = b.T.V-t).

In this chapter we will see that this general form is implied by describing an empirical

structure as a distributive structure. The nonbasic ordering in a distributive structure

represents the ordering with respect to the compound attribute (e.g., odour strength), and

the extensive substructures describe the attributes on which the compound attribute

depends (e.g., mass and volume). From this description as a distributive structure it

follows that the compound attribute has a unit quantification. It also follows that such

a unit quantification is a constant times the product of power transformations of additive

quantifications for the attributes described by the extensive substructures. That is, the

description as a distributive structure implies that the numerical relation between the

attributes involved has the above given general form.

Describing an empirical structure as a distributive structure does not determine the values

of the powers in y - b fl, x,ui. Properties which determine these powers are not part of

the distributive structure. It has been observed (Krantz etal., l97l: p.455) that many

different physical relations can be described by using small integers as powers. Yoshino

(1989) tried to clarify the cause ofthis fact, but a generally accepted explanation has not

yet been given.
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A property that imposes restrictions on the values of the powers in the case of specific

odour strength is idempotency (see the previous section). Let m and V be additive quanti-

fications of mass and volume, respectively. Then the description of specific odour

strength as a distributive structure implies that specific odour strength has a unit quantifi-

cation b. mY', where r and s are unknown nonzero parameters with only the restriction

that r is positive. If, in addition, specific odour strength is assumed to satisfy idempoten-

cy,thens=-r.

For a single substance the values of the above parameters b and r can be arbitrarily

chosen. If structures for specific odour strengths are incorporated in a hierarchical

structure that describes the trade-off between their influences on the odour strength of

a mixture, then the parameters can be no longer arbitrarily chosen. In Chapter 6 the trade-

off between specific odour strengths is described by essentially the same model that

describes the trade-off between the influences of specific loudnesses on the loudness of

a sound. It will be proven that this model has a unit quantification which is the sum of

unit quantifications of its substructures. That is, only with proper r's and b's, ), b,

m,ril[.ri is a unit quantification of odour strength. Not all r's and all b's will be the same

because different substances have different odour strengths at the same concentration,

i.e., at the same ratio between m and V.

5.2 Definition of the structure

For each property in the next definition a reference is given as to its precise definition

in Appendix B. A more informal definition of the properties not already discussed in the

previous chapter is given below, after it has been stated what a distributive structure is.

DEFINITION 5.1. Let 5 = (1.,9, > ) be a hierarchical structure, withfi = ( X, )r,

o ) and Q = (P, >1, o ), where >, and >, are the orderings induced by > on X and P,

respectively (B7) (u = I or u = -1, and >i is the same as >r, while xj is the inverse
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relation of >r). J is said to be a distributive structure (with a minimum) iff, with xeX

and peP:

(i) > is a weak ordering (Bl) on XxP;

(ii) The restriction of > to the non-minimal elements is independenr (B8) and

unrestrictedly solvable (B8);

(iii) 9(is an extensive structure, possibly with a minimalzero (Definition 4.1), and o, >

satisfy distributivity (B 10);

(iv) I is an extensive structure, when u=l possibly with a minimal zero (Definition

4.1), and a, > satisfy distributivity (810);

(v) xp is a minimal element of > iff x is a minimal zero in -a or p is a minimal zero

in @ (B5 and 86).

If 5 is a distributive strucfure (with a minimum), then it is said tobe idempotent iff , for

all xeX and peP, xp - (x o x)(p a p).

In the measurement theory literafure the relational structure (XxP, >) in the above

defined hierarchical structure J is called a conjoint structure (e.g., see Krantz et a1.,

1971). Conjoint structures which are interlocked with extensive structures, like this

conjoint structure in 5, are considered by Narens (1985: Section 5 in Chapter 3). A

structure exactly the same as 5 is not considered, but some of his theorems concem

structures that are very similar. For the modelling of specific odour strength we need the

above defined idempotent distributive structure with a minimum in which one of the

extensive structures contains the inverse of an induced ordering. Some features of that

structure, such as idempotency, a minimal element, and an inverse ordering, are not

considered by Narens. Furthermore, Narens introduces Dedekind completeness in a

different way in the structure than we do. Dedekind completeness is a requisite for the

existence of quantifications (see Section 3.4). In the previous chapter we defined

extensive structures to be Dedekind complete. As a consequence, our definitions of

compound hierarchical structures such as the above distributive structures need not

contain assumptions of Dedekind completeness for nonbasic orderings. Narens, on the

other hand, uses a definition of extensive structures in which Dedekind completeness is
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not required. Instead, he assumes at some places the conjoint ordering to be Dedekind

complete. For example, he does this in his Theorem 5.5, which is most similar to our

Theorem 5.1 about unit quantifications of distributive structures, which will be presented

later in this chapter.

The properties of the above defined structure are illustrated in terms of the specific odour

strength of air samples with a single odorant, i.e., > is interpreted as 'smells at least as

strong as',.{= ( X, >,, o ) is interpreted in terms of mass, and@ = ( P, >i, a ) is

interpreted in terms of volume. The key properties of a distributive structure are indepen-

dence, unrestricted solvability, and distributivity. We will consider them successively.

condition ii: induced ordering and independence (see Defs. 87 and 88)

In the following description of an induced ordering we mean by non-minimal that an

element is non-minimal with respect to the ordering >. We call >, an ordering induced

on X by a weak ordering > on XxP iff there is a non-minimal zp in XxP such that the

following condition is satisfied. For all x and y in X, x >t y holds if and only if xp >

yp. Similarly, >, is an ordering induced on P by a weak ordering > on XxP iff there is

a non-minimal xr in XxP such that the following condition is satisfied. For all p and q

in P, p >, q holds if and only if xp > xq.

The orderings induced on the mass and on the volume component of its domain link the

specific odour strength ordering with the mass and the volume substructure. The induced

orderings are a part of these substructures.

A weak ordering > on XxP is independent iff'. l. for all x and y in X and p in P, x >,

y implies that xp > yp; and 2. for all x in X and p and q in P, P >u g implies that xp

> xq. If a weak ordering on XxP satisfies independence, then its induced orderings on

X and on P are also weak orderings.

To clarify the meaning of independence for the specific odour strength ordering on the

non-minimal elements, consider two samples with equal volume. Independence means

that their specific odour strength ordering does not depend on this volume. That is, it

is not affected by equal volume changes for both samples, if the masses of the odorant
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are not changed. A similar statement holds true for two samples with equal mass of the

odorant. Independence means that their specific odour strength ordering does not depend

on this mass. It is not affected by an equal change of the mass of the odorant, if the

volumes are kept constant, provided that the mass is not reduced to zero.

condition ii: unrestricted solvability (see Def. B8)

A weak ordering > on XxP is unrestrictedly solvable iff: for all x, y in X and p, q in

P, there is r in P such that xp - yr, and there is z in X such that xp - zq.

For non-minimal specific odour strengths unrestricted solvability is satisfied if the

following empirical condition holds. For any non-minimal mass there is a volume, and

for any volume there is a mass so that any given non-minimal specific odour strength

can be matched.

conditions iii and iv: distributivity (see Def. 810)

The orderings induced by > on the components of its domain are a part of the substruc-

tures, and they constinrte one link between > and the substructures. In distributive

structures the distributivity of > and the substructure operations constitutes a second link.

A weak ordering > on XxP and a binary operation o on X are distributive iff for all x,

y, u, and v in X, and p and q in P, xp - uq and yp - vq implies that (xoy)p - (uov)q.

A weak ordering > on XxP and binary operation a on P are distributive iff for all x and

y in X and p, q, r, and s in P, xp - yr and xq - ys implies that x(paq) - y(ras).

To clarify distributivity of the specific odour strength ordering and the concatenation of

masses, suppose that volumes p and q are given. Let masses X, y, u, and v be such that

x in a sample with volume p gives the same specific odour strength as u in q, and y in

p gives an equal specific odour strength as v in q. Then distributivity means that the

combination of masses x and y in a sample with volume p gives the same specific odour

strength as u combined with v in q.

Next suppose that masses x and y are given. Let volumes p, q, r, and s be such that x

in a sample with volume p has equal specific odour strength as y in r, and x in q gives

an equal specific odour strength as y in s. Then distributivity means that x in a sample
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with a volume equal to p combined with q gives the same specific odour strength as to

y in a sample with a volume equal to r combined with s.

A more general definition of distributivity, not restricted to binary operations, can be

found in Luce et al. (1990: p.124).

5.3 Unit quantifications

In this section a theorem is presented about the existence and uniqueness ofunit quantifi-

cations of a distributive structure 5 = ( 9Y, Q, > ) with two substructures. Either the

ordering induced by > on the domain of 9, >, = >1, or the inverse of this ordering, >1,

is the orderingin@. To express the theorem in a concise way at once for both cases,

the notation >l (u = I or -l) is used. The theorem implies that a distributive structure

has unit quantit'ications which are the product (if u = 1) or quotient (if u = -l) of unit

quantifications of its substructures.

THEOREM 5.1. Let 5 = <9X,9, > > be a distributive structure with or without a

minimum, where-9(- ( X, >,, o ) and Q = (P, >1, o ), with u = I or -1. Then:

(i) there are c in R.*, and additive quantifications Q of -9( and y of @ such that $.ty'"

is a unit quantification of 5;
(ii) F(Q',V') is a unit quantification of J, with Q' and ry' unit quantifications of-9(and

@, respectively, iff 3a,b,p,q,r,se R.* such Q' = aQ 
p, 

V' = brf, and, for all x,ye (0,-),

F(x,Y) = s(xr/c.Yu"rc;'.

The above theorem is similar to Theorem 5.5 in Narens (1985), which deals with related

but somewhat different structures. The differences between the distributive structures to

which the above theorem pertains and the structures treated by Narens have been

discussed in Section 5.2.

The above theorem is proven by relating it directly to two rather fundamental functional

equations, whose solution can be found in Aczdl (1966). In the proofofPart i a binary
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operation o is defined. It is shown that Qoy is a quantification of 5, where $ is an

additive quantification of -A and ry an additive quantification of 9.In order to prove

Part i, it has to be shown that there is a positive c such that xoy = *.y". First o is shown

to be strictly monotone and continuous. Then a functional equation is derived for o

which, given the properties of o just mentioned, has known solutions. These solutions

partially specify the form of o. Then a second operation is defined which in the same

way can be found to have a similar form. Finally, a functional equation is derived which

relates both operations. The known solutions of this second functional equation together

with the specifications already found for the operations imply that there is a positive c

such that Xo/ = ;r.yuc. Part ii immediately follows from Part i and Theorem 3.3.

The next theorem states that an idempotent distributive structure has a unit quantification

which is the quotient of additive quantifications of its two substructures. This means that

m/V is a quantification of the idempotent distributive structure for the odour strength

of a compound, where m is an additive quantification of the mass of the compound, and

V is an additive quantification of the volume of the air sample containing the compound.

THEOREM 5.2. Let J = ( a, 9, ,- | be an idempotent distributive structure with or

without a minimum, where!(= ( X, >,, o ) andQ =(P, xl,a). Then there are

additive quantifications 0 of -a and ry of P such that Q/ty is a unit quantification of J.

From the above theorem and the previous theorem it follows that the idempotent

distributive structure for the odour strength of a compound has unit quantifications

s(m/V)'. That is, the simple ratio m./V is not the only unit quantification. A choice from

these alternatives is arbitrary as long as the specific odour strength of a compound is

considered in isolation (see the remarks at the end of Section 5.1)
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5.4 Summary

This chapter introduced compound hierarchical structures called distributive structures.

They encompass two extensive substructures. In this study the distributive structure is

used as a model for specific odour strength. Then the extensive substructures describe

the mass of an odorant and the volume of the air sample containing the odorant.

A theorem was formulated concerning the existence and the uniqueness of unit quantifi-

cations of distributive structures with two substrucfures. The theorem implies that a

distributive structure has a unit quantification which is the product or quotient of unit

quantifications of its extensive substructures. A second theorem specifically concerned

idempotent distributive structures. It states that such a structure has a unit quantification

which is the quotient of additive quantifications of its extensive substructures.

In the next chapter the structure used to model loudness as well as odour strength will

be introduced. The loudness model encompasses the extensive structures (previous

chapter) describing the specific loudnesses for the different frequency bands. The odour

strength model encompasses the distributive structures (this chapter) describing the

specific odour strengths for the individual compounds in a mixture.

5.5 Proofs

The notation (a,b) for elements from the product of two sets is often abbreviated to ab,

omitting the parentheses and the comma. In the proofs in this and the following chapters

we will use this convention, and we will write, e.g., Q(v)b for a pair whose first

coordinate is the value of function Q at v, i.e. Q(v), and whose second coordinate is b.

THEOREM 5.1. LetJ = <9X,Q, >> be a distributive structure with or without

minimum, where-9(= ( X, >r, o ) and Q = (P, >1, o ), with u = I or -1. Then:

(i) there are c in R,, and additive quantifications $ of g(and y of @ such that $.yu"

is a unit quantification of J;
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(ii) F(0' ,V') is a unit quantification of 5, with $' and ry' unit quantifications of -( and

@, respectively, iff 3a,b,p,Q,r,S€ R* such $' = aQ 
p, 

V' = br+f, and, for all x,ye (0,-),

F(x,Y) = s(xl/o.Y"rc;'.

Proof:

i. First suppose that 5 does not have a minimum. This means that neitherl nor @ has

a minimal zero element. Thus,9( and @ both are extensive structures.

- A quantification 0o\.[ of 5 is constructed by defining 0, V, and o in a certain way.

Using Theorem 4.2, define Q to be an additive quantification of 9(, and define y to be

an additive quantification of @. Then choose be P and define o to be a binary operation

such that, for all x,yeR*,

0-'(^)v'(y) - Q-'(xoy)b. tll
First it is verified that o is an operation on R*. By solvability, o is defined for each

x,ye R.*. Clearly xoye R*. To see that o is a function, suppose that xoy = w and xo) = v.

Then Q-'(x) V-'(y) - Q '(*)u and Q''(x) V'(y) - 0 '(r)u.Thus, by independence, Q''(w) -,

0-'(r),implyingw=v.
Function Qoy is a quantification of J because Q and y were defined to be quanti-

fications of -9( and @, respectively, and because SoV translates > into the numerical

ordering >. This is true because, using independence in the second step and definition

[] in the final step, for all w,v,x,yeR*,

xoy > wov iff 0'(xoy) >, Q-t(wov)

iff Q-'(xoy)b > Q'(wov)b

iff q''(x)V''(y) > 0'(*)ry'(u).
- Next it is shown that o is continuous and strictly monotone in both arguments.

With the left argument arbitrarily fixed, o is a strictly monotone function since, using

definition [1] in the third step, for all v,x,ye(,

y >' v iff V''(y) >, \r'(r)
iff O''(*)V'(y) > O'(*)\r'(r)
iff Q'(xoy)b > Q-'(xov)b

iff Q-'(xoy) >, Q-'(xov)

iff xoY ) x6Y.
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Again with the left argument arbitrarily fixed, o is onto R* since, by solvability, for all

v,xe R.* there is ye R.* such that

0-'(^)\r'(y) - 0-'(u)u

implying that

XO) = Y'

Thus, with the left argument arbitrarily fixed, o is a strictly monotone function, and,

because it maps R. onto R,, this function is continuous. In a similar way it follows that,

with the right argument fixed, o is a strictly increasing function from R* onto \, and

hence it is continuous.

- In order to obtain a specification of the form of o, a functional equation is derived

by using component distributivity, and the solution of this equation is given.

Because, by definition [1],

Q'(x)\r'(r) - Q-'(xoz)b,

and

0-'(y)V-'(r) - Q-r(yoz)b,

it follows by distributivity that

[0-'(x) o 0-'(y)]\r'(z) - [Q''(xoz)o Q-'(yoz)]b.

Since $ is an additive quantification of .9(,

0''(x + y)V '(z) - Q-'([xoz] + [yoz])b,

and, by definition [],
(x+y)oz=(xoz)+(yoz).

With fixed z and definition

F.(w) - woz, 12)

a basic Cauchy equation is obtained

F,(x+Y) = F"(x) + F,(Y). t3l

Since, with the right argument fixed, o is continuous and onto R.r, it follows from

definition [2] that F, is continuous and onto Rr. It then follows by Aczdl (1966: p.34)

from equation [3] that continuous h exists such that

F,(w) = h(z)'w'

Combining this with definition [2] gives
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Xo! = x'h(Y)' t4l

where h is continuous and strictly increasing (u = 1) or strictly decreasing (u = -l),

because this holds for o with the left argument arbitrarily fixed.

- A second operation o' is defined for which similar properties can be shown. The

result of applying the first operation o is shown to yield values that can also be obtained

by applying o' followed by a transformation involving a strictly increasing function G.

It can be shown that for o', defined with arbitrary aeX by

Q-'(*)rf '(y) - a\rt(xo'y),

there exists a continuous strictly monotone function g onto R* such that

xo'y = g(x).y. t6l

At the end of the first step in this proof we have demonstrated the following for o

xoy > wov iff Q-'(x)V-'(y) > O'r(w)\y-'(v).

It can be shown as follows that a similar result holds for o'. Using definition [5] in the

final step,

(xo'y)'> (wo'v) iff xo'y )u wo'v

iff ry-'(xo'y) >, y'(wo'v)

iff aryt(xo'y) > ary't(wo'v)

iff Q'(x)\+/-r(y) > 0'(w)\r'(v).
Together these results for o and for o' imply that a strictly increasing function G exists

such that

G(xo'y)" = xoY. t7l

- Equation [7] implies that the functions h and g in equations [4] and [6], respectively,

are power functions. Then statement i easily follows for the case considered, without

minimal zero.

By using equations [4] and [6] for substiruting for o and o' in equation [7], we obtain

G[g(x)'Y]' = x.h(Y),

or

tsl
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G is continuous since g and h are continuous. Because neither g-r nor h is a constant

function, and both are positively valued, by Aczdl (1966: pp. 144-145), 3a,b,ceR* such

that

g't(z) = azu" h(z) - bz" G(z) = v$7".

By using the result for h to substitute in equation [4], we obtain xoy = x.byu'. Because

it has already been demonstrated that Qoy is a quantification of d it follows that Q.y""

is a quantification of 5. Here Q is an additive quantification of !( and y is an

quantification of Q, so that Part i is proven for the case without a minimum.

The proof for the other case, in which one or both substructures have a minimal zero

element, does not involve additional important steps. Now this other case is considered.

Suppose that A has a minimal zero e or @ has a minimal zero e' .

Define,ifeexists,Y=X-{e},elsedefineY=X.Define,ife'exists,Q=P-{e'},else

define Q = P. Let o' be the restriction of o to Y, a' the restriction of a to Q, and >'

the restriction of > to YxQ. Let U = ( Y, >;, o'),andQ = ( Q, (>;)', a'), and 7= (

V,a, >' ).By Lemma l, deleting a minimal zero changes an extensive structure with

minimal zero (S or@) into an extensive structure (QJ orQl. Thus, with the above

definitions, ! and-Q are extensive structures, andi is a distributive structure. By the

result for the previous case,J has a quantification $'.y"".

Define, depending on whether zero elements exist, Q either as the extension of Q' to X

such that Q(e) = 0, or by Q = Q', and define y either as the extension of y' to P such

that \r(e') = 0, or by V = y'. Then Q.V'" is a quantification of 5, since Q'.y"" is such

fori, and the following conditions involving e and e'are satisfied. If!(has minimal

zero e then, since Q(e) = 0, for each xeX and pe P,

Q(x) > 0(e)

Q(e) + 0(x) = 0(x) + Q(e) = 0(x)

Q(x).[v(p)]" > 0(e).[v(p)]".

If @has minimal zeroe'(only possible when u = l: see Definition 5.1), then, because

V(e') = 0, for each xeX and peP,
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v0) > v(e')

V(e') + V(p) = V(p) + V(e') = V(p)

0(x).[V(p)]'" 2 Q(x).[ry(e')]"".

ii. Follows immediately from Part i and Theorem 3.3.

THEOREM 5.2. Let J = ( A, 9, > ) be an idempotent distributive structure with or

without minimum, where{= ( X, >,, o ) and @ = (P, >1, a ). Then there are additive

quantifications Q of !( and ry of @ such that Q/ry is a unit quantification of 5.
Proof:

By Theorem 5.1, there are additive quantifications $ of -9(and y of @ and a positive

c such that Q/ty" is a unit quantification of 5. Because 5 is idempotent, for all xe X and

p€P,

Q(x) /V"(p) = Q(x o x) /rtl(p a p).

Because Q and y are additive quantifications,

Q(x o x) = 2Q(x) and V"(p a p) = 2"t1lf(p).

Thus

Q(x)/v"(p) = ZQG) / 2"ul(p).

This implies that c = l.
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6. RESTRICTEDLYSOLVABLESTRUCTURE

In the preceding chapter we have assumed that the effect of changing the level of one

component always can be compensated by changing the level of another component. That

is, unrestricted solvability was assumed (cf Definition 5.1). In this chapter we will

consider structures in which such a nullification of a change in one component is not

always possible, and so satisfy only a weaker form of solvability called "restricted

solvability" (cf Definition 6.1). Restrictedly solvable structures must be considered

because the limited possibility of nullifying a change in a component is an empirical

characteristic of the trade-off which determines the loudness of complex sounds, the

odour strength ofmixrures, and the annoyance caused by noise and odour. In this chapter

the loudness of complex sounds and the odour strength of mixtures will be studied.

A restrictedly solvable structure is a hierarchical structure (i, > ),.y with substructures

which are either extensive, distributive, or, again, restrictedly solvable structures. Like

the distributive structure treated in the previous chapter, it is a compound structure,

whose nonbasic ordering > is defined on a product set. In the loudness model the

substructures I are extensive structures. They describe the specific loudnesses and were

treated in Chapter 4. In the odour strength model the ijare distributive structures. They

describe the specific odour strengths and were treated in Chapter 5.

In addition to the restrictedly solvable structure, a generalization of it is defined. The

generalization is defined by replacing in the definition of a restrictedly solvable structure

(Definition 6.1) one condition (iv) by another (iv'). The effect is that in the generalization

substructures are not necessarily extensive, distributive, or restrictedly solvable structures

but they must have a unit quantification.

A restrictedly solvable structure will be used in Chapter 8 to model the overall loudness

of sound events (Section 8.3), and generalized restrictedly solvable structures will be used

to describe noise annoyance (Section 8.4) and annoyance due to noise and odour (Section

8.5). This chapter presents theorems (Theorem 6.3 and 6.4) which state that such

structures have unit quantifications if they satisfy a property called "restricted context

independence". The above mentioned models, which will be presented in Chapter 8, are
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assumed to satisfy this property so that it follows from the theorems mentioned that they

have unit quantifications. Moreover, with these theorems it follows that these

quantifications are hierarchical power sums (see Subsection 2.4.2).

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1 interpretations of a restrictedly

solvable structure are discussed. Thereafter, in Section 6.2, restrictedly solvable structures

are defined. After the definition the properties mentioned in it are informally described

and illustrated. Section 6.3 gives a theorem conceming quantifications. The property

'restricted context independence' is introduced and discussed in Section 6.4. Section 6.5

treats for restrictedly solvable structures the relation between satisfying this property and

the existence of a unit quantification. A theorem in that section states that only re-

strictedly solvable struchlres which satisfy restricted context independence have a unit

quantification. Also the above mentioned Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 are presented in that

section. A summary is given in Section 6.6. The proofs of the theorems are given in

Section 6.7.

6.1 Interpretation: loudness and odour strength

Chapter 4 addressed the modelling of specific loudness, which is one of the following

three types of loudness that are considered in this sntdy: specific loudness (per

combination of a frequency band and a point in time), (momentary) loudness (per point

in time), and overall loudness of an entire sound event, such as the passage of a car. In

this chapter a model is presented that describes how specific loudnesses contribute to

momentary loudness. In Section 8.3 the contribution of specific loudnesses to the overall

loudness of a sound event will be modelled.

Loudness of sound is described by a restrictedly solvable strucfure (i, > l.y, where

> represents the loudness ordering. EachJris an extensive substructure with a minimal

zero which describes the specific loudness for one critical band in the audible frequency

range (see Section 4.1). In order to model odour strength, a similar restrictedly solvable

structure ( i, > ).r is used. In that case, however, > represents the odour strength
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ordering, and the f are distributive substructures with a minimum that describe specific

odour strengths of odorous compounds (see Section 5.1).

There are at least two substantially different ways in which the trade-off between more

basic attributes can determine a compound attribute. The distributive structures, defined

in the previous chapter and used to model specific odour strength, represent one kind

of trade-off. Restrictedly solvable structures represent another kind of trade-off. They

are the subject of this chapter.

In the rest ofthis section two differences between the trade-offrepresented by a distribu-

tive structure and the trade-off represented by a restrictedly solvable structure are

described. Also the fact that the effect of specific loudnesses on the loudness of a sound

cannot be described by a distributive structure will be illustrated.

Distributive structures describe compound attributes which have a nonbasic ordering that

is unrestrictedly solvable on the non-minimal elements (see Definition 5.1-ii). This

unrestricted solvability implies that the compound attribute can be made arbitrarily small

by decreasing (or increasing) one of the components. For example, specific odour

strength was described as a distributive structure with a minimum, having one sub-

structure for the mass of an odorant and one for the volume of the air sample containing

the odorant. Specific odour strength can be decreased to an arbitrary low level, e.g., by

decreasing the mass of the odorant.

Furthermore, the nonbasic ordering in a distributive structure is required to be indepen-

dent only onthe non-minimal elemenrs (see Definition 5.1-ii), i.e., on the elements having

no minimal coordinate. If the level of one of the components is minimal, then the

compound attribute has a constant (minimal) level, irrespective of the level of the other

component. For example, if the mass of an odorant is minimal, which means that there

is no odorant in the sample, then the specific odour strength is not affected by the

volume of the sample. It is minimal irrespective of the volume.

These two properties of a distributive structure can be contrasted with properties of a

restrictedly solvable structure. A nonbasic ordering described by a restrictedly solvable

structure does not satisfy unrestricted solvability on the non-minimal elements, and,
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related to this, the level of the compound attribute cannot be made arbitrarily small by

decreasing (or increasing) the level of one of the components. For example, consider the

loudness of a sound having non-minimal specific loudnesses in different frequency bands.

Reducing one of these specific loudnesses cannot reduce the loudness of the sound

beyond a certain level. The other specific loudnesses by themselves cause the sound to

have a certain (non-minimal) loudness, beyond which no further reduction is possible

by changing that single specific loudness.

Furthermore, in contrast to the nonbasic ordering in a distributive structure, the nonbasic

ordering in a restrictedly solvable structure is independent on its entire domain, including

the non-minimal elements. Related to this, different levels of the compound attribute can

occur if one of the components has a minimal level. For example, if one specific

loudness is minimal, then changing another specific loudness still causes a change of the

loudness of the sound.

The discussion concerning the relation between distributive and restrictedly solvable

structures will be continued after the definition of the latter type of structure in Section

6.2. In Section 6.4 a difference between the automorphisms of these structures is

described. The consequences of the differences for the quantifications of the strucrures

will be pointed out in Section 6.5, after a representation theorem for restrictedly solvable

structures has been formulated.

6.2 Definition of the structure

Before we give the definition of a restrictedly solvable structure and a generalization of

it, the statements that make up the definition are introduced.

Statement i simply says that the nonbasic ordering in a restrictedly solvable structure is

a weak ordering.

Statement ii concerns the independence and solvability properties of this ordering. These

properties played an important role in the above discussion of differences between a

distributive and a restrictedly solvable strucfure. This statement can be compared with
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the corresponding statement in the definition of distributive structures, i.e., with

Statement ii of Definition 5.1.

Statement iii requires the Thomsen condition to be satisfied, but only if there are two

components. If there are more than two components, then the other properties imply that

the Thomsen condition holds for any induced ordering on two components.

According to Statement iv, a restrictedly solvable structure can have substructures which

themselves are again restrictedly solvable structures. This makes the definition of a

restrictedly solvable structure recursive. The substructures can also be extensive or

distributive structures with a minimum.

A generalized restrictedly solvable structure, whose definition is obtained by replacing

Statement iv by iv', can have still other kinds of substructures. The only requirement

for the substructures is that they have a unit quantification. In the previous chapters we

have seen that extensive and distributive structures with a minimum have unit quantifica-

tions. In this chapter we will see that this is also true for restrictedly solvable structures.

This means that a restrictedly solvable structure satisfies the requirement in Statement

iv'.

For each property in the definition a reference is given as to its precise definition in

Appendix B. A more informal description of those properties which have not already

been discussed in previous chapters is given below. At the end of this section comments

about the validity of these properties in the case of loudness will be made.

DEFINITION 6.1. Let 3 = \i:,> ),.r, with n(J) > 2, be a finite hierarchical structure,

and let >, be the induced ordering of > on T,, the domain of f . Then -S is said to be

a restrictedly solvable stnrcture iff:

(i) > is a weak ordering (Bl) on x,.1T;;

(ii) > is independent (B8) and restrictedly solvable (B8);

(iiD If n(J) = 2, then > satisfies the Thomsen condition (B9);

(iv) J, is either an extensive (Def. 4.1), or a distributive (Def. 5.1) strucrure with a

minimum (zero), or a restrictedly solvable structure, and >, is the orderinginJ,

A generalized restrictedly solvable structLtre is defined by replacing iv by:
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(iv') Jt has a unit quantification (Def. 3.8) which translates >j into the numerical

ordering >.

In the measurement theory literature the nonbasic relational strucrure ( ,i.,I, > ) which

is at the top of the above defined hierarchical structure 5 is called a conjoint structure.

To our knowledge, Narens (1985: Sections 3 and 4 in Chapter 3) considers the conjoint

structures that are most similar to the one at the top of a restrictedly solvable structure.

His Theorem 4.1 on page 202 concerns the numerical representation of "nonnegative ab-

solvable conjoint structures" that satisfy the Thomsen condition and an "Archimedean

property". This is the theorem which is most closely related to a theorem in this chapter,

namely Theorem 6.1 about quantifications of restrictedly solvable structures.

The structure considered by Narens is a separate conjoint structure, not a conjoint

structure interlocked with other structures like the structure at the top of our restrictedly

solvable structure. Narens does consider conjoint structures which are interlocked with

other relational structures, for example the structures referred to in the discussion

following Definition 5. I , which are closely related to our distributive structure. However,

he does not consider interlocked structures related to the above defined restrictedly

solvable structures. To our knowledge, interlocked structures which, like restrictedly

solvable structures, may consist of more than two strata of substructures have not been

studied in the measurement theory literature.

Another difference between the structure considered by Narens and our restrictedly

solvable structure concems the introduction of Dedekind completeness in the structure

(see the discussion following Definition 5.1). In his Theorem 4.1 Narens assumes an

"Archimedean property" for the conjoint ordering. we do not need this assumption

because in our restrictedly solvable structures all basic structures are Dedekind complete

extensive structures.

The relation between Narens' Theorem 4.1 and our Theorem 6.1 will be further discussed

later in this chapter, after Theorem 6.1 has been presented.
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The key properties of a restrictedly solvable structure are independence, restricted

solvability, and, if there are only two components, the Thomsen condition. Having not

yet encountered restricted solvability and the Thomsen condition, they will be described

here.

condition ii: restricted solvability (see Def. B8)

A weak ordering > on XxP is said to be restrictedly solvable iff, for all x and y in X

andp andq inP, xp > yqimpliesthatthere isrinPsuch thatxP-Yr, and zinXsuch

that xp - zq. This definition may be compared with the definition of unrestricted

solvability in the previous chapter, the difference being that the condition xp > yq is

added.

The definition of restricted solvability of a weak ordering > on a product >jir T1 with an

arbitrary number of components is as follows. Let x and y be elements of 1\ t. Thus,

they are n-tuples. Then > satisfies restricted solvability iff x>y implies that any compo-

nent of y can be changed so that an element z results satisfying x - z.

condition iii: Thomsen condition (see Def. 89)

A weak ordering > on XxP satisfies the Thomsen condition iff, for allx,y,z in X and

p,q,r in P, xp - yq and yr - zp implies that xr - zq. Note that both y and p are absent

in the consequence. Therefore, the stronger condition in which - is replaced by > is

called the double cancellation condition.

The following informal formulation of the Thomsen condition may be clarifying. In this

formulation 'compensated' means that due to a second change the position in the

ordering is not affected. If, for a given xp, changing x to y is compensated by changing

p to q, and if, for a given yr, changing y to z is compensated by changing r to p, then

for xr changing x to (y and then to) z is compensated by changing r to (p and then to)

q.

The following remarks can be made about the validity of the properties in Definition 6.1

for loudness. We consider the statements in that definition successively.
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i. The meaning of the assumption that a perceptual ordering, such as the loudness

ordering, is a weak ordering will be clear. It involves some idealization of the sensitivity

of subjects. This was discussed in Section 4.2.

ii. Specific loudnesses have been defined in such a way that they are expected to

contribute independently to a loudness. In Section 4.1 the empirical procedure for

determining a specific loudness ordering has been described. According to that

description, a specific loudness ordering depends on excitation on the basilar membrane

which results after interactions have taken place.

It is not difficult to see that restricted solvability is plausible. A loudness match with a

louder sound can always be obtained by increasing the specific loudness in one arbitrarily

chosen critical band.

iii. Because more than two specific loudnesses contribute to loudness, the Thomsen

condition need not be considered.

iv. Extensive substructrtres J,are used to describe specific loudnesses. This description

already has been discussed in Chapter 4.

6.3 Quantifications

The preceding chapters have shown that extensive as well as distributive structures have

a unit quantification. This does not hold for all restrictedly solvable structures, as will
be shown in the next section. However, they all do have a quantification. Part i of the

following theorem describes a particular quantification, and Part ii of the theorem

describes the different possibilities for quantifying restrictedly solvabie structures.

THEOREM 6.1. Ler (U 
= ((V, > )n, be a restrictedly solvable srructure.Then:

(i) (U has a quantification ( = I;., 0, onto [0,-), where Q, is a quantification of e{

onto [0,-).
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(ii) I = F(..,Oj',..) is a quantification of rL with Qi' a euantification of Qj iff there are

strictly increasing functions f and f, onto real intervals such that 0i' = ftQ, and F

= f( Ii., fi' ).

Given a quantification Q,' for each substrucrure Q{ of a restrictedly solvable structure

lt = ((V., >li.u the theorem implies that there are functions f, such that I1.r f,-10,' is

a quantification of (U. Tlte functions f;r are called matching functions. To see why,

consider elements u and v in the domain of (U which have only a single nonzero

coordinate. For u, let this be the coordinate for component i, and for v the coordinate

for component k. Then Q"(u,) and Q*'(v.) are nonzero numbers, say x and y, and

E1., f;'0,'{u,) = f,-'(*) and I;.r {-'0,'(v;) = fat(y). Because I,., f;'0,' is a quantification

of tZ, this means that u and v are matches with respect to the ordering t, i.e., u - v,

if and only if the functions (-t and f*-r transform x and y into matching numerical values,

i.e., f,-t1x) = f.-t(Y).

A theorem from Narens (1985: Theorem 4.1 on page 202) is the theorem most strongly

related to the above theorem that we could find in the measurement theory literature, but

it is different in several respects. As was pointed out in Section 6.2, the structure to

which the theorem pertains is not the same as a restrictedly solvable structure. Moreover,

the theorem concerns numerical representatiots into the real numbers, whereas the above

theorem concerns quantifications, which are by Definition 3.8 functions onto a real

interval. In order to be of use for proving Theorem 6.3 concerning unit quantifications,

the above theorem concems quantifications onto the nonnegative real numbers, i.e., onto

[0,-).

A consequence of the latter difference will be considered, and quantifications onto [0,-)

will be compared with 'quantifications' into the reals. By a'quantification' into the reals

we mean a function defined as quantifications, except that they are required to map into

the real numbers instead of onto a real interval.

Consider a distributive structure 5 with a minimum and a restrictedly solvable structure

(Z with two substructures. For simplicity suppose that 5 does not have a substructure
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containing the inverse of an induced ordering. It easily follows from Theorems 5. I -i and

3.2 that 5 has a multiplicative quantification Q.y onto [0,@), but does not have an

additive quantification Q+y onto [0,-), Q and ry being quantifications of the substructures

onto [0,@). It immediately follows from Theorems 6.1-i and 3.2 that the converse holds

for (U. That is, rZ has an additive quantification Q+V onto [0,@), but does not have a

multiplicative quantification Q.y onto [0,@). Again Q and V are quantifications of the

substructures onto [0,@).

Results about 'quantifications' into the reals do not reveal this. The distributive and the

restrictedly solvable structure both have additive 'quantifications' Q+y into the reals as

well as multiplicative 'quantifications' Q.y into the reals. That is, the differences between

distributive and restrictedly solvable structures, such as 5 and W, do not lead to clearly

different results concerning 'quantifications' into the reals, whereas the results for

quantifications onto [0,-) are clearly different.

The proof of Theorem 6.1-i consists of two parts. First a lemma is proved in which it

is assumed that the substructures {Vrhave quantifications. The lemma states that (U then

has a quantification that is the sum of quantifications of these substructures. Theorem

6.1-i follows from this lemma and a demonstration of the existence of quantifications

for(Z and its substructures by a recursive argument.

To prove the lemma we use a procedure that in essence is due to Holman (1971), and

which is, in a somewhat different form, also used by Narens to prove his Theorem 4.1.

In the proof of our lemma the procedure consists of the definition of an operation on

the nonnegative reals for which two things are shown. It is shown that the operation has

the properties of the operation in an extensive structure, and it is shown that the operation

can be used to combine the quantifications of the substructures Q,j into a quantification

of the entire structure Ql.. Then, using that an extensive structure has an additive quantifi-

cation, it follows that(U has a quantification which is the sum of quantifications of its

substructures r(. Theorem 6.I-ii directly follows from the first part and Theorem 3.3.
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6.4 Context independence of substructures

For restrictedly solvable structures the existence of unit quantifications is related to a

property called "context independence". This property concems the set of self-representa-

tions of a structure, and will be discussed in this section.

A structure is an adequate model only if the sets of self-representations of the model and

the empirical structure modelled match exactly, i.e. if each self-representation of the

structure corresponds precisely to one empirical transformation under which the empirical

relations are invariant. If this is not the case, then the structure is too weak (there are

self-representations of the structure that do not correspond to such an empirical transfor-

mation), or too strong (there are such empirical transformations that do not correspond

to a self-representation).

Restricted context independence requires that incorporation of an adequate model into

a larger hierarchical structure does not affect the set of its self-representations. That is,

each self-representation of the model must be part of a self-representation of the larger

hierarchical structure.

DEFINITION 6.2. A hierarchical structure J is said ta be restrictedly context indepen-

dent iff
(i) J is a relational structure, or

(ii) 5 =(i,, > )1.y and foreach self-representation oof an arbitrary 7* (keJ) there

exists a representation o = (..,oj,..) of 5 onto itself with cr* = o. Furthermore, each

f is required to be restrictedly context independent.

As an illustration, consider the numerical structure 5 = \ ii, > )., in which the sub-

structures i, = ( [0,-), 2, + ) are extensive structures with a minimal zero, and > is

defined by

(..,xr,..) > (..,y1,..) iff It., f(x) > I,., f{v,).

Here f is a strictly increasing function from [0,-) onto itself. It can be checked that 5

is a restrictedly solvable structure.
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For each extensive substructure J, the multiplications by positive reals r, are its self-

representations. This means that, according to the above definition, 5 is restrictedly

context independent if and only if f is such that the following requirement is satisfied.

If we arbitrarily fix r, for one component, then we can find r, for the other components

so that

1., f(r.;x;) 2 l.r f(r;1) iff I.;., f(1) > Ii., f(r).
Il e.g., f(z) = (z+22), then we cannot find for a given r, for one component the r, for the

other components so that the above condition holds. Consequently, then 5 does not

satisfy restricted context independence. However, il e.g., f(z) = 2at, then the above

requirement is satisfied so that in that case restricted context independence does hold for

5.
According to the above definition, restricted context independence requires that for each

self-representation of a substructure there are self-representations of the other sub-

structures so that together they constitute a self-representation of the entire structure.

Testing for restricted context independence then requires that the self-representations of

the substructures be studied. For a substructure whose basic structures are extensive

structures the self-representations can be described in terms of concatenations. However,

the self-representations are more easily characterized by means of the unit quantifications

of the basic extensive structures. A unit quantification Q of an extensive structure is an

isomoqphism which satisfies the unit condition. Therefore there is for each self-represen-

tation cr of an extensive structure a positive r such that o = Q-trQ, and, conversely, for

each positive r there is a self-representation o such that o = Q-trQ. Consider for example

the loudness structure described in Section 6.1. It has extensive substructures, which

describe specific loudnesses. Let Q, denote a unit quantification of such a substructure.

Then, for any positive r,, c1 = Q;-'r,Q, is a self-representation of that substructure.

Consequently, the loudness structure satisfies restricted context independence ifand only

if for each r, for one substructure there are r, for the other substructures such that ct =

(..,di,..), in which each component is defined as u, = Qftr,Ql, is a self-representation of

the loudness structure, i.e., preserves the loudness ordering. Given the unit quantifications

for the specific loudnesses, this can be tested on the basis of loudness comparisons.
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Definition 6.2 is related to Luce's (1990) concept "translation consistency". After an

introduction the corresponding concept in the present framework will be defined

("unrestricted context independence"), and the difference between that definition and

Definition 6.2 (restricted context independence) will be pointed out.

The discussion of why properties like translation consistency should hold was, at least

in its present form, initiated by Luce (1959), and is related to questions about dimen-

sional analysis and meaningfulness. Rosenbaum (1990) called certain work that has been

done on this subject "generalized dimensional analysis".

Originally the discussion initiated by Luce concerned the connection between the form

of meaningful relations and the scale types (interval, ratio, etc.) of the related variables.

By definition, the scale type of a variable depends on the permissible transformations

of that variable (multiplication by a positive real for ratio scales), which are called

rescalings. The basic idea was that a numerical relation between a dependent and

independent variables is meaningful if for each possible rescaling of the independent

variables there is a rescaling of the dependent variable so that the relation is invariant

under the combined rescalings. That is, if the relation holds between variable values

before the rescaling, then it must also hold for the rescaled variable values, and vice

versa. The meaningful relations were defined as the solutions of certain functional equa-

tions which formalized this basic idea. In addition to the functional equations formulated

and solved by Luce (1959), results can be found in Luce (1964), Osborne (1970), Roberts

and Rosenbaum (1986), and Aczdl et al. (1986).

For multivariate relations the assumption of a dependency between the rescalings of the

independent variables influences the form of the functional equations into which the

problem is casted. Absence of a dependency between the rescalings of the independent

variables gives equations with more restricted solutions. Consequently, the form of the

possible 'laws' or meaningful relations between dependent and independent variables

is more restricted.

The main problem which prevented the acceptance of the restrictions derived for

meaningful relations was caused by "dimensional constants", which are common in

physics. Rozeboom (1962; also see Luce, 1962) already drew the attention to these
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constants in a critical comment on Luce's original paper. It was not clear why indepen-

dent variables cannot be directly accompanied by dimensional constants which neutralize

their scale changes. If they can be added at will, no restrictions follow from the original

basic idea. Osborne (1978) also contributed to the discussion about such basic issues.

Later Luce (1978) formulated the idea more fundamentally, in terms of the automorp-

hisms of the relational structures describing attributes instead of in terms of the rescalings

of numerical variables for those attributes. There have been other contributions in this

line by Narens (1981), and Falmagne and Narens (1983). For a recent overview we refer

to Luce et al. (1990).

As stated above, our Definition 6.2 is related to the concept of translation consistency

introduced by Luce (1990) in the discussion of meaningfulness. He defines a translation

as an automorphism which either maps all or none of the points into themselves. Besides

Definition 6.2being in terms of automorphisms instead of translations, there is a more

important difference. Translation consistency involves independent translations. Our

definition of restricted context independence, on the other hand, involves dependent self-

representations.

To make this difference clear, we give a definition which is in the spirit of translation

consistency, but formulated for hierarchical structures in terms of self-representations.

The difference between Definition 6.2 and this definition of what is called unrestricted

context independence is as follows. In Definition 6.2 only dependent self-representations

of the substructures are required to constitute a self-representation of the entire structure.

Definition 6.3, on the other hand, requires that any combination of self-representations

of the substructures constitutes a self-representation of the entire structure.

DEFINITION 6.3. Hierarchical strucfure 5 is said to be unrestrictedly context indepen-

dent iff
(D J is a relational structure, or

(ii) 3 = (i:, > ),.y and if each component o, of cr = (..,cj,..) is a representation of f
onto itself, then cr is a representation of 5 onto itself. Furtherrnore, each f is

required to be unrestrictedly context independent.
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After Definition 6.2 a numerical restrictedly solvable structure 5 = ( Z, = ),., *ut

considered, in which the substructures f are additive extensive structures with a minimal

zero, and for which > is defined by

(..,xt,..) > (..,V1,..) iff t;., f(x) 2 1., f(v;).

f is a strictly increasing function from [0,-) onto itself. As mentioned earlier, J satisfies

restricted context independence if f(z) = 2x3, but not if f(z) = 1z+22).

Because multiplications by a positive r, are the self-representations of a substructure,

according to Definition 6.2,5 satisfies unrestricted context independence if and only

if, for any positive r,,

I1.r f(r,x,) 2 l.r f(r1v1) iff 1., f(x;) 2 1., f(v,).

It is evident that no f satisfies this condition. To obtain a structure that does satisfy

unrestricted context independence, we define a structureJ' in the same way as 5, except

that > is defined by

(..,xi,..) > (..,v1,.) iff Il., f(x;) ) ll;., f(v;).

Note that, contrary to J, 5' is not a restrictedly solvable structure, but, if there are two

components, a distributive structure. It follows from Definition 6.3 that restricted context

independence holds forS' if the following requirement with respect to f is satisfied. For

all positive r,,

fl,.r f(1x,) 2 Il., f(r,v) iff f!., f(x;) 2 f[., f(1).

Clearly this is satisfied, e.g., when f(z) = I,x3.

It is evident that unrestricted context independence is a stronger property than restricted

context independence, i.e., it implies restricted context independence, but the converse

does not hold true. It is not difficult to show that all distributive structures satisfy

unrestricted, and hence also restricted context independence. In this chapter it will be

shown that no restrictedly solvable structure satisfies unrestricted context dependence.

As shown above, some do satisfy restricted context independence.
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6.5 Unit quantifications

The following theorem concerns the relation for restrictedly solvable structures between

context independence and the existence of unit quantifications.

THEOREM 6.2. It a restrictedly solvable strucrure has a unit quantification, then it is

restrictedly context independent.

As will be shown in the proof of this theorem, extensive as well as distributive structures

satisfy restricted context independence. However, not all restrictedly solvable structures

satisfy restricted context independence. According to Theorem 6.2, only those which

satisfy restricted context independence may have a unit quantification.

Theorems 4.2 and 5.1 stated for extensive and for distributive structures, respectively,

that a particular unit quantification exists (Part i), and they described the set of altemative

unit quantifications (Part ii). Theorem 6.3 formulates such statements for restrictedly

solvable structures. (Notice the similarity between this theorem and Theorem 4.2 for

extensive structures.)

THEOREM 6.3. Let ,U = (Qr, ).i., b" a restrictedly solvable structure which satisfies

restricted context independence. Then:

(i) (Uhas a unit quantification 6 = 1., Q; onto [0,-), where Q; is a unit quantification

of r( onto [0,-;.

(ii) n = F(..,Qi',..) is a unit quantification of (U with Q,' a unit quantification of cV,itt

3a,b,c,,d,eR.* such that Q', = drQi"j and F(..,x;,..) = b[ l.r (x/{)'9 J'.

To prove Part i, the following hypothesis is stated. If each (V,has a unit quantification

\+/j onto [0,-), then 3a,,b,eR, such that(U has a quantification I;.r b;f,] onto [0,-). Part

i is demonstrated by a recursive argument in which this hypothesis is used. The recursive

argument is very similar to the one used previously in the proof of Theorem 6.1. To

prove the hypothesis, restricted context independence is used. If each r( has a unit
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quantification \yj then, by Theorem 6.1,% has a quantification I;.r !y,. Using resrricred

context independence, it is shown that the matching functions f, are positive power

functions, which means that the hypothesis holds true.

Remember that Definition 6.1 also introduced generalized restrictedly solvable structures.

In Chapter 8 they will be used to model annoyance due to noise and odour. A similar

result as stated in Theorem 6.3 holds for these generalizations.

THEOREM 6.4. Statements i and ii from Theorem 6.3 also hold if ,u = (a,,. )i., i,
a generalized restrictedly solvable structure which satisfies restricted context indepen-

dence.

6.6 Summary

This chapter treated the restrictedly solvable structure. It is a cornpound structure whose

substructures are extensive, or distributive structures with a minimum, or again restricted-

ly solvable structures. The restrictedly solvable structure is used, e.g., to describe the

trade-off between the effects of specific loudnesses on momentary loudness. A generaliz-

ation of the restrictedly solvable structure, which was also defined in this chapter, will

be used in Chapter 8 to model annoyance due to noise and odour.

The restrictedly solvable structure treated in this chapter and the distributive structure

treated in the previous chapter describe different trade-offs. The differences between these

structures roughly have the following consequence for their quantifications. A distributive

structure has substructure quantifications that can be combined either by multiplication

or by division into a quantification of the entire structure. Addition cannot be used. For

a restrictedly solvable strucfure the converse is true. The substructures of that structure

have quantifications that can be combined by addition into a quantification of the entire

structure. Multiplication or division cannot be used. This difference between the quantifi-
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cations of the distributive and the restrictedly solvable structure is directly evident from

the representation theorems concerning those structures.

Unlike extensive and distributive structures, not all restrictedly solvable structures have

a unit quantification. Whether a restrictedly solvable structure has a unit quantification,

depends on a property called restricted context independence. This property was defined

and discussed in this chapter. Restricted context independence requires that for each self-

representation of a substructure there are self-representations of the other substructures,

so that together they constitute a self-representation of the entire structure. A restrictedly

solvable structure has a unit quantification if and only if this property is satisfied.

The (generalized) restrictedly solvable structures which will be used in Chapter 8 to

model the overall loudness ofsound events (Section 8.3), noise annoyance (Section 8.4),

and annoyance due to noise and odour (Section 8.5) are assumed to satisfy restricted

context independence. Because they satisfy this property, it follows from Theorems 6.3

and 6.4 presented in this chapter that they have unit quantifications. Moreover, with these

theorems it follows that these quantifications are hierarchical power sums (see Subsection

2.4.2).

Unrestricted context independence is a stronger property, which was defined in this

chapter to contrast it with restricted context independence. It holds only if any

combination of self-representations of the substructures constitutes a self-representation

of an entire structure. Unrestricted context independence is related to other properties

used in this study, especially independence (Definition B8), which we have already

encountered, and "homogeneity", which will be introduced in the next chapter (Definition

7.3). Homogeneity requires that any two elements in the domain of a structure can be

'connected' by a self-representation of the strucfure.

A difference between these properties is that unrestricted context independence and

homogeneity are properties of the self-representations of a structure, whereas independen-

ce is a property of a relation in a structure. Of course, this does not exclude an interre-

lation between these properties, because there is a correspondence between the properties

of the self-representations of a structure and the properties of its relations.
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A comprehensive study of the interrelations between unrestricted context independence,

independence, and homogeneity is beyond the scope of this study. We illustrate the

interrelations with two statements. Consider a compound hierarchical structure having

a weak ordering as its nonbasic ordering. It is not difficult to show that this structure

is independent if it is homogeneous and unrestrictedly context independent. The second

illustration of the interrelations is that a structure is homogeneous if its basic structures

satisfy homogeneity, and the entire structure is unrestrictedly context independent.

6.7 Proofs

We adopt the two following conventions. Let f be a function and y an element from its

range. Then lt(y) denotes a particular choice from the set { x I y = f(*) }. Furthermore,

minimal coordinates e, are omitted, and, e.g., u, - v, is written instead of (e1,..,€;-1,u,,e1*r,

..,€n(l)) - (e1,'.,e1-1,V;,€1*r,..,entlt).

LEMMA A. Let 'U = (Qi,> )., b" a restrictedly solvable structure, and let \ be the

domain of Q{. Suppose that each{V, has a quantification Q., onto [0,-).Then {Z has a

quantification E = I;., flQ; onto [0,-), where each f, is a strictly increasing function from

[0,-) onto itself such that for each v,e V, and u,e V,

f,Q,(u;) = f,Q,(v,) iff uj - vr.

Proof:

The organization of this proof is as follows. First we define functions I1 on the compo-

nents V,, and show them to be quantifications of (V, onto [0,-). To simplify the notation

we define V, = It-'. Then, using Vj, an operation @ is defined for which essentially two

things are demonstrated. It is demonstrated that @ has the properties of the operation in

an extensive structure so that its form can be specified by using a result from Chapter

4, and it is demonstrated that @ can be used to combine the quantifications Q, of the

substructures (Vrinto a quantification of the entire structure rZ. Then the lemma follows
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by combining the results about the form of @, and the fact that it can be used to combine

the Q, into a quantification of (7l.

- We define functions I1, and shown them to be quantifications of Q{ onto 10,-;.

Define I; to be real-valued functions on the substructure domains V, such that, for all

u, in \ and v, in V,,

n1(u1) = Qr(vr) iff uj - Y,.

Note that Ir = Qr.

First we check that r1; indeed is defined on each u, in \. Either u, -j ej or u, >, e,. If u,

-; e;, then uj - €, so that, by definition [l], q,(u,) = Qr(er) = 0. If uj lj ej,then, by

restricted solvability, there is a vr so that u, - v, and, by definition [], qj(uj) = 0r(vr).

Then we check that 11 is a function. Suppose that 1,(u,) = x and that qj(u;) - y. Then,

by definition [], ut - Q,'(x) and u, - O,-'(y) so that 0,'(*) - Q,-'(y).Consequently, x

-v.
Next it is shown that q, is a function onto [0,6), i.e., that for each xe [0,-; there is a

u, in \ such that rll(u,) = x. If x = 0, then, since Q,(e,) = 0 and €1 - ei, it follows by

definition [1] that r1,(e1) = x. If x > 0, then let v, be such that Q,(v,) = x. Since v, ]1 e1,

by solvability, there is a u, in V, such that u, - v,. It follows by definition [1] that lj(uj)

=X.

Finally we show with respect to Ij that it preserves the ordering >,. To simplify the

notation we define V = I,-'. Note that it directly follows from definition [1] that y,(x)

- V,(V) iff x = y, which implies that, more generally,

V,(x)-Vt(y) iff x=y. 12)

Using first V, = 0 r-r, second independence, third y,(z) - Y1@), and lastly again indepen-

dence, we find that

x>y V,(x) >r V,(Y)

v,(x) > v,(y)
y,(x) > V,(v)

v,(x) >1 v1(v).

tll

iff

iff

iff
iff
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Because Vi = Tli-' this result means that nj translates ordering >j into >. Consequently,

there are strictly increasing functions B1 from [0,-) onto itself such that rlj = BlQ,. This

directly implies that nj is a quantification of r(.

- The functions y, are used to define a (partial) binary operation @ on [0,-).

(Partial) binary operation @ is defined by

V,(x)Vr(y) - V,(x@y). t3l

To see that @ is a function, suppose that x@y = u and x@y = v. Then V,(x)Vr(y) -
y,(u) and V,(x)Vr(y) - V,(v). So ty,(u) - V,(v), implying that u=v.

- It is shown that @ has such propertiesthatJV= ( [0,-), >, @) is an extensive structure

with a minimum zero (see Definition 4.1).

Because I; is a function onto [0,-), Vt= I1:-'is defined for each element in [0,-). If x

= y = 0 then y,(x)yr(y) - e,. Since e, = Vr(0), by definition [3], x@y = 0. Otherwise,

ifx>0ory>0,byrestrictedsolvability,3v,eVsuchthatV,(x)Vr(y)-v,.Letze[0,-)

be such that \yr(z) - v,. Then, by definition [3], x@y = z. So @ is closed on [0,-).

Commutativity and associativity are first shown for the case n = 2. Let w,x,y,ze [0,-;.

Since for each w V,(w) - %(w), the following demonstrates that commutativity of @

is implied by a true condition. In the first step the Thomsen condition is used and

definition [3] is used in the second step.

V,(x) - Vr(x) and Vr(y) - Vr(y) = V,(x)Vr(y) - Vr(y)Vr(x)

+ V,(x@y) - V,(y@x)

+ x@y = y@x.

Using commutativity, and again the Thomsen condition and definition [3],

V,(y)Vr(x) - V,(y@x) - V,(x@y) and V,(y@z) - V'(y)Vr(z)

= y,(y@z)yr(x) - ty,(xOy)Vr(z)

=+ y,([y@z]@x) - ty,([x@y]@z)

+ (y@z)Ox = (x@y)@z

+ x@(y@z) = (xOy)@2,

which demonstrates that associativity of @ is implied by a true condition.

Next consider the case n > 2.Letij,keJ be such that i * j, i * k and j * k. Then since

by t2), e.8., V,(y) - V(y) and by independence,
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V,(x)r{(y) - vr(x)vr(y)

- y,(x)vr(v)

- v,(Y)\1(x).

That is, the arguments x and y may be interchanged in V,(x)Vi(y). By independence,

these arguments may also be interchanged if the coordinates of the components other

than i and j are not minimal as in y,(x)y,(y). Because the arguments are interchangeable,

v,(x@y) - v,(x)vr(y) - v,(y)vz(x) - v,(y@x),

so that O is commutative. Using in the fourth step the possibility to interchange argu-

ments twice,

ty,([x@y]Oz) - y,(x@y)ryr(z)

- y,(x@y)yr(z)

- v'(x)vr(y)vr(z)

- v,(y)v:(z)vr(x)

- y,(y@z)y.(x)

- Y,(y@z)yr(x)

- ry,([yOz]@x)

- y,(x@[y@z]),

so that @ is associative.

Because, using independence,

y>z iff \rr(y) >z Vr@)

iff Vz(y) > Vr(z)

iff Vr(x)Vz(y) > V,(x)Vr(z)

iff V,(x@y) > y,(x@z)

iff x@y 2 x@z

and because it could be similarly shown that x > z iff x@y > z@y, monotonicity is

satisfied.

(Righ0 solvability of @ can be shown as follows, using restricred solvability.

x>y + Vr(x) > V,(y)

= 3z [y,(x) - V,(y)Vr(z)]

+ 3z [y,(x) - V,(y@z)]
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+ 3z [x = y@z]

Then, by commutativity of @, solvability of @ follows.

Minimal element 0 of JVis also a zero element for @. It is a right zero because y,(x@O)

- V,(x)Vr(0) - Vr(x) so that x@0 = x. In the same way it can be seen that 0@x = x.

Thus,/V= ( [0,-), >, O ) is an extensive structure with minimum zero 0. By Lemma

E in Section 4.6, it follows that a strictly increasing function h from [0,-) onto itself

exists such that

x@y=h''[h(x)+h(Y)]. t4l

- To arrive at a quantification of 'Z which is defined in terms of @, it is shown that

(..,v;(u,), ) > (..,v1(v.;),..) iff @i.r u: 2 Q.r v1. t5l

First the case n = 2 is considered. For each u,v,x,ye [0,-)

x@y > u@v iff V,(x@y) > y,(u@v)

iff V,(x)Vr(y) > V,(u)Vr(v).

From the other cases the case n=3 is considered. For each u,v,w,x,y,ze [0,-)

x@y@z 2 u@v@w iff y,(x@y)tyr(z) > y,(u@v)tyr(w)

iff y,(x@y)yr(z) > ty,(u@v)tpr(w)

iff V,(x)Vz(y)Vr(z) > V,(u)Vr(v)%(w).

The recursive argument for higher n is omitted since, apart from the recursion, nothing

new is involved.

- The lemma is shown by combining results obtained above.

Because both Q, and 1, are quantifications of r( onto [0,-), there is a strictly increasing

function g, from [0,-) onto itself such that nj = BiQi. By definition Vi = ni', so that \yj

= St-'gi'. Using this, it follows from [5] that

(..,0i'(ui),..) > ( .,0;'(v,), ) iff or., s,(u) 2 Q.r 8;(v;). t6l

From [4] and [6] it follows that there is a strictly increasing function h from [0,-) onto

itself such that

(..,Q;'(u,),..) > (..,0;'(v,),..) iff h''[ I.i., hgj(u)J 2 h'I I;., hg,(vj)J.

Hence, ft = hgt is a strictly increasing function from [0,-) onto itself such that ( =

I1., f;Q; is a quantification of 'Z onto [0,-1.
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THEOREM 6.1. Let'U = \%, ,l:., be a restrictedly solvable structure.Then:

(i) (Uhas a quantification ( = I',.r 0., onto [0,6), where Q, is a quantification of (V,

onto [0,-).

(ii) n = F(..,Qt',..) is a quantification of 'Z with 01' a euantification of Qf iff there are

strictly increasing functions f and ! onto real intervals such that 0;' = f,,Qr and F

= f( E., f,-' ).

Proof:

i. The following recursive argument shows that (Uhas a quantification onto [0,-). The

number of steps is finite because (U is a finite structure.

By Lemma A, if each Q,has a quantification ry, onto [0,*), then (Uhas quantification

E = 1., f,y, onto [0,-), where each f, is a strictly increasing function from [0,-) onto

itself. Then Qt = f,V, is onto [0,-), and, by Theorem 3.2, a quantification of rl{. So the

required result follows, if each Q,has a quantification onto [0,-).

Consider each cV, in turn. It is either an extensive (1), or a distributive (2) structure with

minimum (zero), or again a restrictedly solvable structure (3). We consider these three

possibilities successively.

l.If qj is an extensive structure with minimal zero, then, by Theorem 4.2, tthas a

quantification \yj onto [0,€).

2. If qj is a distributive structure with minimum, then, by Theorem 5.1, it has a

quantification lyj onto [0,6).

3.If q/j is a restrictedly solvable structure, then the argument in this proof is repeated,

wirhcV, in the place of (U,to show that (V,has a quantification Vj onro [0,-). It may be

necessary to repeat the argument with respect to substructures of Ql, etc., but only a finite

number of recursions is needed.

ii. Follows immediately from Part i and Theorem 3.2.

THEOREM 6.2. If a restrictedly solvable structure has a unit quantification, then it is

restrictedly context independent.
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Proof:

This proof consists of part A, B and C: A proves the theorem provided that a hypothesis

is true, B proves an intermediate result used in the proof of the hypothesis, and C is the

proof of the hypothesis. Let (U = ((Vi >)n, be a restrictedly solvable structure and

suppose that it has a unit quantification.

A. First we assume the following hypothesis: if each Q{ satisfies restricted context

independence, then (Z does. The following recursive argument shows that then (U

satisfies restricted context independence. The number of steps is finite, because (U is a

finite structure.

Consider each {V, in turn. It is an extensive ( I ) or distributive (2) strucrure with minimum

(zero), or again a restrictedly solvable structure (3). We consider these three possibilities

successively.

1.lf qj is an extensive structure with minimal zero, then it satisfies restricted context

independence, as do all relational structures.

2. If qj = <tX, 9, > ) is a distributive structure with a minimum, then !( and I are

extensive structures and at least one of them has a minimal zero. Because they are

relational structures, they satisfy unrestricted context independence. Let X and P be their

domains. Suppose that ( = Qoy is a unit quantification of (?/, where $ and y are unit

quantifications of -a andG, respectively. Let o and t be self-representations of -fr

and9, respectively. Because Q and y are unit quantifications, we can define rr,r2€R+

such that r,Q = 0o and rrry = yt. By Theorem 5.1, which specifies the possible forms

of o, we can define r€R+ such that r[Qoy] = [r,Q]o[rry]. Using these definitions of r,,

r, and r rve find that, for all x,ye X and p,qe P,

xp.yq iff

iff

iff

Q(x)oV(p) > 00)ov(q)

[.,0(x) o rzV(p)] > [r,Q(y) o rzV(q)]

iff o(x)t(p) > o(y)t(q).
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That is, for all self-representations o and t of -9( and @, respectively, (o,t) is a repre-

sentation of rL onto itself. Thus % satisfies unrestricted context independence, which

implies restricted context independence.

3.It % is a restrictedly solvable structure, then the argument in this proof is repeated,

withcV,in the place of (U,to show that r( satisfies restricted context independence. It

may be necessary to repeat the argument with respect to substructures of {Vr, etc,, blt

after a finite number of steps we arrive at the structures which are extensive or distribu-

tive with a minimum (zero).

B. To prove the hypothesis, the following intermediate result is first established. Let

€ = F(..,Qt,..) be a unit quantification of (U, where Q, is a unit quantification of r(. Then

there are strictly increasing functions f, and H from [0,-) onto itself such that

6 = H[ Ir., !0r ]' tll
and there are strictly increasing functions g, from R. onto itself such that, for all r in R*,

rH[ I;.1 f;0; J = H[ Ii., f,g(r)0, 1' tzl

First we will demonstrate []. Because ( and Q, are unit quantifications, they are onto

(0,-), and, because there are minimal elements with respect to > and >,, they are onto

[0,-). Therefore, by Theorem6.l,(U has a quantification I;.r {0; onto [0,-), where each

f, is a strictly increasing function from [0,-) onto itself. Because ( is also a unit quantifi-

cation of (U, there is a strictly increasing function H such that

6 = H[ I,., !0, ].
Because ( and I.;.r f101 are onto [0,-), it follows from [] that H maps [0,-) onto itself.

Next we will demonstratel2). Because ( is a unit quantification, there is, for all reR.*,

a representation (..,cr.i,..) of (Z onto itself such that

.H[ Ir., 40r ] = H[ Ii., !01c1 J

Because 0; are unit quantifications, for each c,., 3re R.* such that

Qict = rQt.

It follows from [3] and [4] that there are functions B1: R.-+\ such that, for all re R,,

rH[ I:.y f1Q; I = H[ 1., {g;(0Q: ]. tsl

This demonstrates [2] if each B1 is a strictly increasing function from R. onto itself.
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In order to show that each g, indeed is such a function, Iet e, be a minimal element with

respect to >,. Then 0.,(e1) = 0 and, consequently, also !S1(r)01(e1) = 0. By considering

equation [5] for elements (..,ej r,vj,ej,,,..), which consist of minimal elements on all except

possibly component j, it follows that each g; is such that, for all reR*,

rHf,Q; = Hf.,g1(r)01. t6l

Since H and f, are strictly increasing functions from [0,*) onto itself, [6] implies that

each g, is a strictly increasing function from R* onto itself.

C. Now we can prove the hypothesis: if each r( satisfies restricted context indepen-

dence, then(U does. We choose one substructure (V, and a representation o of r{ onto

itself. We will show that there is a representation cr = (..,clk,..) of (Z onto itself such that

oj = o, which means that the hypothesis holds.

Using that 01 in [] is a unit quantification, we define for a arbitrary j aeR* by

0,o = aQ,' t7l

The intermediate result [2] implies that there are functions g*: R.*-)R.* such that

gj'(a)H[ I*., frQ* ] = tt[ Ir., r*1grg,'1a;1q* J. t8l

Because € in tll is a unit quantification, there is a representation B = (..,Fr,..) of (Z onto

itself such that

g '(a)H[ I*., f*0* ] = H[ I*., f*0*0* ]

It follows from [8] and [9] that

tel

u[ I*., r*1g*g'1ay1q* J

By considering equation [10] for elements (

nates on all except possibly component j, it

= H[ I*., f*Q*F, ]. tlOl

.,e;-1,v,,€;.r,..), which have minimal coordi-

follows that

HfiSrPi,

and hence

From [7] and [1] it follows that

Hf,aQ, =

a0: = O;Fr'

Qio = Qr0i'

Define cr = (..,sr,..) to be the function obtained from B = (..,9r,..) by replacing component

F, by o, i.e., we define cr* = B*, except for component j for which we define o* = o.

tl ll

lt2)
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Using in the first step [1], the definition of u combined with [11] in the second step,

using [9] in the third step and again [1] in the final step, it follows that

(cr = H[ Ir,.r f.Qrc* ]

= H[ I*., f*Q*0, ]

= gj'(a)H[ I*., f*0* ]

= cj-'(a)E'

Thus, cr is a representation of'Z onto itself. Thus for each self-representation o of r(

there is a representation (..,o*,..) of (Z onto itself such that o = ct,. This means rhat(U

satisfies restricted context independence, if all Qf satisfy that property. This is the

hypothesis which was to be proved.

THEOREM 6.3. Let 'U = (Qr > )t., b" a restrictedly solvable structure which satisfies

restricted context independence.Then:

(D (Uhas a unit quantification ( = E., 0t onto [0,6), where Q, is a unit quantification

of r( onto 10,-;.

(ii) I = F(..,Q.i',..) is a unit quantification of (U with Q,' a unit quantification of Qtitt

3a,b,c,,d,eR* such that Q', = diQijand F(..,x,,..) = b[ It.r (xy'd,)tftr l'.

Proof:

i. Suppose that the following implication holds. If each (V, has a unit quantification Oj

onto [0,-), then !a,,b,e\ such thatQt has a unit quantification I;.r b,01'i onto [0,@).

Then the proof of Part i of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1-i concer-

ning quantifications. The hypothesis just stated takes the role which lemma A has in that

proof, and the reference to Theorem 3.2 is replaced by a reference to Theorem 3.3.

Here we prove the hypothesis. Suppose that each cV,has a unit quantification 01 onto

[O,-).Then, by Lemma A, % has a quantification ( = 1., !0, onto [0,-), where each

f, is a strictly increasing function from [0,-) onto itself such that for each v,eV, and

ui€Vi

f,0,(u,) = f,0,(vr) iff uj-v,.

That all f, are power functions is all that remains to be shown.
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Because 0; is a unit quantification of {Vr, there exists for each re \ a representation o,

of a( onto itself such that rQ, = Qjo,. Since rL is restricted context independent, there

exists for or a representation o = (..,Gk,..) of rZ onto itself with component % = o,.

Define x. = Gr.Because Q, is a unit quantification of Q/r, ls,eR* such that s,Q, = 0rT,.

With respect to each clk we note that it maps a minimal element of >,. into such a

minimal element.

Define u, and v, by x = {0;(u1) and x = f,Q,(v,). Then, using the above observations, we

obtain a functional equation for f,rf, as follows. For each reR* and xe[0,-),

x=x :+ !Q;(u,) = f,Or(v,)

=)Uj-vr
+ q(u,) - t,(vr)

+ {Q,o(u,) = f,Q,r,(v,)

:+ {rQ,(u,) = f,s,$,(v,)

+ fjrfj-'(x) = frs,fr-r(x)

= f,-tf,(rx) = s,fr-rf,(x).

Because fr-rfj is a strictly increasing function from [0,-) onto itself, it is continuous. By

Luce (1959), this and the functional equation f,-t!(rx) = s,fr-rfj(x) imply that 3a,,b,eR*

such that

f,-tf,(x) = bjxoj.

f1(x) = f,(\x^i).

Left to show now is that f, is a positive power function. With definition \4 - b,Qfi, where

flr = br - 1, using [] to substitute for ! in ( = E., !0, giues

€ = E., f,V;. 12)

Because 0 r = Vr is a unit quantificatio n of (Vr, there exists for each re R.* a representation

o, of (V, onto itself such that rVr = Vro,. Since (Z is restricted context independent, there

exists for or a representation c, - (..,c[k,..) of (Z onto itself with component or = o,.

Because Q; is a unit quantification of Q, and ry., = bjQj"j, functions g,: R*+R* exist such

that gj(r)Vj = Vjcrj, where g,(r) = r. Using [2] this implies that for each re R*

tll

t3l(o, = f,ry, + Ij.r_r ,r f,&(r)V,.
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Because (cl and ( both are quantifications ofrZl, there is a strictly increasing one-to-one

function H, such that H,(o = (. Because cr depends on r, H, also depends on r. By [2]

and [3], H.fcr = ( implies that

H,[ f,ry, + Irer-rrr f,el(r)y, I = !., f,y,.

This can be rewritten as

H,[ f,rf,-rry, + I,er-rrr f,g,(r)f,-ty, ] = 1., Vi. t4l

Let e, be a minimal element with respect to >,. Then y;(e1) = 01(e;) = 0. So on elements

(v,,er,...en), which are zero on all except possibly the first component, the left and right

side of [4] can be simplified, giving

H,f,rf,-rry, - ry,.

Thus

H, = frrlf,-1. t5]

Using [5] for substitution in the equation [4] and considering the resulting equation for

the elements which are zero except on component j shows that

B;(r) = r. [6]

Using [5] and [6] to substitute for f,rrf,-r and g,, respectively, in [4] shorvs that, for all

x,e [0,-),

H,( I;.., x, ) = I1.r H,(x1).

Because f, is continuous, H, is continuous. Then this so-called basic Cauchy equation

has, by Aczdl (1966: p.34), solution

H.(y) = t,y

where t.e R., because H. is strictly increasing. Using equation [5] for ]I, we obtain

t,y = frr-lfr-t(y),

so that

t.f,(ry) = f,(Y).

Since f, is a continuous increasing function from [0,-) onto itself, by Luce (1959),

3a,be R.r such that f {z) = $7o.

ii. Follows immediately from Part i and Theorem 3.3.
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THEOREM 6.4. Statements i and ii from Theorem 6.3 also hold if tU = ( %, > ),., it

a generalized restrictedly solvable structure which satisfies restricted context indepen-

dence.

Proof:

i. Suppose that the following implication holds. If eachcV, has a unit quantification 0j

onto [0,*), then 3a,,b,e\ such thatrZ has a unit quantification E., \Q,"i onto [0,€).

Part i of this theorem then directly follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 and Definition

6.1, which states that in a generalized reslrictedly solvable structure each Arhas a unit

quantification Q, (onto [0,-)). The hypothesis has already been proved in the proof of

Theorem 6.3-i.

ii. Follows immediately from Part i and Theorem 3.3.
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7. HOMOGENEOUS PART OF A STRUCTURE

This chapter treats hierarchical structures which are obtained by restricting the relations

of a hierarchical structure to a subset of its domain. Such a structure is called a part of

a hierarchical structure. It is called a homogeneous part if the subset to which the

relations are restricted satisfies the following property, called (l-point) homogeneity.

Roughly, homogeneity is satisfied if any two elements in the domain of a structure can

be 'connected' by a self-representation of that structure. If this holds for a part of a

structure, then it is a homogeneous part.

Extensive and distributive structures (without minimum) satisfy homogeneity, and the

entire structures themselves are their only homogeneous part. Restrictedly solvable

structures, however, do not satisfy homogeneity, but they have a number of distinct

homogeneous parts. We are especially interested in the homogeneous parts of restrictedly

solvable structures because they can be used to model overall loudness or overall odour

strength for certain subsets of (sound or odour) events, e.g. the sound or odour events

caused by passages ofcars. The subsets concemed are called (sound or odour) types, and

the homogeneous parts which describe them fit in the (noise or odour) annoyance model

as follows.

The domain of the annoyance ordering in the noise annoyance model consists of

sequences of sound events, whose individual overall loudness is described by substruc-

tures of the noise annoyance model. In order to arrive at a relatively simple model, the

ordering induced by the annoyance ordering on sound events in a substructure and the

overall loudness ordering of these events in that substrucfure must be monotone.

However, in general the overall loudness of sound events and the annoyance they cause

are not monotone because the annoyance caused by an event is not only determined by

its loudness, but is also influenced by other percepfual aspects. For example, the sharp

squealing sound of a tram which passes a bend is more annoying than the hissing sound

of an equally loud passage of a tram on a straight track. Features such as sharpness

influence the annoyance caused by an event. Because of the influence of such features

the relation between loudness and annoyance is not monotone on the set of all sound
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events. It will be argued in Section 8.4, where the noise annoyance model will be

presented, that restricted to sound events of the same type the overall loudness ordering

and the annoyance ordering do have a monotone relation, and that the overall loudness

of events of the same type can be represented by a homogeneous part of the restrictedly

solvable structure that models the overall loudness for all sound events (the latter

structure will be introduced before the noise annoyance model, in Section 8.3). Therefore

(unions of) homogeneous parts will be incorporated in the noise annoyance model for

the description of the overall loudness of sound events. Similarly, in general the overall

odour intensity of odour events and the annoyance they cause need not be monotone.

Therefore (unions of) homogeneous parts which describe the overall odour intensities

of odour events of the same type are incorporated in the odour annoyance model.

To introduce types and their models, this chapter will concentrate on momentary sounds

instead of (sound or odour) events. A type of momentary sound is defined to be a set

of momentary sounds which are equal in all respects other than their loudness. We

hypothesize that such a type precisely corresponds with a homogeneous part of the

restrictedly solvable structure, described in Chapter 6, which models momentary loudness.

This hypothesis illustrates the possible interpretations of homogeneous parts.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 7.1 the interpretation is

discussed of the homogeneous parts of the models for loudness and for odour strength.

Thereafter, in Section 7.2, the definition of a homogeneous part and related definitions

are given. Also a theorem is stated about the relation between the homogeneous parts

of a structure and the first order definable subsets of its domain. In Section 7.3 a

representation theorem is stated for unions of homogeneous parts. Section 7.4 summarizes

this chapter while the proofs of the theorems are given in Section 7.5.

7.1 Interpretation: type of sound and type of odour

Momentary sounds which are equal with respect to all perceptual aspects other than

loudness are defined to constitute a type of sound. Thus, by definition, the loudness of
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sounds that belong to the same type may be different, but no other distinction between

them is perceived. We will consider two hypotheses conceming the way in which sound

types can be described.

The first hypothesis is simple. It characterizes sound types in terms of the pattern of

physical sound levels per frequency band. It says that sounds which have the same

relative physical sound level (expressed in dB) spectrum constitute a single type. Shifting

a sound level spectrum 'up' or 'down' while keeping the differences between the sound

levels at different frequencies constant, gives different sounds belonging to the same type.

An altemative hypothesis characterizes sound types in terms of the pattern of (perceived)

specific loudnesses. It states that each homogeneous part of the loudness strucfure

corresponds to a sound type. The homogeneous parts of the loudness structure can be

identified as follows on the basis of the quantified specific loudnesses. In Chapter 6

loudness was describeC by a restrictedly solvable structure J = ( ii, > ).r which satisfies

restricted context independence. Substructures I are extensive structures with a minimal

zero describing the specific loudnesses for different frequency bands, and > is the

loudness ordering. By Theorem 6.3, 5 has a unit quantification

E = I,., 0t,

where Q, is a unit quantification of the specific loudness structure Z. At a consequence

of Theorem 7.3, which will be formulated later in this chapter, sounds from the same

homogeneous part have equal ratios between the assignments of the 0.i, i.e., their relative

quantified specific loudnesses are constant. More precisely, if a given sound has specific

loudnesses (..,ut,..), then the set of sounds

{ (..,u.i,..) | 3reR* such that (.,01(v),..) = 1..,rQ,(u,),..) }

is the homogeneous part to which (..,u,,..) belongs. Note that this way of identifying a

homogeneous part only depends on the quantification of the loudness model and its

substructures. Thus, only loudness judgements are involved in this identification of

homogeneous parts.

The following empirical observations indicate that equal relative quantified specific

loudnesses (altemative hypothesis) and not equal relative sound levels (first hypothesis)

are important for keeping the aspects of a sound other than loudness constant.
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The first illustration concerns music that is recorded and replayed. It has to be replayed

at a certain volume to reproduce the original balance between the instruments. If the

volume is reduced, the relative sound level spectrum remains the same. However, the

perceived balance between the instruments is changed. In our present terminology, the

type ofsound is changed. This contradicts the first hypothesis. The perceived contribution

of, e.g., the basses is weakened relative to that of the violins. To correct this change in

relative contributions at low volume, amplifiers often have an "equalizer". It can be used

to restore the original sound type when a piece of music is played at a low volume. In

accordance with the altemative hypothesis, this is accomplished by restoring the original

ratio between the quantified specific loudness values assigned by the quantifications Oj.

The second observation that supports the alternative hypothesis concerns "sharpness".

Generally speaking, the more dominant the high frequencies are in a sound, the sharper

it is. Besides loudness, sharpness is one of the few perceptual properties of sound for

which a precise model has been proposed on the basis of psycho-acoustical data

(Zwicker, 1982). By the definition of sound type, sounds of a single type have the same

sharpness. As we have seen above, this means that the alternative hypothesis predicts

that sounds which have fixed ratios between their specific loudnesses quantified by Oj

have the same sharpness. Zwicker's (1982) description of sharpness suggest that this is

true. According to that description, based on his psycho-acoustical experiments, sounds

with equal sharpness have the same ratios between their quantified specific loudnesses.

This supports the alternative hypothesis, provided that his quantified specific loudnesses

correspond to (a power transformation of) the assignments by Q,.

odour types are defined in a similar way as sound types. Momentary odours which are

equal in all perceptual respects other than their odour strength are defined to constitute

a type of odour. we expect that these odour types can be modelled in the same way as

sound types, i.e., as homogeneous parts of the odour strength model.
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7.2 Definition of a homogeneous part

First we define a part of a hierarchical structure and then homogeneous parts are defined.

For relational structures the definition of a part is simple, but the general definition of

a part of a hierarchical structure is recursive, and contains a relatively difficult description

of domains of substructures. Let U be the domain of a part and \ the domain of a

substructure of that part. Then Definition 7.1 says that V, consists of the coordinates for

component j which occur in elements that are included in U. The following notation is

used in the definition. If a tuple u is a member of a product set, then u, denotes the

coordinate of u for component j. The symbol I is used to denote restrictions of relations,

e.g., R tU is the restriction of a relation R to a subset U of its domain.

DEFINITION 7.1. Let J be a hierarchical structure

be a part of 5 with domain U c S iff:

(i) 5 = ( S, & )t., it a relational structure and(U

(ii) 5 = ( 7, R I., and (U 
= ( Qi,R lU ), where

{v,l3uIueUandu=vt]].

with domain S. Then'Z is said to

= ( U, R tU ),.,, or

Q,j is the restriction of J to V, =

The next definition concems homogeneous parts and involves self-representations of a

structure. Remember that a self-representation of a structure whose basic strucrures are

extensive structures can be described in terms of concatenations in the basic structures.

For the loudness structure the determination of self-representations has been discussed

in Section 6.4.

DEFINITION 7.2. Let 5 be a hierarchical structure with domain S and o a representation

of -S onto itself. Define a relation R on S so that, for all u,veS,

uRv iff 3cr[ a(u) = v ].

It is easily verified that R is an equivalence relation. An equivalence class of R is called

a homogeneol.s part o/ S. A part of 5 whose domain is a homogeneous part of S is
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called a homogeneous part of 3 . A part of J whose domain is a union of homogeneous

parts of S is called a union of homogeneous parts of 3.

The collection of the homogeneous parts of a domain is a partition of that domain. The

parts are called homogeneous because they satisfy homogeneity, which is defined next.

DEFINITION 7.3. A hierarchical structure 5 with domain S is said to satisfy (L-point)

homogeneity ifl for all u,ve S, there is a representation o of J onto itself such that a(u)

=V-

Homogeneity and "uniqueness", which will be introduced in the next section, have

become important concepts in measurement theory. Their definition for hierarchical

structures here is similar to their definition for relational structures in the literature (see,

e.g., Narens, 1985, pp. 44-45).

Different kinds of structures may have a different number of homogeneous parts. If the

identity mapping is the only self-representation of a structure, then the collection of

homogeneous parts consists of all parts which have only a single element in their domain.

By contrast, two of the three structures considered in the previous chapters can be easily

shown to have only a few homogeneous parts. The only homogeneous part of an

extensive structure or distributive structure (without minimum) is the entire structure

itself. If an extensive structure has a minimal zero element in its domain, then this is the

domain of one trivial homogeneous part, and the remainder is the domain of a second

homogeneous part. For a distributive structure with a minimal element the number of

homogeneous parts depends on whether only one component has a zero coordinate or

both components have zero coordinates. If only one component has a zero coordinate,

then the elements containing that zero coordinate constitute the domain of one homogene-

ous part, and the other elements constitute the domain of a second homogeneous part.

Ifboth components have a zero coordinate, then there are four homogeneous parts: three

with minimal elements of the type (x,e), (e,x), and (e,e), respectively, and one with the
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non-minimal elements of the type (x,y), where e is a zero and x and y are nonzero

coordinates.

The situation is still different for the third structure considered in the previous chapter.

A restrictedly solvable structure which satisfies restricted context independence has an

uncountable set of homogeneous parts. Contrary to the homogeneous parts of a structure

for which the identity mapping is the only self-representation, these homogeneous parts

are not all trivial. There are homogeneous parts whose domain is uncountable. The fact

that there is an uncountable set of homogeneous parts having an uncountable domain

will be demonstrated in next section, after the presentation of Theorem 7.3, from which

this easily follows.

The following theorem makes the hypothesized correspondence between sound types and

homogeneous parts (see Section 7.1) especially interesting.

THEOREM 7.1. Let 5 be a hierarchical structure with domain S, and let U be a subset

of S. Then the following statements with respect to U are equivalent:

(i) U is invariant under representations ofi onto itself, i.e., for all representations cr

of J onto itself and for all xe S,

xe U iff cr(x)e U;

(ii) U is a union of homogeneous parts of S.

First order predicate logic expressions preserve their truth value under isomorphisms.

Thus, any first order defined subset U of S satisfies Statement i of Theorem 7.1. By this

theorem, it follows that any first order defined subset U of S is a union of homogeneous

parts of S.

The above theorem means that, if sound types correspond with some parts of the

loudness structure, then the only simple hypothesis is the one put forward in Section 7.1,

namely, that sound types correspond with (unions oQ homogeneous parts. The definition

of (the domain U for) other parts requires, according to the theorem, other than first order

statements.
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7.3 Unit quantifications

For a theorem about unit quantifications of homogeneous parts "l-point uniqueness" is

needed. A structure satisfies l-point uniqueness if for any two elements u and v in its

domain there is at most one self-representation that maps u into v. Note that, together,

homogeneity and l-point uniqueness imply that precisely one self-representation maps

u into v.

DEFINITION 7.4. A hierarchical structureJwith domain S is said to satisfy l-point

uniqueness iff, for all ue S and representations cl and B of 5 onto itself, o(u) = p(u)

implies cr = F.

For certain structures the existence of a unit quantification implies that l-point

uniqueness is satisfied. For example, each totally ordered relational structure which has

a unit quantification Q satisfies 1-point uniqueness. This can be easily seen as follows.

A unit quantification of such a relational structure is an isomorphism which satisfies the

unit condition. Therefore there are for self-representations cx and B of such a relational

structure positive r and s such that cr = Q-'.0 and B = Q-tsQ. If there is an u such that

cr(u)-B(u),then0'rQ(u)=Q-'sQ(u).Consequently,r=ssothato=p.Thus, l-point

uniqueness is satisfied.

A second example concerns a compound hierarchical structure with basic strucfures that

are totally ordered. Suppose that the compound structure has a unit quantification. Then

the basic structures have a unit quantification, and, as we have seen above, this means

that they are 1-point unique. Because a self-representation of the hierarchical structure

consists of components that are self-representations of the basic structures, and because

the basic structures are l-point unique, it follows that the hierarchical structure satisfies

l-point uniqueness.

In the following theorem l-point uniqueness is not a consequence of, but rather a

condition for the existence of a unit quantification. It concems unit quantifications of

homogeneous parts. It states that the restriction of a unit quantification of a structure to
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the domain of a homogeneous part of that structure is a unit quantification of that part,

provided that this part satisfies 1-point uniqueness.

THEOREM 7 .2. Let 3 be a hierarchical structure which has a unit quantification Q. Let
(U be a homogeneous part of 5 with domain U. Suppose that the basic structures of %

satisfy l-point uniqueness. Then the restriction of Q to u, i.e. Q lU, is a unit quantifi-

cation of (2.

The following theorem can be used to identify homogeneous parts of a restrictedly

solvable structure. Such a structure was used to model loudness (see Section 6.1). In

order to clarify the meaning of this theorem, we will first describe what it means with

respect to loudness. Let ( - 1., 0, be a unit quantification of the loudness structure,

where the Q1 are unit quantifications of the substructures. According to the theorem, for

sounds that belong to the same homogeneous part the ratios between the assignments

of the Q, are equal. Hence, equal ratios between these assignments can be used as a basis

for identifying the members of a single homogeneous part.

THEOREM 7.3. Let S = (ij, > )i., be a restrictedly solvable structure with domain S

which satisfies restricted context independence. Let, by Theorem 6.3,\= I:.,0, be a

unit quantification of J onto [0,-), where 0, is a unit quantification of ] onto 10,-;.

Furthermore, let (U be a homogeneous part of .l with domain U. Then:

(i) for all (..,u,,..),(..,v,,..)eU, lreR.* such that (..,Q,(v;),..) = (..,r0j(uj),..);

(ii) for all (..,u,,..)eU and reR*, !(..,v,,..)eU such thar (..,Q,(v.;),..) = (..,r0j(uj),..).

With the above theorem a statement from the previous section (a restrictedly solvable

structure 5 = (i:, > ).r which satisfies restricted context independence has an uncoun-

table set of homogeneous parts which have an uncountable domain) can be demonstrated.

To demonstrate that this statement is true, let ( = E., 0, be a unit quantification of :S

onto [0,€), where Q, is a unit quantification of f onro [0,€).
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First, let (..,ui,..) be a non-minimal element in the domain of J such that 0lu1) > 0 for

all j, and define (..,v,,..) by: Q,(v;) = Q1(u1), except for the first component for which Q,(v,)

= r0 r(ur). Factor r is a positive real. By the first part of Theorem 7.3, it follows that the

(..,v:,..) defined with a different r belong to different homogeneous parts. That is, each

positive real corresponds to a homogeneous part of 5. Consequently, there is an uncoun-

table set of homogeneous parts of 5 whose domains consist of non-minimal elements.

Next, let (..,ut,..) be a non-minimal element in the domain of 5, so that Q.;(u) > 0 for

at least one j. It follows from the second part of the above theorem that for each positive

real r there is a (..,v.;,..) such that (..,01(v;),..) = (..,rQ,(u;),..) and which belongs to the same

homogeneous part as 1..,ur,..). Clearly, any two (..,r.i,..) that correspond to two different

r are different elements. Consequently, each non-minimal (..,u;,..) belongs to a homogene-

ous part which has an uncountable domain. Combining this with the above result shows

that 5 has an uncountable number of homogeneous parts which have an uncountable

domain.

Like Theorem 7 .2, the following theorem is also a representation theorem. However, the

following theorem concems unions of homogeneous parts instead of only homogeneous

parts. The range of structures considered in the theorem is more limited.

THEOREM 7.4. Let 5 be a restrictedly solvable structure which satisfies restricted

context independence. Let, by Theorem 6.3, ( be a unit quantification of 5 onto 10,-;.

Furthermore, let (U be a union of homogeneous parts of J with domain U. Then the

restriction of Q to U, i.e. Q lU, is a unit quantification of (?l.

7.4 Summary

This chapter defined and discussed homogeneous parts. A part of a structure is obtained

by restricting its relations to a subset of its domain. A homogeneous part satisfies

homogeneity, i.e., for every two elements in its domain there is a self-representation of

that part which connects them. We are especially interested in the homogeneous parts
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of restrictedly solvable structures because the model for noise annoyance (and the model

for odour annoyance), which will be presented in Section 8.4 in the next chapter, has

such parts as substructures.

Given elemenl g = (..,u;,..) from a restrictedly solvable structure S = (ii, > ).r which

satisfies restricted context independence, the homogeneous part to which it belongs can

be identified as follows. By Theorem 6.3,5 has a unit quantification 6 = It., 0;, where

the Q, are unit quantifications of the substructures. By Theorem 7.3, y = 1..,v,,..) belongs

to the same homogeneous part as u only if there is a positive r such that 0;(v,) = rQl(u;)

for all j in J. By using this, the elements in the homogeneous part of 5 to which u

belongs can be found.

Another way to find the elements which belong to the same homogeneous part of 5 as

a given u is more directly based on Definition 7.2. According to that definition, an

element v belongs to the same homogeneous part as u if and only if there is a self-

representation 61 = (..,G,,..) such that vj - ojuj for all j in J. Thus, each self-representation

maps u into an element that belongs to the same homogeneous part. This means that the

self-representations of d which can be defined in terms of concatenations, yield the

elements from the homogeneous part to which u belongs. In principle, all elements v that

belong to the same homogeneous part as u can be found in this way.

Two theorems were presented concerning unit quantifications of (unions of) homogene-

ous parts. Theorem 7.4 implies that a union of homogeneous parts of a restrictedly

solvable structure which satisfies restricted context independence has a unit quantifica-

tion.

7.5 Proofs

THEOREM 7.l.Leti be a hierarchical structure with domain S, and let U be a subset

of S. Then the following statements with respect to U are equivalent:

(i) U is invariant under representations of Sonto itself, i.e., for all representations cr

of 5 onto itself and for all xe S,
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x€ U iff cr(x)e U;

(ii) U is a union of homogeneous parts of S.

Proof:

Let A be the set of representations ofJ onto itself.

Suppose that Statement i is true. By DefinitionT.2, an arbitrary ueU is contained in

some homogeneous part V of S. Because V is a homogeneous part and u is in it, for any

veV ScreA such that v = cr(u). By Statement i it follows that veU. Hence, V is

contained in U. Thus each element u in U is a member of a homogeneous part contained

in U. Consequently, statement ii holds.

Suppose that Statement ii is true. Because U is a union of homogeneous parts, there is

for any ue u a homogeneous part v contained in U such that ue v. By Definirion 7 .2,

ue V implies, for all c€ A, that cr(u)e V, and a(u)e V implies that cr-'u(u)e V, i.e. ue V.

This means that Statement i holds.

THEOREM 7.2.LetS be a hierarchical structure which has a unit quantification Q. Let

11be a homogeneous part of 5 with domain U. Suppose that the basic structures of (Z

satisfy l-point uniqueness. Then the restriction of Q to U, i.e. Q tU, is a unit quanti-

fication of ?l.

Proof:

A requirement which Q lU has to satisfy to be a quantification of (U and which is not

immediately evident is that it maps onto an interval. This, and that it satisfies the unit

condition can be shown as follows. Let A be the set of representations of Sonto itself,

and B the set of representations of 'Z onto itself.

Because Q is a unit quantification of J, for each cxe A f re R,, and conversely for each

re R* 3cre A such that, for all ue U,

rQ(u) = Qcr(u).

First we show that B exactly consists of the restrictions of the self-representations in A

to u. Because, by Theorem 7.1, each creA maps U onto itself, it is clear that the

restriction of o, to U is an element of B. For given ue U and Be B, there is, by Definition

7.2, an cr in A such that cr(u) = B(u). Because its basic structures satisfy l-point
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uniqueness, (Z satisfies l-point uniqueness. Since c, lU is an element of B, this implies

that B = cr lU. It follows that for each BeB there are geA and reR*, and, conversely,

for each reR* there are creA and BeB, such that, for all ueU,

r[0 ru](u) = [0o rU](u) = t0 tUI9(u).

Because ?l satisfies homogeneity, this means that Q tU is a function onto (-o,0), {Q}

or (0,-) and it means that Q lU satisfies the unit condition.

Because rU is a homogeneous part of 5 with 1-point unique basic strucfures, a substruc-

ure (V of (U is a l-point unique homogeneous part of a substructure 7of 5. Moreover,

7 has a unit quantification because J has a unit quantification. Therefore it follows by

the same argument as above that a restriction of a unit quantif,rcation of ?to the domain

of .l/ maps that domain onto (--,0), {0} or (0,-) and satisfies the unit condition.

Consequently, 0 tU is a quantification which satisfies the unit condition and which is

composed of quantifications that satisfy the unit condition, i.e., it is a unit quantification.

THEOREM 7 .3. Let 5 = ( ii, . )i., b" a restrictedly solvable structure with domain S

which satisfies restricted context independence. Let, by Theorem 6.3, E = It., Qi be a

unit quantification of 5 onto [0,-), where 0.i is a unit quantification of f onto 10,-;.

Furthermore,let(U be a homogeneous part of 5 with domain U. Then:

(i) for all (..,u,,..),(..,v,,..)eU, 3reR* such that (..,0;(v1),..) = 1..,rQfu,),..);

(ii) for all (..,u,,..)eU and reR*,3(..,v,,..)eU such that (..,Q,(v;),..; = 1..,rQ,(u1),..).

Proof:

i. Let (..,u,,..),(..,v,,..)eU. By definition 7.2,there is a representation o = (..,cr,,..) of r7l

onto itself such that

(..,vi,..) = (..,Gj(uj),..). tll
Because ( and Q, are unit quantifications, fre \ and there are functions g;: R*-+R* such

that, for all (..,s,,..)eS,

I1.r Q;c1(s1) = rI;., S;(s;) 12)

and
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By considering [2] and [3] for elements (..,€1-1,s1,€1*r,..), which have minimal coordinates

on all components except possibly component j, it follows that

rQ,(s,) = B,(0Q,(s1).

This implies that gj(r) - r. Using t1l, t3l and this result, we find that 01(v1) = 0;c1(ui) =

S1(r)01(u;) = rQ,(u;). Hence

(..,03(v;),..) = 1..,rQ,(u;),..).

ii. Let re R*. Using that Q, is a unit quantification, define self-representation u, of cV, to

be such that

rOt = 0tct.

Since, by [4],

It., 0:crr = rl1.r Qi = rE,

o = (..,%,..) preserves the ordering >. Because this ordering is preserved and the cx, are

self-representations of {V,, (..,ur..) is a representation of (Z onto itself. By Definition 7.2,

this means that, if (..,u,,..)eU, then 1..,v,,..) defined by

(..,rt,..) = (..,c1(u1),..),

is also an element in U. By combining [a] and [5] it follows that

(..,01(v1),..) = 1..,rQ,(u,),..).

THEOREM 7.4. Let J be a restrictedly solvable structure which satisfies restricted

context independence. Let, by Theorem 6.3, ( be a unit quantification of 5 onto [0,-;.

Furthermore, let 1l be a union of homogeneous parts of 5 with domain U. Then the

restriction of Q to U, i.e. Q lU, is a unit quantification of rZ.

Proof:

The only requirement which Q lU has to satisfy to be a quantification of (U and which

is not immediately evident is that it maps onto an interval and that it is composed of

functions that map onto an interval. That this is satisfied can be shown as follows.

By Definition 6.1, a basic structure of 5 is an extensive structure with or without a

minimal zero. Since it follows from Definitions 7.2 and '7.3 that a substructure of a

homogeneous part is homogeneous, this implies that a basic structure of a homogeneous

part of J either is an extensive structure (without minimal zero), or a trivial structure

t4l

lsl
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with the zero from an extensive structure as the only element in its domain. Therefore,

a basic strucfure of rZ is either an extensive structure, an extensive strucfure with a

minimal zero, or a trivial structure with a zero as the only element in its domain.

Q tU is ultimately composed of restrictions of unit quantifications of the basic structures

in 5 to the domains of the basic structures of '2. Since the basic strucnrres of (Ll are

either extensive structures, extensive structures with a minimal zero, or structures with

only a zero in their domain, these restrictions of unit quantifications map either onto

(0,-), onto [0,-) or onto {0}. From the representation theorems for restrictedly solvable

structures and distributive structures, which may be included in a restrictedly solvable

structure, it follows that 0 lU maps onto one of these intervals and is composed of

functions that map onto one of these intervals. Hence, S lU is a quantification of (2.

We will now show that 0 lU satisfies the unit condition. Let A be the set of representa-

tions of 5 onto itself, and B the set of representations of % onto itself. Because Q is

a unit quantification of 5, for each oe A fre R*, and conversely for each re R* lce A,

such that, for all ue U,

rQ(u) = Qcr(u).

Because, by Theorem 7.1, each oeA maps U onto itself, it is clear that the restriction

of c[ to U is an element of B. It follows that for each re R.* there are u,€ A and pe B such

that, for all ue U,

r[Q rU](u) = [Qd rU](u) = tQ tUlp(u). tll
The restrictions of a given Be B to the domains U, of the homogeneous parts rZ, of which

(?l is the union are self-representations B, of those homogeneous parts. By Definition 7.2,

for u, in U, and each p, there is an cli in A such that o,(u) = 0,(u). Because its basic

structures, described above, satisfy 1-point uniqueness, rZ, satisfies l-point uniqueness.

Since cr, lU, is a self-representation of tZ,, this implies that B, = cli f Ui. It follows that

for each B, there are cr,i€ A and r,e R* such that, for all ue U,

r,[Q lU,](u) = [Qcr,lU,](u) = [g lU,]B,(u). 12)

Each Q lU, is a function onto {0} or (0,-). For rhe Q lU, onto (0,-) the above r, are all

equal to the same value, say r. To demonstrate this, let Q lU, and Q lU, be two such
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functions onto (0,€). Then there are u in U, and v in U, such that 0(u) = $(v). Since

p is a self-representation of (U and hence, using [] and [2],

r,[Q tU,](u) = [Q lur]Br(u) = QB(u) = 00(v) = [0 lur]P2(v) = rzls lU,l(v),

this means that r, = rr. For the Q lU, onto {0} the r, in [2] can have any value, including

r.

Because there is a r such that r = r, in [2], it follows from [l] and [2] that for each BeB

there are oeA and reR*, and, conversely, for each re\ there are creA and BeB, such

that, for all ue U,

r[Q tU](u) = [0o tU](u) = tQ tulB(u).

This means that Q tU satisfies the unit condition. In the same way it can be shown that

all quantifications of which 0 tU is composed also satisfy the unit condition. Hence, Q lU

is a unit quantification.
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8. ANNOYANCE DUE TO SOUND AND ODOUR

A multi-layer hierarchical structure was introduced in Chapter 3 to describe structures

of relational structures. The simplest multi-layer structure S = (iy > I., ir one where

each of the f is a basic structure so that there are only two layers (the structure and its

basic structures) without intermediate layers. If it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.3,

it has a unit quantification. However, this requires independence of > (Definition 6.1-ii)

to describe the trade-off between each of the (basic) structures !. If independence is

not satisfied, the simple structure is not adequate, and a hierarchical structure with more

than two layers is needed to represent the trade-off. In general, stratified hierarchical

structures are needed to describe utility-like attributes such as annoyance, which are less

directly tied to basic (psychophysical) variables than are perceptual attributes such as

loudness. This is discussed in the present chapter, and will lead up to the model for

annoyance due to multiple noise and odour sources.

As shown in Chapter 6, a restrictedly solvable structure (Definition 6.1) which satisfies

restricted context independence (Definition 6.2) has a unit quantification (l* (cr*E*)"*)",

where each 6r, may itself be a power sum. It remains to be seen that the properties in

these definitions are satisfied. Restricted context independence can be tested along the

lines indicated in Section 6.4 after its definition. Weak ordering (Definition 6.1-i), and

restricted solvability (Definition 6.1-ii) are plausible to assume. In order to be a restric-

tedly solvable structure, independence must be also satisfied (cf. Definition 6.1-ii and

B8). Let us first consider a strucfure 3 = (i:, > I.r, n(J) > 2, which is'flat', that is,

eachl,is an extensive structure, and which satisfies restricted context independence and

all properties of a restrictedly solvable structure with the possible exception of indepen-

dence. For instance, if each J, is a specific loudness, independence requires that the

effects of a number of juxtaposed specific loudnesses on the momentary loudness do not

'interact'. If they do interact, we can try to partition the set J into subsets such that

independence is satisfied both within and between these subsets. A precise definition of

such separability is given in Definition 8.1. As a result, for each subset there is a
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colresponding restrictedly solvable structure satisfying restricted context independence,

by a theorem that is presented in this chapter (Theorem 8.1). Also for the set of these

subsets there is a restrictedly solvable structure (cf. Definition 6.1-iv) satisfying restricted

context independence (cf. Theorem 8.1). In this way, a hierarchical structure of three

layers is obtained, the unit quantification of which is a hierarchical power sum rather

than a simple power sum. Of course, it may not be possible to satisfy the conditions of

Definition 6.1 with just three layers. ln that case, a hierarchical structure of more than

three layers is to be sought. If it is possible to reshape 5 such that it becomes a hierar-

chical structure satisfying independence at every layer, it will be said to satisfy A-

independence. A precise definition of A-independence will be given in Definition 8.3.

(If a (sub)structure consists of exactly two sub(sub)structures, a stronger condition called

A--independence is required to ensure the Thompson condition; Cf. Definition 6.l-iii;
A'-independence will be defined in Definition 8.4).

It remains to test that A-(or A'-) independence is satisfied not only with respect to

loudness, but also with respect to the annoyance ordering >.

As already argued in Chapter 7, loudness and annoyance need not be monotone. We

assume that loudness and annoyance are monotone only if sounds are of the same type,

and we assume that the loudness of sounds of the same type can be represented by a

homogeneous part. The same is true of odour intensity and annoyance. As was shown

in Chapter 7, Theorem 7.4, a union of homogeneous parts of a restrictedly solvable

structure which satisfies restricted context independence (which has a unit quantification

by Theorem 6.3) also has a unit quantification. In order to obtain a quantification of

annoyance, the entire structure has to be shaped such that it has (unions of) homogeneous

parts as substructures which describe loudnesses and odour strengths of events. Empirical

testing of homogeneity was described in Chapter 7, prioi to Theorem 7.3.

The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows.
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In Section 8.1 some preliminary definitions are given, and A-independence and A'-

independence are defined. The role of this property in the construction of hierarchical

structures is then discussed.

In Section 8.2 a procedure is described for the empirical investigation of A-independence.

By a simple adaptation the procedure becomes a test of A'-independence. The procedure

is illustrated by a numerical example. Empirical illustrations are given in the subsequent

sections.

Section 8.3 gives a relatively simple, empirical illustration. It treats the construction of

a hierarchical model for the overall loudness of sound events. Also unit quantifications

of the overall loudness structure and its substructures are explicitly described.

Section 8.4 describes the noise annoyance model. Noise annoyance is described by a

structure %noi,"= (%u > ),., in which > represents the ordering with respect to noise

annoyance, and where the substructures rZ, represent the loudness of sound events. To

ensure a monotone relation between the annoyance ordering induced by > on the sound

events in(Urand the overall loundness ordering in that substructtre,(Urrepresents only

a limited set of sound events whose loudness is described by a (union of) homogeneous

part(s) of the overall loudness structure, introduced in the preceding chapter.

In Section 8.5 the model for annoyance due to sound and odour is formulated. This

model is a generalized restrictedly solvable structure which contains a substructure for

noise annoyance and a substructure for odour annoyance. The noise annoyance substruc-

ture is equal to the noise annoyance model described in the preceding section, and the

odour annoyance substructure is similar to that structure.

8.1 Independence and the hierarchical arrangement of substructures

At the end of this section the reshaping of hierarchical structures which satisfy A-

independence is discussed. First, however, independence and A-independence are defined.

The following convention with respect to a product set x,.ruj, also described in Appendix

A, will be used. Let K c J, and let x,y e x;.ru,. Then x* denotes the coordinates of x
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on the dimensions whose indexes are in K, and x*yr-* is an element of xr.rur. Also

remember that, given that > is a non-trivial weak ordering on product set x.;.rU;, >K

denotes the ordering induced by > on Xr.rUt (see Definition B7).

The definition of independence below is equivalent with Definition B8 of independence,

given in Appendix B.

DEFIMTION 8.1. Let > be a weak ordering on a nonempty set U = x,..ru;, with n(J)

> 2. With x,y,zeU, a nonempty set K c J is called separable iff
Vx,y,z I x* t* y* -+ XxZ.r_x t yxz.r_x ].

> is said to be independent iff all nonempty K c J are separable.

This separability (the term is also used for another mathematical concept) was first

introduced in economics. The earliest reference given by Katzner (1970) is Leontief

(te47).

If independence is not satisfied, then a weaker property called A-independence still may

be satisfied. lndependence requires that the collection of separable subsets of J

encompasses all nonempty subsets of J. A-independence, on the other hand, does not

require all these subsets to be separable, but instead the collection of separable subsets

of J must have a specific relation with a "hierarchical collection" of subsets of J. This

latter kind of collection is defined and illustrated before A-independence is defined. After

A-independence is defined and discussed, a precise description ofthe connection between

hierarchical collections and hierarchical structures is given.

DEFINITION 8.2. Let J be an index set with n(J) > 2. Then a collecrion A of nonempty

subsets of J is called a hierarchical collection of subsets of J iff:

i. J is in A and each {j}, where j is an element of J, is in A;

ii. Two sets in A either have no element in common or one is a subset of the other.

Furthermore, let x,y€ A. Then we call y a direct predecessor of x and x a direct follower
of y iff x *y and, for all zeA, x-.-zc y implies thatz=xor z= y (weuse c for

the reflexive subset relation).
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To illustrate the above definition, let J = {1,...,8}.Then the ten sets in the figure below

constitute a hierarchical collection of subsets of J. Set {1,2,31 is a direct predecessor of

{ 1}, and J is a direct predecessor of {1,2,3}, but J is not a direct predecessor of { I }. The

tree illustrates the subset relation between the sets in the hierarchical collection.

i1) {2} i3} (4i {5} {6}

The second figure illustrates another hierarchical collection of subsets of J.

i1) {2} {3} i4i {s} {6}

DEFINITION 8.3. Let > be a weak ordering on a nonempty set U = x.;.ruj with n(J) 2

2, and let A be a hierarchical collection of subsets of J. Furthermore, let the collection

B be defined as follows: u is in B iff u is a union of sets in A which have a common

direct predecessor. We say that B is induced by A. Then > is said to be A-independent

iff B is equal to the collection of the separable subsets of J.

The following may be noted with respect to the above definition of the collection B. A

set in A is a subset of J so that a union u of sets from A again is a subset of J. Conse-

quently, B also consists of subsets of J. Furthermore, it may be noted that u need not

be a union of distinct sets. As a consequence, A is a subset of B. Finally, it should be
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noted that a hierarchical collection A induces precisely one collection B. If B is equal

to the collection of separable subsets of J, then, by Definition 8.3, A-independence is

satisfied, and there is no other hierarchical collection A' which induces a B' that is also

equal to the collection of separable subsets.

The collection B induced by the hierarchical collection (A) from the first illustration

above consists of the following sets. The sets on the same line can be defined as unions

of sets in A which all have the same direct predecessor.

ul, l2l, l3l, lt,zl, {1,3},12,31, 11,2,31,

{4}, {5}, {6}, {4,5}, {4,6}, {5,6}, {4,5,6},

l7l, |t,2,3,4,5,6), { 1,2,3,7}, 14,5,6,7]}, J.

For the hierarchical collection (A) from the second illustration B consists of:

{l}, {2}, {3}, {1,2}, ll,3l,12,3}, u,2,31,

{4}, {5}, 16l, U,2,3,41, 11,2,3,51, {1,2,3,61, {4,5}, {4,6}, {5,6}, {1,2,3,4,51,

{1,2,3,4,61, U,2,3,5,6]., 14,5,6]., 11,2,3,4,5,6),

{7l, J.

A-independence is the same as independence if and only if A is minimal, i.e., only

consists of J and all {j }, where je J. In that case the collection B induced by A consists

of all nonempty subsets of J. In general, however, A-independence is weaker, i.e.,

independence implies A-independence, but the converse does not hold true.

Consider a hierarchical structure 5 =(i:, L )j.r, where all J, are basic structures

and > is a weak ordering. J is 'flat' in the sense that all basic structures are coordinate,

that is, each has 5 as its direct predecessor. Ifi satisfies A-independence, then it can

be reshaped into a stratified hierarchical structure 5' whose nonbasic substructures all

satisfy independence. Unless A is minimal, this new structure J is different from the

flat J.

The organization of the new hierarchical structure J' and the subset structure of the

hierarchical collection A are similar. This similarity can be precisely described as follows.

Let X denote the set of substructures of J', and let the relation R on X be defined as
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follows: xRy if and only if x is a substructure of y. Then all nonbasic substructures of

5' satisfy independence if (X, R) is isomorphic with (A, c).

The subset structure of A also carries over to the quantifications of J . Remember that,

according to Definition 3.8, a quantification Q of a compound hierarchical structure can

be written as follows: 0 = F[..,Vi,..]. F was called a combination rule, and y, is a

quantification of a substructure. If this substructure is also compound, then y, can be

decomposed in the same way, and so on. It is convenient to say that a function ( is

nestedinQif6=0or(isaquantificationofasubstructurethatcanbeobtainedbyone

or more successive decompositions of Q. Then the following statement is a direct

consequence of Definition 3.8, i.e., the definition of a quantification. Let Y denote the

set of quantifications which are nested in a (single) quantification of 5', and let relation

S on Y be defined as follows: xSy if and only if x is nested in y. Then (X, R) is

isomorphic with (Y, S).

This observation is closely related to the work of Gorman (1968), who srudied the

relation between what he calls the structure of utility functions and the collection of

separable sets. His utility functions are continuous, order preserving functions into the

real numbers. He proves amongst others that a utility function can be written as the sum

of 'subutility functions', which in turn can be written as strictly increasing transforma-

tions of sums, and so on, if certain conditions with respect to the ordering and the

collection of the separable subsets are satisfied.

The above can be summarized by the statement that the following relations (structures)

are isomorphic:

- The subset relation c between the sets in hierarchical collection A, i.e., (A, c);

- The substructure relation R between the substructures X of the reshaped structure .S',

i.e., (X, R);

- The relation S of being nested in a (single) quantification of J, i.e., (Y, S).

Unit quantifications of (generalized) restrictedly solvable structures have a specific form.

They can be written as a 'hierarchical power sum'. Each combination rule F in such a

quantification is a power sum, i.e., F(..,x;,..) = [ f, (b,x,)"t ]r/", where a, a,, and b, are

positive parameters. Because (A, c) and (Y, S) are isomorphic, the structure of the
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hierarchical collection A determines the arrangement of the power sums in the

hierarchical power sum that specifies a unit quantification.

Suppose that a structure 5 satisfies, in addition to A-independence, all the properties of

a restrictedly solvable structure, except independence. This means that it can be reshaped

into a new strucrure whose substructures all satisfy independence. If this reshaped

structure has substructures with a domain consisting of two components, then the

reshaped structure still is not necessarily a restrictedly solvable structure. To be a

restrictedly solvable structure, these two component substrucfures are, by definition,

required to satisfy the Thomsen condition (cf Definition 89). However, A-independence

does not imply that two component substrucfures satisfy this property.

If the ordering in J satisfies the following property, then 5 can be reshaped into a

structure whose substructures all satisfy independence and, in addition, if a substructure

has a domain consisting of two components, the Thomsen condition. Consequently, then

the reshaped structure is a restrictedly solvable structure. To understand the definition

of the property, note that the reshaped strucfure has a two component substructure if there

is a set M in A with precisely two direct followers K and L. These K and L are mutually

exclusive sets, and K u L = M.

DEFINITION 8.4. Let > be a weak ordering on a nonempty set U = x,.,U,, with n(J)

> 2, and let A be a hierarchical collection of subsets of J. Then > is said to be A--

independent iff > is satisfies A-independence and, in addition, satisfies the following

condition. If a set M contained in A has exactly two direct followers K and L in A, then,

for all p,q,r e xt.xUt and x,y,z e x,.rU:,

xp -u yg and yr -u zp implies xr -M zq.

The above discussion concerning a structure that is reshaped into a restrictedly solvable

structure on the basis of A'-independence is summarized below in Definition 8.5 and

Theorem 8.1 The definition gives the precise meaning of 'reshaping' in this context. It

is illustrated by the following example.
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Two structures are described in the definition, namely the 'flat' structure J = ( J1, > li.t
which is assumed to satisfies A'-independence, and another structure, :S'. The definition

then states two conditions to call 5' a reshaping of 5. To illustrate these conditions,

suppose that J = {1,2,..,71 and that the hierarchical collection A consists of J, the

singletons U), jeJ, and the sets {1,2,3} and {4,5,6}, i.e., A is the collection already

illustrated by the tree

t1) {2} {31 t4) (s) {6)

The first condition in the def,rnition states that the substructure relation in 5' is

isomorphic with the subset relation in the hierarchical collection A, as illustrated in the

following figure:

(j,,j,,j,, >"') <i0,i,,i,, ro,)

This means that

J' = ( (Jr,ir,ir, >^'), (lo, jr, ju, >o'),Jr, >,).

The structures f are the same structures as in J. The second condition states that >'

is equal to t, and that >u' and >o' are orderings induced by >. The domains of the

orderings in J and 5' are 'factored' in a different way into components. To illustrate

this, let T, be the domain of f, and let x, and y; be elements from this domain. Then >'

-S'

t,f-7iuioj,f-7j,

{1,2,3} {4,5 ,6}
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is an ordering on triples ((x,,xr,x3),(x+,x5,x6),x7), of which two components are themselves

triples, whereas > is an ordering on 7-nrples (X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,x7).

DEFINITION 9.5. Let 3 = (j, > )i., b" a hierarchical structure in which > is a weak

ordering that satisfies A'-independence. Let J' be a hierarchical structure which encom-

passes all f in such a way that a substructure of J either has at least one f as a

substructure, or is itself a substructure of aJr.LetrU symbolize a substructure of J
which encompasses substrucrures f. Then J is said to be obtainedby reshaping 5 on

the basis of A'-independence iff the following conditions are satisfied:

i. The subset relation between the sets in the hierarchical collection A and the relation

'is a substructure of (see Definition 3.3) between the substructures (Zl are isomorp-

hic;

ii. Each substructure(U contains the ordering which is induced by > on its domain

(if (U 
= 5 then it contains >).

By the definition of A'-independence and the above definition, the orderings in a

reshaped structure 5' satisfy independence, and the Thomsen condition if a domain

consists of two components. Satisfying properties such as independence or not depends

on the way in which the domain of the ordering concerned is factored into separate

components. In 5 the domain of > is directly factored into the domains of the f . Then

> may not be independent. A reshaped structure 5' is hierarchically organized on the

basis of A-independence so that the domain of > in J' is factored into (groups of)

components which, individually and combined, are separable. If a domain is factored into

such (groups ofl components, then independence is said to be satisfied (cf. Definition

8.1).

The following theorem treats the transfer of properties to reshaped structures. Theorem

8.I-i treats the transfer of the properties of a generalized restrictedly solvable structure

with the exception of independence. The second part of the theorem states that restricted

context independence is preserved when a structure is reshaped. The following theorem
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and Theorem 6.4 imply that the reshaped structure has a unit quantification if the original

structure satisfies restricted context independence, A'-independence and all the properties

of a generalized restrictedly solvable structure, possibly with the exception of indepen-

dence.

THEOREM 8.1. Let 5 = ( Ai, >)i., be a hierarchical structure which satisfies A.-

independence and all the properties of a generalized restrictedly solvable strucrure,

possibly with the exception of independence. Furthermore, let J be a hierarchical

structure obtained by reshaping 5 on the basis of A'-independence. Then:

i. 5' is a generalized restrictedly solvable structure;

ii. J' satisfies restricted context independence if 5 satisfies this property.

8.2 Empirical investigation of A-independence and A'-independence

A procedure is presented for determining whether or not A-independence empirically

holds. If it does, then the procedure specifies the hierarchical collection A. By means

of a simple adaptation the procedure is changed into a test of A'-independence. The

significance of A'-independence for the construction of restrictedly solvable structures

has been noted in the previous section.

Remember that independence is a special case of A-independence. Before the procedure

is presented, the core of the procedure for testing for A-independence is explained with

the help of a discussion of independence.

Let 5 = (iy > ),., be a restrictedly solvable structure with domain x,.yT, and n(J) > 2.

In this structure > satisfies independence. By the definition of independence, this means

that all nonempty subsets of J are separable. Thus, also all {ij}, where ijeJ, are

separable. Therefore, the following is a direct consequence of independence. Consider

two elements from x,.rT; which have a single nonzero coordinate on distinct components,

and which have the relation - with each other. The two elements obtained by changing

in both elements the zero on a third component into the same nonzero coordinate also
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have the relation - with each other. Hence, with k, l, and m three distinct elements from

J, andwith K= {k},L= {l},M= {m}, KUL= {k,l}, KUM = {k,m}, andLuM=

{l,m},

Xxet-r- Ytgr.i-- ZuALu

implies that

XxYl9l-(xrl) XrZuel-(xrtr) Yr-Zner-Gtt"tl'

All elements mentioned are elements from x,.rT,. They have zero coordinates on the

components whose index is included in the subscript of e.

Independence is empirically valid only if the above implication is empirically true for

all triples of elements k, l, and m from J. The requirement for A-independence is less

strong. The procedure investigates whether A-independence holds by determining for

which triples k, l, and m the implication is empirically true.

In step 1 of the procedure a set X is defined which consists of elements that satisfy the

condition of the above implication. In step 2 a set Y is defined which consists of

elements such as those occurring in the consequence of the implication. The implication

involving both kinds of elements is stated in step 3a.

The procedure is easier to understand if one has an application in mind. Applications

can be found, for example, in psycho-acoustics. Important phenomena, such as the

integration period for loudness perception and critical bands, have been discovered and

modelled by using this kind of procedure. In the next section the procedure is given

concrete content by applying it to the overall loudness ordering of sound events. In this

section a numerical example is given, directly after the description of the procedure. The

reader is advised to read after each step of the description the corresponding step in that

example.

The procedure for investiqating A-independence

Consider for the description of the procedure a hierarchical structure S = ( i, > I.r with

domain x1.rT.;. The J,are the basic structures.5 satisfies all properties of a restrictedly

solvable structure, with the possible exception of independence. The aim of the procedure
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is to generate descriptions of observations which can be used to test the empirical validity

of A-independence.

The procedure for investigating A-independence for : is recursive, and consists of the

following steps. Let A, C1, C2, and C, be collections of subsets of J. Initially, Cr = A

and consists of all singletons {j}, where jeJ.

I A subset X of x;.r! is defined as follows. X contains for each set K in C, exactly

one non-minimal element xKer-K from x,.r! which has zero coordinates on the

components J-K. Moreover, any two elements xKer-K and y.er_. in X are such that

Xrcel-r - Yl€l-r_.

2 A subset Y of x.;.rT, is defined as follows. Y contains for all distinct xKer_K and y.er_,

in X the element xxyler-1x,ly from x;.r!, which has zero coordinates on the compo-

nents J-(KuL). Note that Y contains exactly one element for each pair K,L (K,Le C,,

and K*L).

3a A collection C, of subsets of J is defined as follows. Each set in C, is a union of

at least three distinct sets in C,. Three distinct K,L,MeC, are contained in a single

set in C, iff the three elements in Y corresponding to the pairs K,L and K,M and

L,M satisfy:

XrYr-er-(r.l) - xKzMeJ-(KvM) Ylzl.t€l-(t-.u).

C, is redefined by deleting from it the elements which are contained in a set in Cr.

3b A collection C, of subsets of J is defined. Each set in C, is a union of two distinct

sets in C,. Two distinct K,LeC, are contained in a single set in C, ifl for arbitrary

x,y,ze x1.r!,

xKeJ_K > yKeJ_K implies XxZler-(x.r-) t yxZle.r-(xvr_).

C, is redefined by deleting from it the elements which are contained in a set in Cr.

4 Suppose that P and Q are two distinct sets in C, r.-.r Cr. If for all direct followers K

and L of P and all direct followers M of Q, where K,L,Me A,

xrYlet-1xrt-y XxZrtrQr-(xrr"D,

then P is deleted from the collection C, or C, in which it was included.

C, is redefined by adding to it the direct followers in A of the deleted sets P.

5 A and C, are redefined by adding to each the elements from C, u Cr.
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If C, u C, is empty, then A-independence does not hold, and the procedure is

stopped.

C, u C, = {J} indicates that A-independence holds, where A is the Iatest update.

In this case the procedure is also stopped.

Otherwise the steps are repeated.

A numerical example of the procedure for investigating A-independence

The procedure elicits empirical observations to test A-independence. As an illustration,

it is applied to a known numerical structure 5. In this case the procedure yields numeri-

cal statements which can be directly verified. The resulting hierarchical collection in this

example is the collection which was illustrated by the first tree in the previous section.

The hierarchical structure 5 = (i, > )., hut domain x,.r! and the J are basic,

extensive structures with a zero.Let J = {1,...,7}, and let xi.rT.; consist of all 7-tuples

of nonnegative reals. Furthermore, let > be defined on those tuples by

(x,,...,xr) > (y,,...,y) iff f(x,,...,xr) 2 f(y,,...,yr),

where the function f is defined by

f(x,,...,x7) = (x,u + xru + x3")l/u + (x4b + xrb + xub;lft + xr,

with distinct positive a and b which are not equal to 1.

Independence does not hold because, for example,

f(2,0,0,0,0,0,0) = 2 - f(0,0,0,2,0,0,0)

while, because a * 1,

f(2,2,0,0,0,0,0) = 2.21 
t u * 4 = f (0,2,0,2,0,0,0).

That is,

(2,0,0,0,0,0,0) - (0,0,0,2,0,0,0)

while it is not true that

(2,2,0,0,0,0,0) - (0,2,0,2,0,0,0).

This violates independence.

At the start A - Cr = { {l}, ...,{7} }.A is illustrated by the following beginning of a

tree.
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X consists of seven 7-tuples which have a single nonzero coordinate. The following

tuples can be used:

(2,0,0,0,0,0,0)

(0,2,0,0,0,0,0)

(0,0,0,0,0,0,2)

All these elements have relation - with each other because f assigns 2 to each of

them.

Y consists of all 7-tuples which have exactly two coordinates equal to 2 while all

the other coordinates are equal to 0. That is, Y consists of the following tuples:

(2,2,0,0,0,0,0)

(2,0,2,0,0,0,0)

(2,0,0,2,0,0,0)

(0,0,0,0,0,2,2)

Note that f assigns 2.21t^,2.21k, or 4 to an element from Y.

Consider the following sets with three elements from Y:

| (2,2,0,0,0,0,0), (2,0,2,0,0,0,0), (0,2,2,0,0,0, 0) )

| (0,0,0,2,2,0,0), (0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0), ( 0, 0, 0, 0,2,2,0) |

To all elements in the first set f assigns 2.21t' and to all elements in the second set

f assigns 2.2rft. Thus, the elements within these sets have the relation - with each

other, but two elements from distinct sets do not have that relation. Moreover, none

of these elements has relation - with an element from Y that is not in these sets

and to which f assigns 4.

Because of this, and because the first set contains all elements from Y which have

their two nonzero coordinates at position 7,2, or 3, the index set { 1,2,3 } is entered

into Cr. Likewise, the second set contains all elements from Y which have their two

I

{6}
I

{3i
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nonzero coordinates at position 4, 5, or 6, and therefore the index set {4,5,6} is also

entered into Cr.

C, is redefined by deleting all elements which are contained in a set in Cr, i.e., C,

={{7}}.
3b Because Cr = { {7} } contains only a single element, C, is empty.

4 Cru C: - C, = { { 1,2,31, {4,5,6} }. Sets {11, {21, and {3} are the direct followers

in A of 11,2,31, and sets {4}, {5}, and {6} are the direct followers in A of {4,5,6}.

Because

f(2,2,0,0,0,0,0) =2.2tt^ + 4 = f(2,0,0,2,0,0,0),

it is not true that

(2,2,0,0,0,0,0) - (2,0,0,2,0,0,0).

Therefore, {1,2,31 is not deleted from (C, or) C, .

Similarly, because

f(0,0,0,2,2,0,0) = 2.21 
k * 4 = f (2,0,0,2,0,0,0),

it is not true that

(0,0,0,0,0,0,0) - (2,0,0,2,0,0,0).

Therefore, 14,5,6\ is not deleted from (C, or) Cr.

No sets are added to C, = { {7} } because no set was deleted from (C, or) Cr.

Thus, in the present example, nothing changes in this step. To clarify why this step

is included, we consider the following alternative for the above definition of f. Let,

only until the next step, function f be defined by

f(x,,...,x7) = [(x," + xru + xro)o'" + xob + xrb + xub]'6 + xr,

with distinct positive a and b which are not equal to 1. With this definition of f the

hierarchical collection obtained with the procedure would be the one which was

illustrated by the second tree in the preceding section. Up to this step 4 the result

of the procedure would have been the same. Particularly, at this point C2 u C, =

C: = { {1,2,3]l, {4,5,6} }, and sets {l }, {2}, and {3} would be the direct followers

ot {1,2,31in A, and {4}, {5}, and {6} would be the direct followers of {4,5,6} in

A. Also, because

f(2,2,0,0,0,0,0) = 2.21t^ * 2.2ttb = f(2,0,0,2,0,0,0)
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so that it is not true that

(2,2,0,0,0,0,0) - (2,0,0,2.0,0,0),

{1,2,31 would not be deleted from (C, or) C, .

However, because

f (0,0,0,2,2,0,0) = 2.2t h 
= f(2,0,0,2,0,0,0)

so that

(0,0,0,2,2,0,0) - (2,0,0,2,0,0,0),

14,5,61 would be deleted from (C, or) Cr.

C, would be redefined by adding {4}, {5}, and {6} after which Cr = { {4}, {5},

{6}, {7} }.

The different results of step 4 in the original example and step 4 with the alternative

definition offlead to a different hierarchical collection at the end ofthe procedure.

Both collections were illustrated in the previous subsection by trees. In the first tree

(which corresponds to the original example), {l }, {2}, and {3} are joined, as well

as {4}, {5}, and {6}. In the second tree, which corresponds with the alternative

definition of f, first tl), {2}, and {3} are joined, and rhen the resulr {1,2,3} is

joined with {4}, {5}, and {6}.

We now retum to the original example, with the original definition of f.

5 Acontained{l},{2},{3},(4},{5},{6},and{7},andtorhese11,2,31and{4,5,6}

are added. The tree grows as follows.

|,",,t-Tr | 
,n,',u,

[-t-l
{1} {2) {3} {4} {si i5} {7}

C, only contained {7}, and ll,2,3l and {4,5,6} are also added to this.

Since C, u C, is neither empty nor equal to {J}, the procedure is continued.

I' X consists of three 7-tuples, one for each element of c,. The following tuples can

be used:

(2,0,0,0,0,0,0)

(0,0,0,2,0,0,0)
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(0,0,0,0,0,0,2)

All these elements have relation - with each other because f assigns 2 to each of

them.

2' Y consists of the following three tuples:

(2,0,0,2,0,0,0)

(2,0,0,0,0,0,2)

(0,0,0,2,0,0,2)

3a' f assigns the same value, 4, to all elements from Y. Therefore they have relation -
with each other. The elements in C, corresponding to the elements in Y are {1,2,31 ,

{4,5,6l,, and {7}. C, is defined to contain their union, i.e., C, = {J}. Cr is redefined

as the empty set.

3b' Because C, is empty, C, is empty.

4' C, u C, only contains a single set. Therefore this step does not apply.

5' J is added to A and to C,.

Since C, u Cr - {J}, the procedure is stopped. It is concluded that A-independence

holds. The last update of A contains {l}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {1,2,3},

{4,5,6}, and J. A is illustrated by the following complete tree.

(1) {2} (3} t4) ts) {61

Step 1, 3, and 4 require that conditions with respect to the ordering > (and the relation

-, which is defined in terms of this ordering) are tested. In the numerical example the

elements and the ordering were numerical, but in practice empirical observations have

to be carried out to test the conditions described in these steps.

In the numerical example A-independence holds. The structure 5 = ( i:, > ).y from that

example can be reshaped so that all nonbasic substructures satisfy independence. For the

numerical example the reshaped structure is

{1,,2,3) {4,5,6}
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5' = ( (ir,z,z, >^,), (io,ir,J6,26,),ir, >')

The basic structures f are the same as inJ. To specify !u', tb', ffid l', let (x,,xr,x3),

(yr,yz,yr), (xo,xr,xu), (yo,yr,y) be triples of nonnegative reals, let x, and y, be nonnegative

reals, and let functions g and h be defined by

g(x,,xr,x3) = (x,^ + xru + xr")""

h(xo,xr,x6) = (xoo + xro + xuo)'^.

Then >"', Lu', and >' are defined by

(x,,xr,xr) >u' (y,,yr,yr) iff g(x,,xr,x3) 2 g(y,,yr,yr),

(x.,,xr,x6) >o' (y,,,yr,yu) iff h(xo,xr,xu) 2 h(yo,ys,yJ,

((x,,xr,xr),(xo,xr,xu),x7) >' ((y,,yz,yr),(yo,ys,yo),yr)

iff g(x,,xr,x) + h(xo,xr,xu) + xr > g(ypyz,y) + h(yo,yr,y6) + yu.

Note that >u', >6', and >' are all orderings on triples. In the case of >"' and >o' the

coordinates of the triples are nonnegative reals, but in the case of >' the first two

coordinates themselves are triples. The three orderings tu', tb', and >' satisfy

independence while, as we have seen, the ordering in 5, >, does not.

The following tree illustrates the substructure relation in 5'.

Comparing this tree with the tree at the end of the example, which illustrates the subset

relation in A, shows that the substructure relation is isomorphic with the subset relation

for the hierarchical collection A. It may be also noted that f is a unit quantification of

5', and that its composition is illustrated by the following, similar tree.

q-Juiof7.j,j,
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x2 x4 xs x6

If the structure 5 that was used in the description of the procedure for investigating A-

independence in the previous section satisfies A-independence, then, in general, this does

not imply that it can be reshaped into a restrictedly solvable structure. This was pointed

out in the previous section. A'-independence, on the other hand, does imply that 5 can

be reshaped into such a structure. If step 3b in the procedure is replaced by the following

test for the Thomsen condition, then the procedure becomes a test for A'-independence.

3b A collection C, of subsets of J is defined. Each set in C2 is a union of two distinct

sets in C,. Two distinct K,LeC, are contained in a single set in C, iff for

u,v,x,/e x;1T.i

Xx€r-x - urer-, and yKeJ-K - vLeJ,L

C, is redefined by deleting from it the

c2.

8.3 A model for the overall loudness of a sound event

This section illustrates the procedure from the previous section. The procedure is used

in the construction of a model for the overall loudness of sound events. The overall

loudness is one of the three types of loudness. The three types are: specific loudness (per

combination of a frequency band and a point in time), (momentary) loudness (per point

in time), and overall loudness of an event. Specific loudness was modelled in Chapter

4, momentary loudness in Chapter 6, and here overall loudness is modelled.

First the overall loudness model is formulated (Subsection 8.3.1). Then empirical

properties implied by the model are discussed, and testing for A'-independence is

x1x3x1

implies Xxvl€r-(xrr_) - yxul€l-(xrr-).

elements which are contained in a set in
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described (Subsection 8.3.2). Finally, a unit quantification of the model is described

(Subsection 8.3.3).

8.3.1 The model

Overall loudness is described by a hierarchical structureXound_e,.nt = (4, > ).r which

satisfies A.-independence and all properties of a restrictedly solvable structure, with the

possible exception of independence. The collection A is not specified by the model.

9(,o,nd_",.n, is assumed to satisfy restricted context independence. The \, are extensive

structures with a minimal zero. There are more than two of them, i.e., n(J) > 2.

The interpretation of these structures is as follows. The extensive structures{ describe

the specific loudnesses in a sound event. This interpretation of extensive structures has

been described in more detail in Section 4.1. The ordering > on the product of the

domains of the-1, represents the overall loudness ordering of all possible sound events.

8.3.2 Tests of statements in the model

Experiments designed specifically to test the properties of the above overall loudness

model have not been carried out. Nevertheless, we believe that the model gives a

reasonable description. For some properties it is almost 'self-evident' that they hold true.

For other properties there are indirect indications. In principle, all the prope(ies can be

tested on the basis of data obtained through overall loudness comparisons of sound

events. That is, the properties have testable implications for the outcomes of such

comparisons.

The following more specific remarks can be made about the validity of the properties

of the overall loudness model. The numbers i - iv refer to the statements in the definition

of a restrictedly solvable structure (Definition 6.1).
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i. Implications for the loudness comparisons of the assumption that the overall loudness

ordering > is a weak ordering will be clear. The assumption involves some idealization

of the sensitivity of the subjects who carry out overall loudness comparisons. This kind

of idealization was discussed in Section 4.2.

ii. The procedure from Section 8.2 can be used to test whether A'-independence (assumed

instead of independence) holds for the overall loudness ordering. This will be illustrated

below. The procedure converts the test of A'-independence into tests of simpler state-

ments. Steps 3a and 3a' constitute the core of the procedure. The empirical assumptions

made in those steps in the illustration below are now briefly discussed. It may be noted

that neither these particular assumptions, nor the specification of A that is found in the

illustration are part of the above overall loudness model.

In step 3a it will be assumed that the overall loudness of two combined 'equal' specific

loudnesses does not depend on their frequencies, but rather depends on whether or not

they are simultaneously present (each in a different frequency band). That is,

simultaneous specific loudnesses contribute independently to the momentary loudness.

In Section 4. I we have pointed out that specific loudnesses are defined in such a way

that they are indeed expected to contribute independently to momentary loudness. The

other part of the assumption (i.e., the overall loudness of two 'equal' specific loudnesses

depends on whether they occur, or do not occur simultaneously) appears plausible. If
equal specific loudnesses are simultaneously present, a short but relatively loud sound

is heard. If, on the other hand, they occur at different points of time, the sound is softer

(but lasts longer).

In step 3a' it will be assumed that all combinations of two 'equal' momentary loudnesses

give the same overall loudness. There is little evidence available with respect to this

statement. Nonetheless, many noise measures that are used add the quantified

contributions from the points in time during an event to obtain a value for the entire

event. This procedure implicitly assumes that these contributions, i.e. the momentary

loudnesses, are independent.
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It is not difficult to see that restricted solvability is empirically plausible. A softer sound

event always can be matched with a louder sound event by increasing one of its specific

loudnesses.

iii. Because there are more than two specific loudnesses that contribute to the overall

loudness, the Thomsen condition need not be considered.

iv. The description of specific loudness as an extensive structure with a minimal zero

has been discussed in Chapter 4.

v. Let Q1 denote a unit quantification of a specific loudness substructure. Then for any

positive rj oj = Q.;-'r,Q, is a self-representation of that substructure. Consequently, the

overall loudness structure satisfies restricted context independence if for each r, for one

substructure there are r, for the other substructures such that G = (..,ct,..), in which each

component is defined as clj - Q1-tri01, is a self-representation of the overall loudness

structure, i.e., preserves the overall loudness ordering.

The rest of this subsection concerns the testing of the overall loudness ordering for A'-

independence. The overall loudness ordering > is defined on the product of the domains

of the specific loudness structures 1r. Let the frequency continuum be divided into n,

n > 2, critical bands and the duration of an event into m, m> 2, intervals, each with the

same duration as the loudness integration period, say 125 ms. For each frequency-time

combination there is a specific loudness. It may be helpful to envision a sound event as

the graph in 3 dimensions of the function which assigns a specific loudness to each

combination of a critical band and a point (interval) in time. We call this function the

frequency-time pattern of the event. The overall loudness ordering orders these

frequency-time pattems with respect to the overall loudness which they cause.

The procedure for the testing whether the overall loudness ordering satisfies A'-indepen-

dence consists of the following steps. The symbols have a meaning similar to those in

the description of the procedure in Section 8.2. For concreteness we often refer to these

symbols in terms of their present interpretation. At the start of the procedure the

collections A and C, consist of all {j}, where j is an element from the index set J. The

following beginning of a tree illustrates A.
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3a

tl
elements from J

X consists of events with only sound in a single critical band during a single

time interval. Consequently, the events in X have a flat frequency-time pattern,

with the exception of a single peak at one particular frequency-time combination.

The peaks are so chosen that all these events have equal (overall) loudness.

Y consists of all combinations of two distinct sounds in X. That is, an event in

Y has a flat frequency-time pattem, with the exception of two peaks.

For this illustration it is assumed that loudness comparisons will show the

following. The assumption has been discussed above. All events in Y which

have the two peaks in their frequency-time pattern at the same time have an

equal loudness, and this loudness is different from the loudness of the other

events in Y, with the two peaks at different times. Consequently, C, contains

per point in time an index set for the different frequencies.

Since the sets in C, constitute a partition of J, C, is redefined as the empty set.

Because C, is empty, C, is empty.

Because of the same empirical observation mentioned in step 3a, no set is

deleted from (C, or) C, and, consequently, no sets are added to C,.

The elements of (C, ur) C, are added to A and to C,. To illustrate A, we write

J = U,,,..j,",...j.,,..j-), where j,. is the index for frequency k at time i. Then

the following tree illustrates A.

. , )t^l , j*l

{ j,.. } {jr"}

C, contains per point in time i a set {j',,..j'"} with indexes for the different fre-

quencies. Hence, (Cz u) C, is neither empty nor equal to {J } . Therefore, the pro-

cedure is continued by repeating the steps.

3b

4
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I' X consists of events with only sound in a single time interval, possibly in

different frequency bands. Consequently, the events in X have a flat frequency-

time pattern, with the exception of the frequency pattern at a single point in

time. These frequency patterns are chosen so that all events in X have equal

loudness.

Y consists of all combinations of two distinct sounds in X. That is, an event in

Y has a flat frequency{ime pattern, with the exception of the frequency patterns

at two points in time.

For this illustration it is assumed that the events in Y all have the same loudness.

The assumption has been discussed above. As a consequence of the assumption,

C, consists of a single union, namely, of all sets in C,. That is, C, = {J}.

Because C, = {J}, C, is redefined as the empty set.

Because C, is empty, C, is empty.

This step does not apply because there is only a single set in C, u Cr.

J is added to A and to C, The following tree illustrates A.

I J 11J {jr"} { j.' J { j*}

Because (Cz u) C, = {J}, it is concluded that the overall loudness ordering

satisfies A-independence, and the procedure is stopped. The latest update of A

is illustrated above.

Let I = {1,..,m} and K = {1,..,n}.Then the above outcome means that!(,oun -","n, can be

reshaped into a stratified hierarchical structure

!(round-"".n,' = ( (!(,*, t,' )r.*, L' )i.r,

2',

3a'

JD

4',

5',
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whose nonbasic substructures all satisfy independence..9(,ound*""nt' is a restrictedly solvable

structure. The tree below illustrates-tYround-","n,'.9(rornd-"".n,' is the structure at the top. It

describes the overall loudness of sound events. The substructures at the intermediate level

describe the momentary loudnesses which occur during an event. A structure !(,* at the

bottom is a basic structure which describes the specific loudness at time i and frequency

k.

8.3.3 The unit quantifications of the model

The overall loudness model -9(,ouno-"u.nt con be reshaped into a restrictedly solvable

structure that satisfies restricted context independence. This follows from the properties

assumed for.9(,o,n6,",.n,, including A--independence (see Section 8.3.1). By Theorem 6.3,

the reshaped structure has unit quantifications. These unit quantifications are hierarchical

power sums of unit quantifications of the specific loudness structures {. Because the

hierarchical collection A is not specified by the model, the composition of these hierar-

chical power sums is not determined by the model. For the illustration of the

investigation of A'-independence in the previous section, assumptions were made which

determined A and, by that, the structure!(,ound-",.nr' into which-9(round-event can be reshaped.

For that reshaped structure the composition of its unit quantifications is known. Here a

unit quantification of that structure is described. It may be noted that the described unit

quantification still contains parameters whose values are unknown, i.e., which are not

determined by the model.

a"or.d-.v..t
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By Theorem 6.3, .(,o,nd*,"n,' has a unit quantification

V = I,., s,0,",

where r, and s, are positive parameters and Q, are additive quantifications of the momenta-

ry loudness structures. The number of different parameters can be reduced on the basis

of the empirical observation that the point in time at which a momentary loudness occurs

does not influence the overall loudness that it causes. This means that there are positive

parameters r and s, and an additive quantification Q of the momentary loudness structure

such that

V = I,., s0,',

where Q, = Q. By calling Q an additive quantification we mean that there are unit

quantifications (* of the specific loudness structures such that

0 - I*.* 6r.

The above unit quantifications can be used as follows to describe when one sound event

has at least the same overall loudness as another sound event. A sound event with

specific loudnesses u,* has at least the same overall loudness as one with specific

loudnesses v,* if and only if

Writing xit = (r,(u*) and yit = E*(v,*), simplifies this as follows. A sound event with

quantified specific loudnesses x,u has at least the same overall loudness as one with

quantified specific loudnesses y,* if and only if

The (momentary) loudness relations can be described as follows. The first sound has at

least the same loudness at time i as the second sound if and only if
I*.* X,* 2 lr.r Yit.

According to Zwicker (1982), the quantified loudness is equal to the sum of the specific

loudnesses. This means that this part of Zwicker's loudness model is in accordance with

the above described quantification.
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8.4 A model for annoyance due to sound

In this section we present the noise annoyance model. The model for noise annoyance

is a structure %noi," = \'llu > ),., which satisfies A'-independence and all the properties

of a generalized restrictedly solvable structure, possibly with the exception of indepen-

dence. Furthermore,%noi,"is assumed to satisfy restricted context independence. The

substructures (U, are defined to be unions of homogeneous parts of the structure

.9(,ound*,"nu which was defined in Subsection 8.3.1.

The interpretation of -9(,oond*,.nr haS been described in Subsection 8.3.1 . 9(ro,nd-.,.n, models

the overall loudness of sound events. From this it follows that a(Ur, which is a union

of homogeneous parts of this structure, describes the overall loudness for a subset of

sound events. Each sound event during the evaluated period is described by a (7l,, which

need not all be different. The ordering > on the product of the domains of the (Urrepre-

sents the noise annoyance ordering on all possible combinations of sound events during

the evaluated period. Together these sound events constitute a sound exposure so that

it can be also said that > orders the sound exposures with respect to the annoyance they

cause.

The above noise annoyance model describes the noise annoyance ordering and its relation

with the overall loudness of sound events. However, it does not specify the following

two things. As in the overall loudness model, A'-independence is defined to be a property

of the model, but A is not specified. In addition, the (U, are defined to be unions of

homogeneous parts without specifying exactly which unions. Because the procedure for

investigating A'-independence has been illustrated in Subsection 8.3.2, here the empirical

criterion for choosing the unions is considered.

Because %noi"" = \%u > ),., is a generalized restrictedly solvable structure except that

it may not satisfy independence, the ordering induced by > on the domain of rL, is

monotonicallv related to the ordering in(U,. This follows from the definition of a

restrictedly solvable structure. Furthermore, the interpretation of > given above implies
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that the ordering induced by > on the domain of %, represents the annoyance orderins

of the sound events represented by that domain. The(U, were defined to be unions of

homogeneous parts of the overall loudness structurel{,o,nd*,"nt so that the ordering in (2,

represents the overall loudness orderins on the same domain. These three things imply

that the domain of r?1, describes a set of sound events on which the overall loudness

ordering and the annoyance ordering are monotonically related.

Clearly this monotonicity does not hold for the set of all sound events because the

annoyance caused by an event is not only determined by its loudness, but is also

influenced by other perceptual aspects. For example, the sharp squealing sound ofa tram

which passes a bend is more annoying than the hissing sound of an equally loud passage

of a tram on a straight track. A sudden sound from panel-beating of containers is more

annoying than the equally loud passage of a car, which has a less sudden onset. These

examples illustrate that, in addition to overall loudness, features such as sharpness and

a sudden onset influence the annoyance caused by an event. Because of the influence

of these features the relation between loudness and annoyance is not monotone on the

set of all sound events.

It will now be argued that restricted to sound events of the same type the overall

loudness ordering and the annoyance ordering do have a monotone relation. We define

a type of sound event analogously to a type of momentary sound (see Chapter 7).By

definition, momentary sounds of a single type differ only with respect to their momentary

loudness. They are equal with respect to all other (momentary) phenomena, such as

tonality and sharpness. In the same way as momentary sounds, sound events can be also

divided into types. Events of a single type are defined to differ only with respect to their

overall loudness. In all other perceptual respects, which may influence the noise annoyan-

ce, they are equal, notably with respect to momentary phenomena, such as tonality and

shalpness, and temporal phenomena, such as roughness and impulsiveness.

It is very likely that restricted to events of a single type annoyance and overall loudness

are monotonically related. For example, if squealing sounds differ only in loudness, this

is the only factor that can determine the degree of annoyance. Similarly, if hissing sounds

differ only in loudness, this is the only factor that can determine annoyance. It is not
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necessary to distinguish all types of sound events. For example, trams with differing

speeds cause sound events with different rise velocities of the sound level. These sound

events are of different types. However, such slight differences with respect to the time

pattern are irrelevant for the annoyance they cause. Therefore, some types of sound

events can be joined without loosing the monotone relation between overall loudness and

annoyance. Such joined types of sound events are referred to as the events from a single

(noise) source.

Suppose that the events of a single type can be described by a homogeneous part of the

(restrictedly solvable) structure which describes overall loudness, i.e., by a homogeneous

part of-9(,o,,,6-",.n,. Then the sound events from a single source can be described by a

union of homogeneous parts, and the (Urcan be equated to these unions. A domain of

such a union corresponds to a set of sound events on which the overall loudness ordering

and the annoyance ordering are monotonically related

In order to test the model, properties similar to those described for the overall loudness

model in Subsection 8.3.2 have to be investigated. Now, in principle, all those properties

can be tested on the basis of comparisons of sound exposures with respect to the

annoyance they cause. That is, a property implies certain outcomes of such comparisons,

and it can be investigated whether these implications actually hold.

The actual testing, however, is complicated by the fact that sound exposures are not easy

to create or manipulate. Therefore one has resorted to indirect ways of comparing. One

way is to ask subjects in a social survey to rate the sound exposure in and around their

home with respect to noise annoyance. An empirical noise annoyance ordering is derived

from these ratings. For example, if the mean rating of noise annoyance for sound

exposure A is higher than for B, then A is considered to cause more noise annoyance

than B. In the concluding chapter this issue will be further considered.

The substructures (2, of lZno'." = ( %i, > ),u, are unions of homogeneous parts of structure

Xornd_","n,. 9(,ound_.,.n, can be reshaped into a restrictedly solvable structure satisfying

restricted context independence. By Theorems 6.3 and 7.4, this means that the (2, have
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unit quantifications. Because %noi,"= (,Uu > ),., can be reshaped into a (generalized)

restrictedly solvable structure satisfying restricted context independence, it follows by

Theorem 6.4 that %no,," has unit quantifications which can be written as a hierarchical

power sum of the unit quantifications of the rZ,.

8.5 A model for annoyance due to sound and odour

The model for annoyance due to sound and odour is a straightforward extension of the

noise annoyance model presented in the previous section. The annoyance model is a

generalized restrictedly solvable structure 5 = ( %nor*, Q*ou, > ) which is assumed to

satisfy restricted context independence. Here %no,* is the structure that was defined in

the previous section, and (?/*o* is defined in an analogous way for describing the odour

annoyance.

(Zno,,. models the noise annoyance caused by sound exposures, and ?*ou, models the

odour annoyance caused by odour exposures. The ordering > on the product of the

domains of the substructures rZno,," and (V*ou, represents the annoyance ordering on the

combinations of a sound and an odour exposure. We can say that > represents the

ordering of combined sound-odour exposures with respect to the annoyance they cause.

In order to test the model, again properties similar to the properties of the overall

loudness model in Subsection 8.3.2 have to be investigated, but instead of A'-indepen-

dence now the Thomsen condition is the critical property. In principle, all the properties

can be tested on the basis of comparisons of sound-odour exposures with respect to the

annoyance they cause. As for noise annoyance, the actual testing is complicated by the

fact that sound-odour exposures are not easy to create or manipulate. Therefore one has

to resort to indirect ways of comparing. Examples will be given in the next chapter.

The following is a rough description of a test for the Thomsen condition. The Thomsen

condition requires that the effect on the overall annoyance of two factor-specific

annoyance levels, i.e., of one level of noise annoyance and one level of odour annoyance,
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is independent of which factor (noise or odour) causes which level of factor-specific

annoyance. To be more precise, let fr(u) be the odour annoyance that matches a given

noise annoyance u, and let fr(v) be the noise annoyance that matches a given odour

annoyance v. Then combination u and v, and combination f,(u) and fr(v) have to be

equally annoying.

It is important to note that J = ( %,oi,", Q*ouu L ) has unit quantifications. rZno,* and

(Vooou,are generalized restrictedly solvable structures satisfying restricted context indepen-

dence, and, therefore, they have, by Theorem 6.4, a unit quantification. J also is such

a structure, and, consequently, also has a unit quantification. This unit quantification can

be written as a power sum of unit quantifications of (Zno,," and .l/*o,,, which themselves

are hierarchical power sums (see the previous section).

If 5 is a valid model of annoyance due to noise and odour, then a unit quantification

of .S can be used to assign numbers to exposures so that a larger number indicates that

an exposure causes more annoyance.

8.6 Summary

In this chapter models for the overall loudness of sound events, for noise annoyance, and

for annoyance due to combined sound-odour exposures have been presented. The

structures and substructures used to model these attributes were already introduced in

the previous chapters, and theorems about unit quantifications of these structures have

been presented there. This chapter only outlined how (arrangements of) previously

defined structures can be used to model the overall loudness of sound events, noise

annoyance, and annoyance due to combined sound-odour exposures.

Since the structure proposed as a model for annoyance in previous chapters has been

shown to have unit quantifications, annoyance has a unit quantification if the proposed

model is empirically correct.
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8.7

In principle, empirical testing of the annoyance model can be accomplished by having

subjects compire different kinds of sounds and odours as well as combinations of sounds

and odours.

What exposures need to be included in comparisons depends on the property tested.

Important properties for the annoyance model are A-independence and A--independence.

In this chapter a test procedure for these properties has been methodically described. An

important advantage of our representational approach to the quantification of annoyance

is that empirical data on comparisons, such as the comparisons that are part of the test

procedure for A-independence and A--independence, determine the acceptability of

annoyance quantifications.

Proofs

The proof of Theorem 8.1 is based on the following lemma, which concerns the transfer

of properties from a structure with two layers (5 and the f ) to a reshaped structure with

one extra layer (the ( Z, t*' )t.*). The theorem treats the transfer to reshaped structures

with an arbitrary number of extra layers. The theorem directly follows from the lemma

by a recursive argument.

LEMMA A. Let 3 = (i:, > 1., be a hierarchical structure which satisfies A'-indepen-

dence and all the properties of a (generalized) restrictedly solvable structure, with the

possible exception of independence. Suppose that J' = ((i:,r*' )j.r, >' )*.u is the

hierarchical structure obtained by reshaping J on the basis of A--independence, where

BcA is a partition of J. Then:

i. >' and >*' are weak orderings;

ii. >' and >*' satisfy restricted solvability;

iii. J' satisfies restricted context independence if J satisfies restricted context
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Proof:

i and ii. By the definition of J, > is a weak ordering which satisfies restricted solva-

bility. By Definition 8.5-ii it then follows that the same is true for >', and, using that

>' satisfies independence, it follows that the same also is true for >*'.

iii. The orderings >'and >*'in the reshaped structureS'satisfy independence, and the

Thomsen condition if the domain consists of two components. This, i, and ii imply that

J' and its substructures ( f, L*' )j.* are generalized restrictedly solvable structures.

Suppose that .l satisfies restricted context independence. Then, by Definition 6.2, the

substructures f of (5 and) 5' satisfy this property. It also means, by the same defi-

nition, that there is for each self-representation o of substructure 7*, ke X, a represen-

tation q, = (..,oj,..) of 5 onto itself in which o* = o. By independence of >' it then

follows that B which is composed of the components of c, whose index is contained in

X is a self-representation of (J,, t*' )j.*.Thus, because Fr = or = o, there is for each

self-representation o of the substrucnrre 7I. of (Jr, l*')ju, a self-representation B of

the latter structure in which Fr = o. This means that (J,, t*' )j.* satisfies restricted

context independence. By Theorem 6.4 this means that it has a unit quantification ( =

I.* Q.i where Q, is a unit quantification of J,. Let o and cr be self-representations of
(i:, >*' ).x and d respectively. By using that for each self-representation q of J
there is a positive r, such that Ojcxj = 10,, and vice versa, it follows that a, = or for all
j in X if cr* = o. for one k in X. Then restricted context independence of -S' directly

follows from restricted context independence of J.

THEOREM 8.1. Let J = ( J, >)n, be a hierarchical structure which sarisfies A'-

independence and all the properties of a generalized restrictedly solvable structure,

possibly with the exception of independence. Furthermore, let .!' be a hierarchical

structure obtained by reshaping 5 on the basis of A--independence. Then:

i. -S' is a generalized restrictedly solvable structure;

ii. 5' satisfies restricted context independence if J satisfies this property.
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Proof:

Part i directly follows by a recursive argument from Lemma A-i and -ii, and Part ii

directly follows from Lemma A-iii by a similar recursive argument.
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9. QUANTIFYINGANNOYANCE:

OVERVIEW OF A REPRESENTATIONAL APPROACH

This chapter concludes this study with an overview of the representational approach to

quantifying annoyance presented in the preceding chaPters.

Section 9.1 summarizes the background of this study. Two main steps in the

representational approach (the formulation of a model and the derivation of

quantifications from it) are sketched in Section 9.2. In Section 9.3 an overview of

important concepts in the representational approach (model, quantification, and unit

quantification) is given. Section 9.4 provides an overview of structures used to model

annoyance, and describes the unit quantifications derived from the annoyance model

(hierarchical power sums). Then special attention is given to two topics that warrant

further consideration: the determination of values of annoyance quantifications (Section

9.5) and empirical tests of the annoyance model (Section 9.6). Section 9.7 concludes with

stating that a similar approach may be used to investigate whether environmental impacts

other than annoyance have or have not (unit) quantifications.

9.1 Background

Populations are exposed to complex combinations of environmental pollutants. There

is great uncertainty as to how combined pollutants affect exposed persons. Because of

this uncertainty, it is difficult to take effects of combined pollutants into account when

making environmental policy. Most measures taken to protect people against adverse

effects ofenvironmental pollutants are based solely on evaluations ofeffects ofindividual

pollutants. In general, however, an evaluation of effects of individual pollutants is not

an adequate basis for deciding whether sanitation measures are required. Combined

pollutants may cause an effect stronger than the effects of the individual pollutants

considered separately. Consequently, the necessity for measures against combined
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exposures may be underestimated if evaluations are based only on effects of individual

pollutants.

Improving environmental policy in this respect requires quantifications of effects caused

by exposures to combined pollutants. A quantification is a function which assigns to each

exposure a number. If a quantification produces higher numbers for exposures when their

adverse effect is stronger, then those numbers are a suitable basis for policy decisions

concerning those exposures.

Presently such quantifications are severely lacking for exposures to combined pollutants.

However, this sinradon appears to be changing. The book edited by Yang (1994)

illustrates the increasing interest of toxicologists in the quantification of exposures to

chemical mixtures. This study concerns environmental noises and odours. These

pollutants constifute a problem mainly because they cause annoyance. The aim of this

srudy was to find a way to quantify the overall annoyance experienced by residents who

are exposed to single or combined noises and odours.

The annoyance quantification sought assigns a greater number to noise and odour

exposures if they cause higher annoyance. To find such a quantification the rather

complex empirical relation between, on the one hand, single or multiple exposures and,

on the other hand, annoyance must be considered. The approach taken in this snrdy does

this in a fundamental way. A model of the relation between exposure and annoyance is

formulated, and then implications for annoyance quantifications are derived from this

model. This so-called representational approach to quantifying annoyance, i.e., first

formulating a model and then deriving implications for quantifications from that model,

is taken from measurement theory (Krantz et al., l97l; Suppes et al., 1989; Luce et al.,

1990).

9.2 The representational approach to quantifying annoyance

The representational approach is a systematic and rigorous way to find quantifications

which produce higher numbers for exposures that cause higher annoyance. The first step
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in this approach is modelling the empirical relation between, on the one hand, basic

attributes of exposures and, on the other hand, the degree of annoyance. Then

quantifications are derived. They are composed of quantifications which assign numbers

to the basic attributes, and rules which combine these numbers into a single numerical

value for annoyance. The existence and form of combination rules can be mathematically

deduced from the model. The rules depend on properties assumed by the model for the

empirical relation between the basic attributes of exposures and the degree of annoyance.

Hence, the correctness of combination rules can be empirically investigated by testing

these properties. Empirical support for these properties means empirical support for the

combination rules derived from the model. Thus, formulas for quantifications derived

through the representational approach are related in a rigorous manner to empirical

observations.

The basic attributes in the annoyance model are specific loudnesses, and the masses of

odorants and volumes of samples, which determine specific odour strengths. Each sound

has at a single point in time for each frequency band a specific loudness. It depends on

the sound intensity in the band concerned and adjacent bands. At a given point in time

the combined specific loudnesses at different frequency bands determine the loudness

of a sound at that moment. Similarly, a specific odour strength is the contribution of one

compound at a single point in time to the odour strength of a mixture. The specific odour

strength caused by a compound is related to its concentration.

According to the annoyance model that was put forward, the annoyance experienced by

a person is determined by successive trade-offs, starting at the basic perceptual attributes

of this exposure. These trade-offs can be put into a hierarchical arrangement. A possible

hierarchy was illustrated in Figure 3. For example, trade-offs between specific loudnr:sses

determine momentary loudnesses, trade-offs between momentary loudnesses determine

overall loudnesses of sound events, etc. Via such trade-offs the degree of annoyance

caused by a sound exposure during a given period of time is determined. Ultimately a

trade-off between the annoyance caused by distinct noise and odour sources determines

the overall annoyance.
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9.3 Important concepts of the representational approach:

model, quantification, and unit quantification.

The annoyance model represents all possible exposures to noises and odours by means

of an abstract set of compound elements, called domain. This set is a product of other

sets, which in turn are product sets, etc., so that the domain has a hierarchical structure.

A component 'at the bottom' of this hierarchy represents a specific loudness or specific

odour strength of the exposure corresponding to the compound element. Furthermore,

the model encompasses relations. Relations on basic components of the domain represent

empirical (ordering and concatenation) relations belonging to basic attributes. Annoyance

is described as an ordering relation on the compound domain. This relation orders the

compounds elements according to the degree of annoyance caused by the exposures

corresponding to those elements. Properties of relations, such as this ordering, are

specified in a qualitative manner by non-numerical axioms. A11 axioms are empirical

statements and, in principle, must be tested before a model can be accepted. Most

important axioms concerning trade-offs that determine annoyance can be tested by

investigating how people actually trade off different contributions to annoyance. They

are called substantial axioms. Below the "independence axiom" is described as an

illustration. In addition to verifiable axioms, the model includes technical axioms, which

idealize the empirical world in such a way that the derivation of quantifications is

facilitated and resulting quantifications are simpler. The "density axiom", which will also

be described below, is an example of a technical axiom.

In order to illustrate the conditions that have to be satisfied for independence, consider

combinations ofthree noises xyc, x'y'c, xyd, and x'y'd. The annoyance ordering on such

combinations of noises is independent only if the following condition is satisfied:

combination xyd is at least as annoying as x'y'd if xyc is at least as annoying as x'y'c.

Independence can be tested, e.g., by empirically determining the annoyance ordering for

combinations which have matching levels for some components (such as level c for the

third noise in the illustration), and by investigating whether replacement of these

matching levels by other matching levels (such as level d for the third noise) affects the
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annoyance ordering. If this indeed affects the annoyance ordering, then the empirical

annoyance ordering does not satisfy independence.

A property related to independence, namely A-independence, is especially important for

the annoyance model, but it is relatively complicated (see Definition 8.3). It is important

because simple rules for combining quantifications of specific loudnesses and specific

odour strengths into an annoyance quantification exist only if the annoyance ordering

satisfies A-independence. If the annoyance ordering satisfies A-independence, then the

trade-off between specific loudnesses and specific odour strengths can be decomposed

into a number of hierarchically organized trade-offs which all can be represented by an

independent ordering. Only for such an independent ordering the corresponding

combination rule is simple. The intermediate trade-offs determine intermediate attributes

such as previously mentioned momentary loudnesses, overall loudnesses of sound events,

etc. Thus, an annoyance quantification is composed through simple rules from

quantifications of the basic attributes only if the annoyance ordering satisfies

A-independence.

Independence and A-independence are substantial properties. We consider independence

and related properties to be the most critical properties of the annoyance model. Density,

by contrast, is an example of a technical axiom. According to the annoyance model, all

basic attributes satisfy density. In general, a weak ordering is dense if there is an element

in between any two distinct elements. This implies that an attribute satisfies density only

if for any two different but arbitrary close levels of that attribute there is an infinite

number of intermediate levels. This assumption was incorporated in the model as a useful

idealization, which facilitates the derivation of quantifications from the model.

From the annoyance model quantifications are derived. Such an annoyance

quantification consists of quantifications of specific loudnesses and specific odour

strengths, and rules for combining these quantifications into a quantification of overall

annoyance. The existence and form of combination rules (addition, multiplication, etc.)

depend on properties of the trade-offs to which the rules correspond, such as

independence. The rules must be such that an annoyance quantification consistently
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assigns a higher number to an element in its domain if, according to the model, the single

or multiple exposure represented by the element causes higher annoyance.

Many different quantifications may exist for a single model. A characterization of an

important class of quantifications, the unit quantifications, involves "self-

representations". A self-representation is a function which replaces each element in the

domain of a model by another element from that domain so that a relation holds between

new elements if and only if it holds between the old elements they replace. That is, a

self-representation is a mapping of a domain onto itself that preserves the relations on

the domain. For unit quantifications there is a particular correspondence between self-

representations, which map the domain of a model onto itself, and multiplications which

change the numbers assigned to the domain into new numbers. A unit quantification can

be characterized through this correspondence as follows. A unit quantification assigns

numbers to elements so that any two elements which are related by the same self-

representation are associated with numbers which are related by the same multiplicative

factor.

Tc illustrate this, consider noise annoyance in the vicinity of roads. Suppose that along

all roads shields are placed which reduce at all points the exposure to road traffic noise.

That is, all exposures are replaced by new, lower exposures. Furthermore, suppose that

this change is a self-representation of the exposures, and preserves among others the

ordering of all points with respect to the degree of annoyance experienced there. Then

the numbers assigned by a unit quantification to the exposure at a point before and after

the noise reduction differ everywhere by the same multiplicative factor.

Many models are too "weak" to have unit quantifications. That is, the specified properties

of relations are not sufficient to exclude the existence of a wide variety of self-

representations which can not all correspond to multiplications of the quantified domain.

Attributes srlch as length, mass, etc., do have unit quantifications. It was particularly

interesting to establish whether or not annoyance has unit quantifications.

The above described approach can be summarized as follows. Annoyance and its relation

with exposure to noise and odour are described by a model. whether a (unit)

quarrtification of annoyance exists, depends on the properties which the model assumes
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for basic attributes and trade-offs between them that determine annoyance. ln the

annoyance model that was put forward these properties were specified by means of

axioms. It can be derived mathematically from the axioms whether a model has (unit)

quantifications and, if they exist, what form they have.

An important result from this study is the following. It has been derived from the axioms

of the annoyance model that it has unit quantifications, and they were shown to have

a particular form, which is described below. Thus, if the annoyance model is correct,

then unit quantifications for annoyance do exist.

9.4 The annoyance model and its unit quantifications

Structures that were used to model basic sound or basic odour attributes, or trade-offs

between these attributes that determine annoyance are mentioned below. Also, the unit

quantifications derived for annoyance are described.

The specific loudnesses for different frequencies determine the momentary loudnesses

of a sound exposure and, through them, the noise annoyance caused by this sound

exposure. A specific loudness was described with a model called an extensive structure.

An extensive structure has unit quantifications.

In addition to these extensive structures, the annoyance model also encompasses

extensive structures that describe basic odour attributes. The specific odour strength

caused by a compound was described with an idempotent distributive structure, which

encompasses two extensive structures that describe the mass of the compound in a given

air sample and the volume of that sample. The distributive structure describes the trade-

off between effects of mass changes and volume changes on the specific odour strength.

Using that extensive structures have unit quantifications, (idempotent) distributive

structures also have been shown to have unit quantifications.

The description of annoyance requires a structure consisting of several strata of

substructures. Each nonbasic substructure describes how an attribute is determined by

a trade-off between attributes at a lower level. The extensive structures for specific
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loudnesses and the distributive structures for specific odour strengths are (nearly) 'at the

bottom' of the total hierarchical arrangement. The model for the whole, hierarchically

organized trade-off on which annoyance depends is a (generalized) restrictedly solvable

structure.

Using that extensive (specific loudness) and distributive (specific odour strength)

structures have unit quantifications, the (generalized) restrictedly solvable structure used

to model annoyance has been also shown to have unit quantifications. A unit

quantification of this structure is a hierarchical power sum composed of power sums

I* (b*E*)to,

in which at the lowest level (* is a unit quantification of a specific loudness or a specific

odour strength structure, and at higher levels (, is itself a power sum. This means that

a numerical value for annoyance is obtained from numerical values for the basic

attributes by repeated determination of power sums. First quantified basic attributes are

combined by such sums, then results are combined by similar sums, and so on, until a

single value is obtained. Intermediate power sums produce quantifications of intermediate

attributes, such as above mentioned momentary loudnesses, overall loudnesses of sound

events, etc. The power parameters a* and the multiplicative parameters b* are positive.

The correct values for the parameters and the precise hierarchical composition of the

hierarchical power sum do not follow from the axioms of the model. This means that,

in addition to data for evaluating the axioms in the model, data are needed to find the

parameters and hierarchical composition. How the parameter values and hierarchical

composition can be established on the basis of empirical data, was treated in Appendix

C and Chapter 8, respectively.

9.5 Determining values of a unit quantification of the annoyance model

Before an annoyance quantification can be acnrally used, a procedure must be established

which specifies how to find for actual exposures the value of this quantification. Since

a quantification of the annoyance model is a hierarchical power sum of quantifications
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of specific loudnesses and specific odour strengths, it is sufficient to have measurement

procedures which produce the numerical values for specific loudnesses and specific odour

strengths. Once these basic attributes have been measured, then, in principle, the value

of a unit quantification of the annoyance model can be calculated. Therefore,

measurement procedures for specific loudnesses and specific odour strengths will be

discussed.

A specific loudness is described as an extensive structure. The kind of measurement

procedure by which values of a particular, so-called additive (unit) quantification of an

extensive attribute can be found is well known. Roughly, it involves the choice of a unit

quantity and the determination of how many times this is contained in the element to

be measured. To determine how many times the unit quantity is contained in the element

to be measured, an ordered sequence of concatenations of copies of the unit quantity is

formed, called a standard sequence, and the element to be measured is compared with

it. The number n is assigned to an element if it 'matches' the concatenation of n copies

of the unit quantity.

To measure specific loudness by such a procedure, a niurow band noise is chosen as a

unit quantity. A standard sequence is created by'superposition'of 1,2,3, etc., copies

of this unit quantity. To determine whether a given sound and a sound in the standard

sequence have the same specific loudness, a pure tone in the middle of the narrow band

involved is used. If this tone has the same level when it is just masked by the given

sound and when it is just masked by a sound in the standard sequence, then the given

sound and the sound in the standard sequence have the same specific loudness for the

band considered. If the matching sound in the standard sequence consists of n copies of

the unit, then value n is assigned to the specific loudness of the given sound for the

frequency band considered.

To measure the specific loudnesses occurring at a particular spot, the sound at that spot

can be recorded. The sound from a single point in time can be presented to subjects. Per

frequency band the numerical value for the specific loudness can be found by means of

above described comparisons with a standard sequence. In principle, this experimentation
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yields for a recorded sound per point in time additively quantified specific loudnesses

for all frequency bands.

Of course, such experimentation is not feasible each time an exposure has to be

quantified. Fortunately empirical relations have been established between sound intensity

spectra of momentary sounds and their specific loudnesses as measured by the above

procedure (see, e.g., Maiwald, 1967). The general relation, which shows how the specific

loudness for a band depends on the sound intensity in that band as well as on the sound

intensities in adjacent bands, is not simple. This relation has been used by Zwicker in

his loudness calculation procedure (see, e.g., Zwicker, 1982), which has been

standardized by the ISO (1975) and for which computer programs are available. The

relation is also implemented in electronic equipment for measuring Zwicker's loudness

values. This illustrates that there are no inevitable problems for an automated analysis

of sound recordings producing per point in time additively quantified specific loudnesses

for all frequencies.

In principle, measuring specific odour strengths is simpler than measuring specific loud-

nesses. A specific loudness as well as a specific odour strength ordering is based on

judgements by human subjects. However, as contrasted with specific loudness, the model

describes for specific odour strength the relation with physical attributes. From the

description of specific odour strength as an idempotent distributive structure with

substructures for mass and volume it follows (by Theorem 5.2) that the ratio between

additively quantified mass and volume is a unit quantification for specific odour strength.

This means that measuring the concentration of an odorant also gives a numerical value

for its specific odour strength.

In principle, continuous on site registration of concentrations is possible. Some substances

are routinely monitored by air pollution registration systems. However, the mixtures of

odorants emitted by environmental sources are very complex, usually containing dozens

of odorants. Moreover, the mixtures from different sources may be very different, and

very low concentrations of odorants may cause rather strong odours. In point of fact, this

makes the actual measurement of specific odour strengths far more troublesome than the

actual measurement of specific loudnesses. For the sake of quantifying annoyance in
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actual settings it has to be explored whether quantifications of basic odour attributes can

be approximated through relatively simple measurements.

In conclusion, procedures can be specified for finding the value of an annoyance

quantification for a given exposure. Such procedures consist of measurement procedures

forbasic sound and odour attributes, such as those indicated above, and a simple calcula-

tion that has to be carried out in order to determine the value of the annoyance

quantification on the basis of the values measured for the basic attributes. Although there

are no fundamental problems for specifying the required measurement procedures,

actually carrying out these procedures may be troublesome due to practical limitations.

Especially the measurement of basic odour attributes is difficult.

9.6 Testing the annoyance model

Most efforts have concentrated on constructing a model of annoyance and srudying its

quantifications. As steps toward the complex annoyance model, models for the following

more basic attributes have been developed, and their quantifications have been studied:

specific loudness, specific odour strength, momentary loudness and momentary odour

strength, overall loudness of a sound event and overall odour strength of an odour event,

annoyance due to an exposure composed of a sequence of sound events and annoyance

due to an exposure composed of a sequence of odour events.

In the preceding chapters we have discussed the validity of axioms in these models.

However, additional data are needed to arrive at a more definite evaluation. Also, the

correct parameter values and precise hierarchical composition need to be established for

the unit quantifications of the annoyance model. It is important to note that all data

needed for the evaluation of the axioms and for the supplementary specifications

conceming the unit quantifications, in principle, can be obtained by having subjects

compare sounds and/or odours. For most substantial axioms it is rather obvious what

comparisons are needed for testing them. However, for estimating the parameters of unit

quantifications and for determining their composition this is not as obvious. Therefore,
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procedures have been outlined in Appendix C and in Chapter 8, which specify the kind

of comparisons needed for establishing parameter values and hierarchical composition,

respectively.

Comparisons needed for testing axioms pertaining to perceptual attributes, such as

momentary loudness, are not difficult to realize. It is easy to manipulate momentary

sounds and present pairs to subjects, whose task is to compare them and to select the

loudest from each pair. This often has been done in psycho-acoustic experiments.

However, comparisons needed to test axioms pertaining to an annoyance ordering of long

sequences of sound events are more difficult to realize since days or years with sound

events are much less easy to manipulate. Because it is less obvious how information

about annoyance orderings can be acquired, two examples of relevant data are given.

Social surveys can provide indirect information with respect to the relative degree of

annoyance caused by prolonged exposures. In such surveys subjects are asked to rate

the sound to which they are exposed at home with respect to noise annoyance. Subjects

respond by choosing one of several alternatives, ranging from not annoyed by the noise

to highly annoyed. Basically, an exposure is considered to be more annoying if it gets

a higher annoyance rating. Results based on analyses of combined data from such

investigations can be found in Miedema (1992a).

More direct information about annoyance orderings of prolonged exposures is obtained

by determining preferences with respect to the elimination of parts of exposures. For

example, suppose that subjects are exposed at home to various noise and odour sources.

They then can be asked to compare different options with respect to the elimination of

sources. Their preferences give information about the annoyance ordering of the options

involved in the choices. For example, if they are indifferent with respect to a choice

between the elimination of two noise sources or the elimination of one odour source, then

the situations that would result in these two cases have the same position in the

annoyance ordering. Judging from the experience with cross modality matching in

psychophysical experiments, the involvement of different sensory modalities in

comparisons of combined noise and odour exposures is not expected to cause specific

problems.
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Which alternatives have to be presented or more generally, which data have to be

collected with respect to annoyance orderings depends on the axiom to be tested. The

above examples only illustrate that it is possible to collect data on annoyance orderings

of prolonged exposures even though such exposures are hard to manipulate.

9.7 Conclusion

A quantification of total annoyance is needed for such diverse purposes as establishing

zones with differing land use around industrial complexes, establishing noise abatement

measures for dwellings along roads near an airport, and choosing from alternative routes

for a new railway line in the neighbourhood of an existing highway (cf Section l.l). In

principle, unit quantifications derived from the annoyance model that has been put

forward can be used for these purposes. These unit quantifications are hierarchical power

sums of quantifications of basic sound and odour attributes of exposures.

However, the correct parameter values and precise hierarchical composition of these

power sums still must be established. Also, before values of the unit quantifications can

be actually determined, a feasible measurement procedure has to be found for establishing

the values of quantifications of the basic odour attributes.

However, even without knowing the parameters and exact composition and without

having the required measurement procedure for the basic odour attributes, it is clear that

existing noise or odour metrics that cannot be written as a hierarchical power sum of

basic sound and odour attributes are inconsistent with the proposed model. This means,

for example, that presently used percentiles of momentary odour strengths are not valid

indicators ofodour annoyance, since such percentiles cannot be written as a hierarchical

power sum of quantified odour strengths.

The representational approach to measurement taken, i.e., first constructing a model for

the complex attribute to be quantified and thereafter deriving (unit) quantifications of

that model, is not new, but derived from measurement theory. Several of our theorems

conceming unit quantifications resemble theorems known in measurement theory. We
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elaborated upon the approach and theorems specifically with a view to quantify the

complex attribute 'annoyance caused by noises and odours'. Most efforts have

concentrated on constructing a model of annoyance and studying its quantifications. The

validity of axioms in this model has been discussed, but additional data are needed for

a more definite evaluation of the axioms as well as for establishing the correct parameter

values and precise hierarchical composition of the unit quantifications of the model. In

principle, all required data can be obtained by having subjects compare sounds and./or

odours.

This work on annoyance illustrates one application of the general, measurement theory

approach. It may be possible to use a similar approach to derive quantifications for

environmental impacts other than annoyance. Either (unit) quantifications may be found,

or it may become clear that an attribute does not have (unit) quantifications. As finding

(unit) quantifications, the latter result would also be valuable. It would be an indication

that numbers cannot meaningfully be assigned for the attribute concerned.
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APPENDIX A

Glossery of symbols and notation
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symbols

a,b,...,e individual constant

A,B,X,Y set

f,g,h,F,G,H function

ij,k,m,n integer variable

ij,k;I,J,K index variable; corresponding index set {1,2,...,n}

p,g,...,z individual variable

R,S relation

c, P, o, I, representation of a structure onto itself

n, 6, Q, V numerical representation or quantification

C,J14....,2;C,M,...,2 structure;correspondingdomain

L, r, - weak ordering, its asymmetric and symmetric part

o, a (partial) binary operation

@, o (partial) binary oPeration on R.

ll; R integers; reals

(0,-) [0, -) or (0, -), depending on the context

product sets

Let {K,, K2, .., K"} be a partition, K a nonempty subset, and j an element of J.

Furthermore, let t be an element from the product set X;.r T,, and let ! be a function

which maps (a subset of T,) into a set S, (e J). Then the following notational conventions

are used:

tK element from x,.rcT,. For t,,,, we write t,'

(. ,tt,..) = t*,trr..txn element t in xj.r T,. It is convenient to let in addition t*tr.*

= tr-xtr = t also when K = J.

(..,f,,..) function f which maps (a subset of) xi.rT; into x.;.r S; and

which is defined by f(0 = f(..,!,..) = (..,!(tj),..). Functions f,

which map (a subset of) T, into S, are called the components

of f. When all f, are the same and g - fr, then we may write

( .,g, .) instead of (..,f,,..)
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representations

Function h on (0,-;n is said to be:

additive iff h(..,x,,..) = 1., x,

r-power iff h(..,x1,..) = 11., xl/)'

A relational structure a\/ = ( (0,-), 2, @ ), with @ a binary operation, is said to be

additive or r-power iff @ is additive or r-power, respectively.

Let Q be a quantification onto JV. Tlten Q is said to be

additive iff JV is an additive structure

r-power iff J\/ is a r-power structure

nonbasic orderings

Let > be an independent, weak ordering on x;.r!,with J={1,...,n}. In

sls2 ... sn > trtz ... t,

we often omit any s, or t, that is a minimum with respect to an induced ordering >j. Say

only s, and t, are not such minima, then we may write instead of the above expression

sz L t:.

There should be no ambiguity since > is an ordering on x.;.r! while sreT, and treTr.

The convention of omitting minima is used only in Chapter 6.

miscellaneous

When J is a finite set, n(J) denotes the number of elements in J.

With o a (closed) binary operation on X, x€ X and k,ne n*, nx is defined by 1x = x and

(k+l)x = kxox.

when R is a relation on X and YcX, then R lY denotes the restriction of R to y.
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Properties of binary relations and operations: definitions
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R is said to be:

non-trivial

transitive

connected

Relational and hierarchical structures are characterizedby the properties of their relations

and functions. Some properties are formulated as axioms. Others can be derived from

the axioms. In this appendix some basic properties are listed'

Some properties of a binary relation are formulated in Definitions B. 1 and B.2, properties

for a binary operation in Definition B.3. Properties of a pair consisting of a binary

relation and a binary operation are defined in Definition B'4.

DEFINITION B. I . Let R be a binary relation on a nonempty set X' Then, with x,y ,zeX,

iff 3x,y I xRy 
^ -yRx ]

iff Yx,y,z IxRy n yRz -+ xRz ]

iff V^,y I xRy v yRx ]

antisymmetric iff V^,y I xRy n yRx -+ x=y ]

a weak ordering iff R is transitive and connected

a total ordering iff R is a weak and antisymmetric ordering'

DEFINITION 8.2. Let R be a binary relation on a nonempty set X. Furthermore, let

A,BcX and x,y,zeX. Pair (A,B) is said to be a Dedekind cut of X iff A and B are

nonempty, AuB = X and Vx,y I xeA n yeB -+ xRy ]. Then R is said to be:

Dedekind complete iff for each Dedekind cut (A,B) a cut element exists, i.e.

3zYx,y I xeA A x*z ,.yeB n y*z + xRz n zRy]

dense iff Vx,y lz I xRy n xty -+ xRz n xiz n zRy t', y*z f

Furthermore, X is said to be of:

order rype 11 iff X is denumerable and R is a dense total ordering without minimal or

maximal element.

order type 0 iff R is a Dedekind complete total ordering without minimal or maximal

element, and X has a subset of order type n which is dense in X.
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DEFINITION B.3. Let o 6s a (partial) binary operation on a nonempty set X. Then,

with x,y,zeX, o is said to be:

closed iff Vx,y 3z I xoy - z ]

associative iff Yx,y,z [ (xoy)o2 = xo(yoz) ]

commutative iff Vx,y [ 1oy = yo1 ]

DEFIMTION 8.4. Let > be a weak ordering and o a closed operation on a nonempty

set X. Then, with x,y,zeX, the pair E,o is said to satisfy:

monotonicity iff Yx,y,z I x>y = (xoz) > (yoz) ] and

Yx,y,z I x>y = (zox) > (zoy) I

solvability iff Vx,y 3z I x>y -+ 1 - zoy ] and

Yx,y 3z I x>y -+ x - yoz )

positivity iff Yx,y,z I xoy = z -) z>x ^z>yf
idempotency iff Vx I x-y -+ xoy-x ]

internality iff Vx,y I x>y -+ x>xoy>y ]

Next, in Definitions B.5 and 8.6, special elements are described.

DEFINITION B.5 Let > be a weak ordering on a nonempty set X. Then, with e,xeX,

e is said to be a:

minimal element iff Vx I x > e ]

DEFINITION 8.6 Let > be a weak ordering and o a closed binary operarion on a

nonempty setX. Then, with e,xeX, e is said to be a:

zero element iff Vx I xoe- x 
^eox -x ]

Definition B.7 through B.10 involve a weak ordering on a product set. The defined

properties are used to characterize compound structures.
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DEFINITION B.7. Let > be a non-trivial weak ordering on a nonempty set U = xi.rUt,

with n(J) > 2. Let K be a nonempty subset of J and let x be a nonminimal element in

U. Then >* is said to be an induced ordering of > on X..*U* iff it is a binary relation

on xkeKUk such that for all u,veU:

ux >x vr iff 3x I u*xr_* ] vrxr-x ]

DEFINITION B.8. Let > be a weak ordering on a nonempty set U = x1.1U, with n(J) >

2 andlet K be a nonempty subset of J. With x,y,zeU, > is said to be:

independent iff ,r*., Vx,y,z I x* >* Yr + XxZr-x t yx4-xf

unrestrictedly solvable iff n*., Vx,y3z I x - yy-1112111 )

restrictedly solvable iff nr., Vx,y3z I x>y -+ x - ]y-11y21r1 I

DEFINITION B.9. Let > be a weak ordering on a nonempty set XxP. Then, with p,q,r€ P

and x,y,zeX, > is said to satisfy the:

Thomsen condition iff Vp,q,r,x,y,z I xp - yq n yr - ry -+ xr - zq ]

The concept defined next relates a weak ordering on a product set to a binary operation

on a component of the product.

DEFINITION B.10. Let > be a weak ordering on U - t;.,Ut and o a binary operation

on U,. Then, with u,v,w,x,y,zeU, pair >,o is said to be:

distributive iff
Vu,v,w,x,y,z [(n**, u*=v*=wk n xk=yk=zr) n u-x zr. v-y n ujovj=wj n xroyr=2, -+ w-z]
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APPENDIX C

Outline of a procedure

for estimating parameters of hierarchical power sums
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The procedure in this outline will be sketched using unit quantifications of the

(momentary) loudness model (see Chapter 6) as an example. Remember that loudness

depends on a trade-off between contributions from various frequency ranges, called

specific loudnesses. Loudness was modelled by a restrictedly solvable structure. Suppose

that restricted context independence is satisfied. Then this structure has unit

quantifications and these unit quantifications are hierarchical power sums (see Theorem

6.3). Consequently, a value y of a unit quantification for loudness is equal to a power

sum of assignments x, of unit quantifications of specific loudnesses:

y = E (b1x,)":. tll
The following procedure for estimating the parameters a, and b, consists of two steps.

In the first step the multiplicative parameters q and the ratios ay'a, between power

parameters are determined. In the second step the absolute values for the power

parameters are determined.

In the first step sounds are considered whose quantified specific loudnesses are zero in

all but one frequency band. Let A be such a sound which has its nonzero quantified

specific loudness u in band l, and let B be such a sound which has its nonzero quantified

specific loudness v in band j. By equation [1] their quantified loudnesses are equal to

(b,u)"t a16 (b,v)"i, respectively. By comparing their loudnesses it can be determined

whether A and B have or have not the same loudness. If they have the same loudness,

then their quantified loudnesses must be the same so that:

(bru)'' = (bjv)"i. t2l

Since one multiplicative parameter can be arbitrarily fixed, b, = 1 may be set. After a

logarithmic transformation simple linear regression can be used to estimate the b, and

ratios a,/a, on the basis of the values of u and v for a number of equally loud pairs like

A and B. To see this, define u' = log u and v' = log v, and rewrite equation [2] as

follows:

u' = (uy'a,)[v'+log\].
The parameters in this function can be estimated by simple linear regression.
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In the second step a, is determined and, thus, also the absolute values for all other power

parameters since their ratios with respect to a, have been established in the first step. Let

again A be a sound which has a zero specific loudness in all frequency bands except

band 1. Sound B is the combination of two equally loud sounds, one with only a nonzero

specific loudness in band I and the other with only a nonzero specific loudness in band

2.Letu be the quantified specific loudness of A for band l, so that, by equation [1],

the quantified loudness of A is equal to (b,u)'t. Let v be the quantified specific loudness

of B for band l, so that, again by equation [1], the quantified loudness of B is equal to

2(b,v)"t. By comparing their loudnesses it again can be determined whether A and B

have the same loudness. If A and B are equally loud, it follows that:

(b,u)ut = 2(b,v)"t. t3l

Constrained simple linear regression can be used to estimate ar on the basis of the values

of u and v for a number of matching pairs like A and B. The linear function for which

a single parameter has to be estimated is obtained by rewriting equation [3] as follows:

u = 2(rtu)v,

or, with u' = log u and v' = log v,

u' = v' + (l/a,) log 2.

In principle, the two steps discussed above for estimating the parameters in a power sum

can be used to estimate all parameters in a hierarchical power sum such as a unit

quantification of our annoyance model. Given the unit quantifications of the basic

attributes, the parameters for the power sums at the bottom of the hierarchy can be

estimated by two such steps. Then, knowing the unit quantifications at one level above

the bottom, the parameters of the power sums at the next level can be estimated by two

similar steps, and so on.
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Definition index
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The numbers refer to the numbers of the definitions in the text and in Appendix B.

A-independence, 8.3 order type 0, B.2
A'-independence, 8.4 order type \,8.2
additive quantification, 4.2 order preserving function, 3.9
additive structure, 4.2 ordered structure, see: totally ordered
antisymmetric, B.l structure
associative, B.3 part, 7.1

automo1phism,3.4 predecessor, see: direct predecessor
basic structure, 3.3 positivity, B.4
basic relation, 3.3 quantification, 3.7, 3.8
closed, B.3 r-power structure, 4.2
combination rule, 3.8 r-power quantification, 4.2
commutative, B.3 relational structure, 3.1

connected, B.1 representation, 3.5

context independence, see: restricted reshaping, 8.1

or unrestricted context independence restricted context independence, 6.2
Dedekind cut, B.2 restrictedly solvable, B.8
Dedekind complete, 8.2 restrictedly solvable structure, 6.1

dense B.2 separable, 8.1

direct follower,8.2 solvability, B.4
direct predecessor, 8.2 substructure, 3.3
distributive structure, 5.1 Thomsen condition, B.9
distributive, B.l0 total ordering, B.l
domain, 3.1 totally ordered structure, 3.1

extensive structure, 4.1 transitive, B.l
finite structure, 3.3 union of homogeneous parts, 7.2
follower, see: direct follower uniqueness (l-point), 7.4
generalized restrictedly solvable unit quantification,3.T, 3.8

structure, 6.1 unit condition, 3.6
hierarchical collection, 8.2 unrestricted context independence, 6.3
hierarchical structure, 3.2 unrestrictedly solvable, 8.8
homogeneity (l-point), 7.3 weak ordering, B.l
homogeneous part, 7.2 zero element, 8.6
homomorphism, 3.4
idempotency, B.4
idempotent distributive structure, 5.1

independent 8.1, B.8
induced ordering, B.7
internality, B.4
isomorphism, 3.4
minimal element, 8.5
monotonicity, 8.4
nonbasic structure, 3.3
nonbasic relation, 3.3
non-trivial, B.1
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SAMENVATTING

Hieronder volgt een hoofdstuks-gewijze samenvatting van het proefschrift. Van de eerste

twee hoofdstukken wordt een relatief uitgebreide samenvatting gegeven omdat daarin

de gevolgde benadering wordt uiteengezet.

ln hoofdstuk 1 wordt met enkele onderzoeksgegevens geillustreerd dat mensen in hun

woonomgeving vaak blootstaan aan een combinatie van geluid en ook geur van

verschillende omgevingsbronnen. Het belangrijkste negatieve effect van geluid en geur

van omgevingsbronnen is de hinder die men ervan kan ondervinden. Doel van dit

proefschrift is een kwantificatie voor deze hinder te vinden, dat wil zeggen, een functie

die consequent een groter getal toekent aan belastingen als deze meer hinder veroorzaken.

Met een monotone relatie tussen hinder en aan belastingen toegekende getallen is het

mogelijk belastingen op basis van de getallen te beoordelen.

In de literatuur voorgestelde kwantificaties van hinder door milieubelastingen hebben

vooral betrekking op hinder door geluid van i6n bron. De inzichten op grond waaryan

formules voorgesteld zijn om uit kenmerken van een geluidbelasting een kwantificatie

van de hinder te bereken, zijn echter beperkt. Veelal is achteraf onderzocht of er

inderdaad meer hinder is in situaties waarvoor een formule een hogere waarde geeft.

Deze studies geven echter maar gedeeltelijk uitsluitsel over welke formules het best

voldoen. In de literatuur voorgestelde kwantificaties voor geluid van meerdere bronnen

zijn in strijd zijn met eenvoudige empirische feiten. Er zljn geen voorstellen bekend voor

kwantificatie van bij combinaties van geluid en geur te verwachten hinder.

De in dit proefschrift gevolgde benadering om tot een hinder-kwantificatie te komen,

wordt een representationele benadering genoemd. Globaal komt deze benadering er op

neer dat eerst een model geformuleerd wordt voor basale dimensies van (gecombineerde)

belastingen en de trade-offs daartussen die de ordening van belastingen naar hinder

bepalen. In verschillende modellen worden andere eigenschappen verondersteld voor

basale dimensies en trade-offs. Dergelijke eigenschappen worden uitgedrukt door

axioma's. Zij bepalen het bestaan en de vorm van hinder-kwantificaties.
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Een hinder-kwantificatie bestaat uit kwantificaties van de basale dimensies en regels die

deze combineren tot een hinder-kwantificatie. De eerst genoemde kwantificaties kennen

aan niveaus op basale dimensies getallen toe, die door de combinatieregels worden

samengenomen tot 66n getal per (gecombineerde) belasting. Bestaan en vorrn van

combinatieregels hangen met name af van de eis dat ordening van belastingen op basis

van toegekende getallen correspondeert met de ordening naar hinder van belastingen

volgens het model.

Aan het eind van hoofdstuk 1 wordt ingegaan op de stelling dat ongelijksoortige

dimensies niet opgeteld kunnen worden omdat hun eenheden niet compatibel zijn ("appels

en peren kunnen niet worden opgeteld"). Bijvoorbeeld, sommatie van meters en

kilogrammen wordt als niet zinvol gezien. Daarom ook worden problemen voorzien voor

het combineren van kwantificaties van ongelijksoortige belastingen, zoals geluid- en

geurbelastingen. In essentie bestaat een probleem bij het sommeren van meters en

kilogrammen omdat de keuze van meter als eenheid in plaats van bijvoorbeeld centimeter

en van kilogram in plaats van bijvoorbeeld gram willekeurig is, maar wel het resultaat

van de sommatie bepaalt. Als echter getallen voor afzonderlijke dimensies een

vergelijkbare indicatie moeten geven voor de mate waarin de dimensies bijdfagen aan

een gemeenschappelijk effect, dan kunnen deze dimensies wel zinvol worden opgeteld.

Dan is de normale onafhankelijkheid in de keuze van eenheden voor dimensies beperkt.

De vrijheid in de keuze van eenheden hangt dus af van relaties van betrokken dimensies

met een effect. De relatie van basale dimensies met hinder zoals beschreven in het model

in dit proefschrift impliceert dat'incompatibele' eenheden van basale dimensies onderling

afhankelijk zijn zodat de dimensies door sommatie kunnen worden gecombineerd.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de representationele benadering eerst in het algemeen geschetst en

daarna meer specifiek voor de kwantificatie van hinder. In de algemene beschrijving

wordt uiteengezet dat een model zoals in dit proefschrift gebruikt, bestaat uit een

verzameling abstracte elementen, aangeduid als 'domein', en relaties tussen die

elementen. In een axiomatisch model worden de veronderstelde eigenschappen van

relaties beschreven met axioma's. Als illustratie wordt een eenvoudig axiomatisch model
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geschetst waarnee fysische dimensies als lengte, massa of volume kunnen worden

gerepresenteerd. Een "kwantificatie" van een model is een functie die aan het domein

van een model een numeriek domein koppelt zo dat relaties op het numeriek domein

corresponderen met relaties op het domein van het model. Om "unit kwantificaties" te

kunnen introduceren worden "automorfismen" omschreven. Een automorfisme koppelt

aan elk element uit een domein precies 66n ander element uit dat domein. Dit gebeurt

zo dat een relatie tussen oorspronkelijke elementen bestaat als en alleen als deze ook

bestaat tussen de daaraan gekoppelde elementen. Automorfismen worden niet expliciet

gedefinieerd, maar worden getnduceerd door de relaties die opgenomen zijn in een

model. Een unit kwantihcatie is dan te omschrijven als een kwantificatie die elk

automorfisme op het domein van een model vertaalt in een vermenigluldiging van de

toegekende getallen met een positief reeel getal.

Na de algemene beschrijving wordt specifieker ingegaan eerst op het hindermodel en

daarna op kwantificaties daarvan. Volgens het hindermodel hangt de hinder door geluid

en geur af van dimensies van de belasting die worden aangeduid als "speciheke luidheid"

en "specifieke geursterkte". Op elk tijdstip wordt een geluidbelasting gekarakteriseerd

door een aantal specifieke luidheden voor verschillende frequentiebanden. Specifieke

luidheid wordt in hoofdstuk 4 beschreven als basale "extensieve structuur". Een

geurbelasting wordt op elk tijdstip gekarakteriseerd door per geurstof een specifieke

geursterkte. Specifieke geursterkte wordt in hoofdstuk 5 beschreven als "distributieve

structuur". De desbetreffende distributieve structuur is samengesteld uit een basale

structuur die de massa van een stof in een luchtmonster beschrijft en een basale structuur

die het volume van het monster beschrijft. Hinder wordt in het model beschreven als een

ordening op alle mogelijke combinaties van specifieke luidheidniveaus en specifieke

geursterkte-niveaus, waarbij elke combinatie 66n totale, over de tijd uitgestrekte belasting

beschrijft.

Een unit kwantificatie van het hindermodel bestaat uit unit kwantificaties voor de basale

dimensies en regels die deze kwantificaties combineren tot 66n kwantificatie van het

totale model. De kwantificaties van een extensieve structuur worden door dit model

bepaald op een strikt stijgende transformatie na. Dus, een samengestelde functie
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bestaande uit een kwantificatie en een strikt stijgende functie is weer een kwantificatie.

De unit kwantificaties van een extensieve structuur zijn bepaald op een positieve

machtstransformatie (y = bxo) na. Volgens theorema's uit de hoofdstukken 6 en 7 is een

unit kwantificatie voor het hindermodel een "hierarchische machtsom", die is opgebouwd

uit successievelijke "machtsommen"

lI* 1u*q*;* 1'"'

In de eerste machtsommen zijn de (* unit kwantificaties van specifieke luidheden of

specifieke geursterkten, in latere stappen zijn ze het resultaat van voorafgaande

machtsommen.

Hoofdstuk 3 bevat definities van basale concepten en enkele theorema's. De belangrijkste

concepten die worden gedefinieerd zijn "relationele structuur", "hierarchische structuur",

"(zelf-)representatie" van een structuur, en kwantificatie en unit kwantificatie van een

structuur. Een relationele structuur bestaat uit relaties en hun domein, en is een bekend

begrip in de meettheorie. Een hiErarchische structuur is een generalisatie hiervan en kan

uit meerdere, hidrarchisch georganiseerde relationele structuren zijn opgebouwd. Een zelf-

representatie is een type automorfisme. Modellen in dit proefschrift bestaan uit een

hierarchische structuur waarvoor eigenschappen worden vastgelegd in axioma's. In de

hoofdstukken 4 tot en met 7 worden telkens strucruren gedefinieerd en theorema's

gepresenteerd over het al dan niet bestaan van (unit) kwantificaties en over hun vorm.

In hoofdstuk 4 worden extensieve structuren met en zonder minimaal element

geihtroduceerd. Deze structuren worden in dit proefschrift gebruikt voor het beschrijven

van de fysische dimensies massa en volume, en voor de beschrijving van de

psychologische dimensie specifieke luidheid. Er wordt een theorema gepresenteerd over

het bestaan en de uniciteit van unit kwantificaties van extensieve structuren. Dit theorema

4.2 stelt dat een extensieve structuur een "additieve unit kwantificatie" heeft. Verder

beschrijft het theorema alle numerieke structuren waarin een extensieve structuur door

een unit kwantificatie kan worden afgebeeld.
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Het bestaan van additieve unit kwantificaties betekent volgens theorema 3.1 uit het

voorgaande, algemene hoofdstuk dat elke positieve macht-transformatie van een additieve

unit kwantificatie een nieuwe unit kwantificatie oplevert.

Als een extensieve structuur een dimensie beschrijft die niet in samenhang met andere

dimensies wordt beschouwd, is de keuze van een bepaalde unit kwantificatie arbitrair.

De vrijheid om een unit kwantificatie te kiezen wordt beperkt als een dimensie deel

uitmaakt van een grotere structuur. Voor het opbouwen van een hindermodel worden

extensieve structuren voor massa van een stof, voor volume van een monster en voor

specifieke luidheid geincorporeerd in grotere structuren. Deze grotere structuren worden

in de volgende hoofdstukken behandeld. Doordat de genoemde structuren daarin

substructuren zijn, wordt de vrijheid voor de keuze van een unit kwantificatie beperkt.

In hoofdstuk 5 worden distributieve structuren geihtroduceerd die twee extensieve

structuren omvatten. In dit proefschrift wordt een "idempotente distributieve structuur"

gebruikt als model voor specifieke geursterkte. De extensieve substructuren beschrijven

de massa van een geurstof in een monster respectievelijk het volume van dat monster.

Een belangrijke voorwaarde voor de beschrijving van specifieke geursterkte als

distributieve structuur is dat de geursterkte van een monster in principe gelijk gemaakt

kan worden aan die van een willekeurig ander monster door 6f de massa van de geurstof

6f het volume van het monster aan te passen. Deze eigenschap wordt aangeduid als

'onbeperkte oplosbaarheid'. Een voorwaarde voor het gebruik van een idempotente

structuur is dat samenvoeging van twee monsters met gelijke specifieke geursterkte

resulteert in een monster met weer die zelfde geursterkte.

Er wordt een theorema geformuleerd betreffende het bestaan en de uniciteit van unit

kwantificaties van distributieve structuren met twee substructuren. Het theorema

impliceert dat een dergelijke distributieve structuur een unit kwantificatie heeft die het

produkt of quoti€nt is van unit kwantificaties van de extensieve substructuren. Een

tweede theorema betreft idempotente distributieve structuren en stelt dat een unit

kwantificatie van een dergelijke structuur een positieve macht-transformatie is van het

quotient van additieve unit kwantificaties van de extensieve substructuren.
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Voor het opbouwen van een hindermodel worden de idempotente distributieve structuren

voor specifieke geursterkten geihcorporeerd in grotere structuren. Doordat ze dan

substructuren zijn van een grotere structuur wordt ook voor hun de vrijheid voor de

keuze van een unit kwantificatie beperkt.

Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt de "beperkt oplosbare structuur". Het is een samengestelde

structuur waarvan een substructuur een extensieve of distributieve structuur met een

minimum is, of wederom een beperkt oplosbare structuur. De beperkt oplosbare structuur

wordt bijvoorbeeld gebruikt voor het beschrijven van de trade-off tussen de effecten van

specifieke luidheden uit verschillende frequentiebanden op de momentane luioheid. Een

belangrijke eigenschap voor de beschrijving van luidheid als beperkt oplosbare structuur

is dat een geluid in principe even luid gemaakt kan worden als een sterker geluid door

66n van de specifieke luidheden aan te passen. Deze eigenschap wordt aangeduid als

'beperkte oplosbaarheid'. Een generalisatie van beperkt oplosbare structuren, die ook in

hoofdsruk 6 wordt gedefinieerd, wordt in hoofdstuk 8 gebruikt als model voor hinder

ten gevolge van geluid en geur.

De beperkt oplosbare strucfuur en de distributieve structuur beschrijven verschillende

trade-offs. Globaal heeft het verschil tussen de structuren de volgende consequentie voor

hun kwantificaties. Een distributieve structuur heeft substructuur-kwantificaties die door

vermenigvuldiging of deling gecombineerd kunnen worden tot een kwantificatie voor

de totale structuur. Optellen kan niet. Voor beperkt oplosbare structuren geldt juist het

omgekeerde. De substruchrren van die structuur hebben kwantificaties die door optelling

gecombineerd kunnen worden tot een kwantificatie voor de totale structuur terwijl

vermenigvuldiging of deling niet kan worden gebruikt. Dit verschil tussen de

kwantificaties blijkt direct uit de theorema's over de onderhavige structuren in de

hoofdstukken 5 en 6.

In tegenstelling tot extensieve en distributieve structuren hebben niet alle beperkt

oplosbare structuren een unit kwantificatie. Of een dergelijke kwantificatie bestaat, hangt

af van een eigenschap die wordt aangeduid als 'beperkte context onafhankehjkheid'. Deze

eigenschap heeft betrekking op de zelf-representaties van een structuur. Zoals eerder
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aangegeven, is een zelf-representatie een type automorf,tsme. Beperkte context

onafhankelijkheid vereist dat er voor elke zelf-representatie van een substructuur zelf-

representaties van de overige substructuren zljn zodanig dat ze samen een zelf-

representatie van de gehele structuur vorrnen. Of, wat informeler uitgedrukt, een

transformatie die een substrucruur intact laat, moet altijd aangevuld kunnen worden met

transformaties van de overige substructuren zodanig dat de gehele structuur intact blijft.

Een beperkt oplosbare structuur heeft een unit kwantificatie als en alleen als aan deze

eigenschap wordt voldaan.

De (gegeneraliseerde) beperkt oplosbare structuren die in hoofdstuk 8 worden gebruikt

voor her beschrijven van de totale luidheid van een geluidgebeurtenis (paragraaf 8.3),

geluidhinder (paragraaf 8.4) en hinder door geluid en geur (paragraaf 8.4) worden

verondersteld te voldoen aan beperkte context onafhankelijkheid. Met deze eigenschap

volgt uit de theorema's 6.3 en 6.4 uit hoofdstuk 6 dat er voor deze modellen een unit

kwantificatie bestaat. Bovendien volgt uit deze theorema's dat kwantificaties van deze

modellen de vorm hebben van de eerder beschreven machtsommen.

Hoofdstuk 7 behandelt "homogene delen" van structuren. Een deel van een structuur is

een structuur die wordt verkregen door relaties te beperken tot een deelverzameling van

het oorspronkelijke domein. Een structuur is homogeen als er voor elke twee elementen

uit het domein een zelf-representatie van de structuur bestaat die de twee elementen

verbindt. In dit proefschrift zijn vooral homogene delen van beperkt oplosbare structuren

van belang omdat zulke delen onderdeel zijn van de in hoofdstuk 8 beschreven

hindermodellen.

Er worden twee manieren beschreven om de elementen te vinden die behoren tot het

zelfde homogene deel van een beperkt oplosbare structuur als een gegeven element.

Theorema 7.4 impliceert dat een vereniging van homogene delen van een beperkt

oplosbare structuur die voldoet aan beperkte context onafhankelijkheid een unit

kwantificatie heeft.
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ln hoofdstuk 8 worden modellen gepresenteerd voor de totale luidheid van een

geluidgebeurtenis, voor geluidhinder en voor hinder door gecombineerde geluid- en

geurbelastingen. De structuren en substructuren die hierbij worden gebruikt, zijn in de

eerdere hoofdstukken gedefinieerd, en de theorema's over de unit kwantificatie hiervan

zijn in die hoofdsrukken geformuleerd. In hoofdsruk 8 wordt beschreven hoe deze

structuren onderdeel uitmaken van een groter geheel waarmee de genoemde attributen

te beschrijven zijn.

Omdat in eerdere hoofdstukken bewezen is dat de gebruikte structuren unit kwantificaties

hebben, heeft hinder een unit kwantificatie als het voorgestelde model correct is. In

principe kan vastgesteld worden of het model correct is, door mensen (gecombineerde)

belastingen te laten beoordelen. Belangrijk is dat alleen vergelijkende oordelen nodig zijn,

met andere woorden, mensen hoeven telkens alleen aan te geven welke van twee

belastingen hinderlijker gevonden wordt.

De keuze van de voorgelegde combinaties moet worden afgestemd op het te testen

axioma uit het model. Belangrijke eigenschappen in het hindermodel zijn "A-

onaftrankelijkheid" en "A.-onafhankelijkheid". Onafhankelijkheid vereist dat een bijdrage

van een component aan een effect altijd 'vervangen' kan worden door een gelijke

bijdrage van een andere component zonder dat dit het effect beihvloedt. De eis voor A-

onaftrankelijkheid en A--onafhankelijkheid is zwakker. Daarvoor moeten clusters van

componenten, clusters van clusters van componenten, enz., te onderscheiden zijn

waarbinnen onafhankelijkheid geldt. In hoofdstuk 8 wordt een stapsgewijze procedure

uiteengezet waarmee vastgesteld kan worden of dit het geval is. Deze procedure geeft

aan welke vergelijkingen uitgevoerd moeten worden om vast te stellen of de vereiste

clustering bestaat en, als dit het geval is, welke clusters er zijn.

Omdat de kwantificaties van hinder afgeleid worden uit de axioma's in het hindermodel

en de axioma's in principe getest kunnen worden door het laten vergelijken van

belastingen, is dus de juistheid van de voorgestelde kwantificaties voor hinder in principe

te testen door vergelijkende beoordelingen te verzamelen over belastingen.
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Hoofdstuk 9 geeft een overzicht van belangrijke onderdelen van de gevolgde benadering.

Verder wordt besproken dat de unit kwantificaties die uit het hindermodel zijn afgeleid,

bedoeld zijn voor toepassing in uiteenlopende praktische sifuaties. Uit het geformuleerde

model kan worden afgeleid dat deze kwantificaties de vorm hebben van de eerder

genoemde hidrarchische machtsommen. Echter, de exacte hiErarchische organisatie en

de waarden van de parameters in de machtsommen worden door het model niet

gedetermineerd. Voor nader inzicht in de juistheid van axioma's, en om de hierarchische

organisatie en waarden van parameters te bepalen, is empirische informatie nodig die

niet in dit proefschrift wordt behandeld.

Dit proefschrift is vooral gericht op de definitie van modellen en het afleiden van de

kwantificaties die hiervoor bestaan. Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van concepten en

resultaten uit de meettheorie. Het werk illustreert een toepassing van de algemene,

abstracte meettheoretische benadering.
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